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3U: 1ARY 

tiedinan law is the model upon which the Maghribi courts built 

their legal systems. The purpose of this study is to exanino tho 

introduction of Malikite law into Spain and north Africa, with 

special attention paid to the way in which the Maghribi jurists 

contributed to the law. 

The study begins with a history of the rille played by legal 

scholars, who were the exponents of the M3alikite law which became 

not only the official law of Spain and Ifrigiyya, but also the 

doctrine accepted by the general populace. The study includes an 

analysis of the process through thich Cordova and Qayrawön absorbed 

into their judicial institutions the principles of Medinan law. 

The Maghribi contribution was in expanding tho Medinan law; it was 

a response to unexpected situations arising in Maghrib'l society, 

calling for modifications of the strictness of Medinan law. This 

thesis shows how Maghribi applications of the law to now situations 

broadened the scope of Malikite law for all the Malikite jurists. 
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PREFACE 

The history of the reception and development of 11alilcite 

law from Ifriqiyya to Spain can best be understood in relation 

to other intellectual and scholarly activities. "Umilaritios 

in the judicial processes of the two provinces arcs o out of 

their geographical proxirdity, reinforced by a common Medinan 

culture and the predominance of a group of Jurists committed to 

identical legal doctrines. The geographical proximity of the 

two provinces was reinforced with such judiciary relevant 

characteristics as similarity of fledinan cultural experience, 

predominance of the group of jurists, and similarity of commit- 

vent to identical legal doctrine. The high degree of personal 

contact among tho intellectuals of the two provinces and their 

special relationship with Egyptian ! ia]. ikian accentuated the 

zirhilarity in their view of common legal problem. 

Although flc liktito law was born in Itedina and opounded in 

Egypt, this thesio will not be concerned with the dovelopnent of 

Malikite law in those places. ! 1adina, in tho firnt place, was 

no longer universally recognized as the cultural and religious 

centre. Kufa, Egypt and Qayra n superseded her in aany 

cultural and intellectual respects. Egypt, on the other hand, 

did not remain under the domination of Malikito jurists. 

Shäfi't overthrew the supremacy of l4likiem. In this research 

I shall not stop to consider the r6le of Ualikito law in Foz, 

not because it tann unknosn, but because during the period we 

are dealing with, the 3rd and 4th centuries, the iialittite low 
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in Fez was lacking in originality. The jurists of Fez were 

either influenced by their Spanish counterparts, ©o that they 

took for granted tdmt the Spanish jurists said, or they leaned 

heavily on that the jurists of Cayraviin said. Moreover, none 

of these cities had produced the itmense body of Malikite legal 

work that had been produced in Ifriqiyya and Spain. 

The reader tho glances at the bibliographies at the end of 

this work will notice that there arc more cources quoted from 

Spain and Qayraw n than from Egypt or Medina. 

In the middle of the 2nd/8th century, in consequence of 

political disturbances and social upheavals, Ifriqiyya and -'pain 

were simultaneously drawn by the attractions of Medinan legal 

doctrine. A number of Ifriqiyya and Spanish travellers and 

scholars were the intellectual pioneers; they travelled to the 

Orient and brought home the law and tradition of MIedins. They 

included not only students and intellectuals, but also merchants, 

officials travelling in the ruler's or court's service, and 

pilGrins. They brought back manuscripts, popular legal text- 

books# and a love for the canonical law of the city of the 

Prophet. 

In both provinces there are similar factors which created 

a psychological readiness for the Medinan doctrine, strongly 

coloured by the impression of Medinan superiority. However 

this "readiness" of Western °usliz Society did not result in a 

sudden bx'oak--through, and only later on was a group formed tftch 
identified itself with the fedinan law and way of life. Because 
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of various circumstances it , ras 

became estnblished in the wamst, 

illustrious masters such as the 

Yahy b. ? 4a, the chief legal 

who were the most brilliant of 

school. 

the ! Talikite school which 

and vory quickly produced 

famous cacti of Oay*rauSn and 

advisors to the Spanish court, 

jurists in the entire tMalikite 

The fora oing sUra=Iry indicateu tho burden of the present 

study; to review the reception, influence and development of 

ralikito legal doctrine in the Fest. 

Chapter One, in the firnt part, and Chapter Four in the 

second part, contain an account of the formative period of 

? I1ikis (law and movement), substantially in accordance with 

the historical sequence and social phenomena, and they examine 

the r8le of the jurists. These chapters pave the way for the 

introduction of the doctrine itself. 

The analysis in Chapter Two describes the method of inter- 

protation and how the scope of the low was expanded beyond that 

which !! . ik had envisaged. It also explains the interesting 

and radical view of the ? ta, hribi jurists as to the nut. ),, i ity of 

custom in legal scienc©. 

Chapter Three takes into account the judiciary in Aghlabid 

times, which had a decisive effect on perpetuating tho doctrine 

throughout the succeeding century until the present day. 

Chapter Five shows the infiltration of some foreign law, 

which had a significant effect on the evolution of the Malikite 

law, but on the other hand formed a departure from the do inrnt 
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law. The main theme of discussion in this chapter is the 

impact of the Orient (Iraq, Egyypto as well as Oayrakin) on the 

judicial life of Spain. 

One of the points which I have tried to establish in 

Chapter Six, is the unlimited flexibility that Spanish lew 

showed in Court Procedure and legal remsnonsa. The law of 

liability is the major theme discussed in this chapter. 
What I havo tried to demonstrate is that the structure of 

lzalikite law was established by a series of scholastic activitico 

and judicial procosses which took place in Cayrawän and Cordova, 

with the consequence that MMaghrib3 law added another dimension 

to the scope of 1 likite law. The faghribI legal scholars 

claim our attention because they have had a substantial r8le in 

shaping and exPan gM 1ik's law for all Malikite jurists in 

the Islamic world. 
Under the increasing complexities of social and comnercinl 

life, almost any legal movement could be expected to show some 

sign of change. For example, the Spanish court, in spite of 

all its conformity to the tiedinan law, challenged the necessity 

of the existence of pre-relationship to validate the acceptance 

of testimony. 

The legal history, however, proved undeniably that the 

fnlikite jurists of the Maghrib were aware of the effect of the 

changing tiros on the growth and development of the law. It was 
part of the whole spirit of the time that changes in rules of 
law took the form of a smooth transition from one stage to the 
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next. This climate of feeling encouraged the Maghribi jurists, 

not only to produco new laws, but also to mould their master's 

legal views to fit the current situation. The procedures for 

bringing a case before the court and for the taking of evidence, 

certain aspects of the lab, of torts, and the r8le played by 

professional jurists, all revealed a further stage in a line of 

development already under weigh. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Any study of the development of the falikite in the Wout 

(Ifrigiyya end Spain) tust include a careful examination of the 

history of its origin, reception, and dicaer tion. This 

history can beat be understood in relation to the Cultural, 

political end social history of this part of the Muslim 'world. 

In this study an attempt has been made to evoke in broad 

outline the essential facts of tho Malikita historico]. develop- 

oont. in analyzing the doctrinal history of this school we 

must admit that at the beginning it could hardly be distinguished 

fron any prevailing legal, view practiced anywhere in the Muslin 

world. 

The ordinary meaning of "ASed. inon jurist" has a political 

as well as a judicial content. This political implication, for 

instance, appears unmistakably when it was used in contradis- 

tinction to the Irägt Jurists in Itrigiyya. 

In order to avoid contusion, it should be understood that 

the word "fediuan" when used of Malikito jurists in this thesis 

carries only legal connotations. I use this teri to refer to 

a group or class of intellectuals who had a similar predisposition 

to specific institution and legal values. 

Among the biographical works is the Cu ºt Curtuba Wa, 
ýtJla. nn ' Ifrlniyyn by rfi end b. Harlth al-hhuahanl. This 

usofu1 work deals in several places with political, social and 
legal aspects of life in Ifriqiyya and Spain. Ibn HcrIth did 

not attach himself to zany legal school, but his independence in 
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thought and legal views made him admirably qualified to offer 

unbiased critical points on the courts and jurists of Spain 

on the ono hand and the Malikite and the nennfite in Qeyrau n 

on the other hand. 

Biographical material reust form the essential part Of this 

research, because it constitutes the primary sources of 

information. 1 hero Spain is concerned I have depended almost 

entirely on the accounts of MaShribT historians and authors of 

biographic dictionaries, among whoa were al.. Khushanl (d. 361/971), 

Ibn al-. Fara I (d. 403/1012), Ibn Bashkuwäl (d. 578/1182), Ibn al- 

Abbar (d, 658/1286) g a1-4Wnayd1 (d. 443/1056), of-C m¢I ' Iya¢ 

(d. 544/1149). '; bbd al-rr .l ik Ibn Sa *Td (d. 562/1166). Li roan ad- Ain 

al--Kh Ib (d. 776/1375) and al-'Magqarr (d, 1041/1631). As the 

basis for ay treatment of Ifrigiyya, in addition to works of 

'Iyäd and al-Kh hani, I made use of the work of kbü al-*Arab 

(333/944). and Ibn Farn (d. 799/1396). 

How"ovor, dospito tho fact that thoso biographical 

dictionaries are of an anecdotal nature and closer to hagio- 

graphy, it is undeniable that some of these records are brisk 

and critical. In general, they help to provide not only a 

relatively complete and balanced picture of the individual's 

personality and his career, but also a picture of hin social, 

political and intellectual life. From those biographical 

dictionaries we learn the salient facts of the lives of the 

famous Malikite jurists, including places and dates of birth and 

death, their contributions to jurisprudence and important 

position held. 
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Another historian and biographical ticritor was Abu al- 

"Arab (ci. 333/944). His work was highly regarded in many 

quarters: an Ifrigiyyan citizen at the time of the opposition 

between the Irägis and hedinan jurists on one side and the 

Fatai1ids on the other, he ran able to give a clone description of 

their struggle and rivalry. His work abagat 4Ulamal Ifrigiyya 

jzn-Täni n wan n very important source for the reception of Mrüikite 

law in Ifrigiyya. 

Also of very considerable importance is the work of 6th/ 

century scholar rqI ''Iya j, the TartTb al-Mnd rileta, rIb al_ 

Manalik Ii rya*rilat *A1 mr mar? hhsb ?, ' 'lik, published in 1965. 

Though confining itself to the biographies of ? iliki jurists, 

it is an astonishing literary achievement. "Iyaä begins his 

Tsý with a momentous introduction covering two hundred pages 

which ©xplains the impulses which brought about the advocacy of 

Malikito doctrine. 'Iyät puts forward a semi-rational argument 

in his introduction to explain why this doctrine oppenled to the 

xmsscs of the Maghrib. 

The csorit of this work door not lio only in its naming of 
1300 fauouß Ma1il, 1to jurists, witers, and judges, but also in 

dcscribin. g the sources of his material. 

My interest in this excellent biographical dictionary is 
due to the fact that ; Iyi-d views the natorio1 at his disposal 

with a critical eye. kLta syMpath©tic evaluations and 

comprehensiveness justify *Iyäl's claim that his i. ork war, a 
10ndmark in the art of compiling biographical dictionaries. 
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With the help of vast collections nade by his predecessors 

and contemporaries tho Try bocemo the main source in Western 

I-Talikit® Islam for all the succeeding writers. 

In addition to those biograpbical wor1z, various historical 

works leere conmilted. These include al-BmCan al-il hrib of ýr. rr 

Ibn 'Idh irI, a1-t u't. iib of ''Pbd al. -U d al-1arrZcushi, RUCItiddisua 

and Ta''rrtkh of Ibn ! 1cYün and al-Y; mil of Ihn al- kthTr. 

Unfortunately these authors wore not sufficiently interested in 

the legal and religious aspects to make a full analysis of the 

introduction of the Malikite doctrine to Spain and Ifrigiyya. 

The historical and biographical sources dealt not so auch with 

the acceptance and dovolopment of the doctrine cc with 

historical events. In addition to this meagreness of information, 

their assessment of the facts concerning events connected with 

the Malikito doctrine or the movement was often unbalanced. 

For tho most part I ignored the views of historians 

quoted in works othor than %aghribI. When I do rontion some 

of thou such as Ibn al-AthIr or Ibn Kha111k n or Ibn Khayyät, 

it is only to substantiate what a ilcghribl writer has said. 

In tho realm of law, I have relied leas on general 111alikite 

legal literature than on the work written by the Maghribia, 

except where the case or the legal view is mentioned in non- 
Fialikite works exclusively, such as the ; of ash-Shüfi*I and 

the I'1 ra e1'4uwßoni''Tn of Ibn ¬r1 ayyin. 

However it can be seen that the ! idaww na of Seefön, which 

Was unanimously recognized by the courts of both ifrigiyya and 
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Spain, remained the basic source of my reserrrch, Beside the 

many legal manuals and texts I have used in this rcaearch, I 

found valuable information in three MSS (BM. Add. pia. 9343). 

One of them was YaWa b. 'Umar' s su=ary of al-A am o1-Kubr Myýlýor 

Naw zil ca-Aikän compiled by 'Tin b. Sabi. 

The second 14 is the Kit h al-Wathc jr in of Abu-Izb7aq 

Ibr am b. "Abd ar-Ratiaän. This MS explains the function and 

the rale of the notaries. The work deals with th, art of 

writing documents and procedures, judicial and otherwise, with 

emphasis on their minute details. It also deals with all kinds 

of transactions, wills, transfer of property otc. This work 

describes the technique of legal writing in Malikito legal life 

which-ums generally practised in Spain. 

The third fS is Kit'äb ®n. Ttafn t of Ahmed b. R. ushiq fl-- 

Murrt. The manuscript deals vrith the jurisdiction of the 

court in respect of imposing the economic liability on a person 
towards his dependants or oven hie eninal8. 
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PART 

MA. IKXTE LEGAL DCCTRIfE IN IFRICIYYA 



CIMPTIM I 
TIM R . IOIOUS AND POLITICAL LIFE OF IFRICIYYA 

From the end of the first century A. K., Ifriqiyya 1 
was the 

scene of a series of hostilities and heterod3xical disputes. 

Kharijite doctrine was prominent among the majority of Berbers. 

Its tonots2 were interpreted historically against the background 

of autocratic rule and , trab national pride, supported by the 

social phenomenon that the Kharijite trend began as an expression 

of growing feeling of antagonism towards the ruler. The year 116 

shows a popular aovement of the Berbers against the rulers, who 

maltreated the Berbers by trying to levy double tax on the newly 

converted Berbera. 3 

With the first decade of the first century, Berbers began 

to develop their own thinking in reaction to the Arabs' assumption 

of superiority. Virtually all the Berbers had been subordinated 

to the Arabs, and the latter, especially those who worked within 

1. The Arabic name for Tunisia was Ifriqiyya, an , trabized version 

of the Latin Africa. According to the Arabic sources the name 

of Ifriqiyya was extended to cover all the land from east of 
Barqa to west of Tangier. Bakrl, Mu hrib, p. 21. Cf. Ibn al- 
Ati r, Lubi'b, i: 63. 

2. For more detailed information concerning Kharijite of Ifriqiyya, 

see T. Lewicki, "La rüpartition geographique des groupenents 
Ibädites dann 1'Afrique du Nord au moyen-Age", RO., XXI (1957), 

pp. 301-43. 
3. Ibn 'Schad, Bn an, i: 52f; Pia#irt, Iatia ä, I, 

_ 
i: 108=14. 

2 
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the ruler's class, raised themselves above the natives by their 

superior rank in conventional social and political life. 

The first rebellion in the history of Islamic rule of 

I rigiyye, began in the west and was led by Maysara, a water- 

carrier of Tangier in 122/740.1 It swept through the whole 

of the Maghrib and even spread into Spain. 2 The political 

resistance of the Kharijite to the central government of the 

eayrawan was strong enough to limit the effects, of expansionist 

policies and it frequently forced the governor to withdraw fror 

some territories. The cause and effect of these rebellions has 

been described by Rolf Reichert: "Many converted to Islas. In 

spite of their military service, they were considered an inferior 

caste and obliged to pay tribute. In auch well-prepared ground 

the Kharijites' propaganda throve easily; in 740 a vast 

insurrection from Kairouan to the Atlantic Ocean Suddenly broke 

out; with great difficulty the metropolis succeeded in reducing 

the insurgents (742). The caliphal rule never had been 

secured. "3 

1, Ibn 'Abd al-Hakam, Ealla ! r, p. 213; Ibn Khayyäj, 
ii s 363; Ibn ' Idihrl, fan an, i: 151. 

2. Ibn Ktayyäý, Tam, ii: 368 and 37; Ibn al-,: thlr, frag} mmil, III, 
v: 1421. Ibn al-Athtr's statement indicates that the Berbers of 
Spain rebelled several ties against the rulor3; see, i, 
III, v, 1t39f-194f. 

3. Reichert, Hictoricol, p. 89. 
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Aa the new sectarian view took hold among the Berbers, a 

new assortment of political problems arose to complicate a 

situation already shaken and complex. The introduction of 

Kharijite law called into question the prerogative and the legal 

status of the ruler. l It claimed that any Muslim in good standing 

could become a spiritual guide, or governor, or even Caliph, and 

that good works rather than racial and family background, were 

the most important thing in the life of a Caliph, as well as an 

ordinary mem .2 

The Kharijite view of the equality of Muslim brethren, as 

related to the I, wan en inviting alternative for the Berbers, 

who had been discriminated against and humiliated by the Arabs= 

it offered self-rule as opposed to subjugation under Arab rule. 

It drove the Berbers to identify with the FCharijites. This 

helps to explain why the i{harijite doctrine was ultimately 

auccessful. 
3 It was harder for the Berbers to resist an idea 

1. Watt, "Khari f ite thought in the U mayyad Period", Der Isl i, 
XXXVI (1961), p. 230. 

2. The doctrine of the Kharijite had been carried to Ifrigiyya 
by the conquerors most of whose members were Irägis. When 
they came to Itrigiyya, the Muslim conquerors brought with 
them their religious disputes. The members of the army of 
the various races learned of the Kharijite ideas, and this 
spread sectarian ideas in North Africa. The Kharijite 
emissaries had favourable soil for the sowing of the seeds of 
their ideas. See Ibn Khaldün, TT3kh, vi: 1101 Ibn *Abd al- 
Qadir, 'h a, i: 26. 

3. ' Abbädi, ' siyä sat al"-F m jimiyyIn Na1iw al-Maghrib va-l-Andalua' , 
RIEEI, v (1957), 202. 
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which promised them independent recognition and political equality. 

The consequence of this was their revolt against the do facto 

Caliph, who not only denied the Kharijite doctrine, but emphasised 

the Arabian ascendancy and right to rule over the Berbers. 

The ebb of U=ayyed influence in Qayraweºn and the appearance 
0 h-t 3. r +14-0 

of the Abbaside reign left 
n provincial Berber goverp. 

ments in power, which the rulers of Qayrawen never completely 

subdued in the country. ' 

The appeal of the Kharijite doctrine increased when the 

A. Ch]. abid rulers centralised the administration of the country 

in an autocratic way. As they moved to establish an autonomic 

reign in Qayrawän, the local leadership insido the Abbasids 

empire which had survived as a result of the failure of the 

Caliph of Baghdad to police in Itrigiyya, the Aghlabido further 

aggravated the Berbers by their outspoken Arab fanaticism. This 

fanaticism might have been the factor that finally alienated 

the Berbera from the Arabs. 2 

The ensuing atmosphere of anxiety and tension laid an 
obligation on the intellectuals to revive unity and restore the 

ties of Fraternity among the people. They became aware that 

their deliverance from this chaotic situation lay in reform, and 

L. Knean, T Tkh, 11: 210; Julien, History of Uo th A, ica 
pp. 22-33. 

2" Ibn Khaldun, Tý kh, vi: U0Z: Julien, Him, p. 42ß= 
Abtn-Na sr. Hi stojX* pp. 71". 77. 
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in advocating the Cur'än and the Sunna. The scholars realised 

that the fragmentation, reflected by the growth of all these 

various trends and sects was, in fact, responsible for this 

social agony, doing nothing but adding fuel to the fire. The 

scholars were so opposed to the government and its policies, 

that they regarded any sort of association with them as heresy. 

Accordingly, they discouraged the people from having any contact 

with those whose Ideas were known to be heretical. l 

The Trip to the Orient 

With this in mind, the scholars travelled for and wide in 

order to find a remedy for the situation and to increase the 

people's understanding of the Sunna. At that time Medina weg 

known to most of the Tuuuslim intellectuals. Its customs and way 

of life, because they were an ideal, made travel to Medina 

desirable. The scholars of Cayrawen considered that the living 

tradition of Medina was meant for thorn as a nodal of the 

Prophet's practice, the emulation of which would secure them 

from the perils of heresy. 2 

They went to Medina where they net other scholars. The 

only scholar they turned to was !I 1Lk who van aware of a need 

of disciples to carry on hie ideas. These scholars were 

fascinated by hin and regarded him as their leader in all miters, 

1. t-iahnüd, Introo to ' Iyä¢' s p. 8. 
2. Mu'nim, Intro. to SMI G P. 10. 
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even in natters of everyday life such as dress, eating habits# 

sitting and nannor of speech. In all these ho becane to the 

Borth Africans the idoal example to be followed by Muslims. ' 

Tho ccholar3 were seeking stability, and the reason for 

this, as has been mentioned, was the fact that the dissimilar- 

ities of various sects' doctrines had a profound influence on 

the political ;. nd social disturbances in Ifriqiyya. Under the 

Aghlabid©, Ifriqiyya not only experienced the result of 

continuous unrest, but gras brought in contact with gMu'Itazilite 

thought, introduced by kund and enforced by sorge rulers. Yet 

another feature of the time,, which contributed to the develop- 

mont of the Iialikite movement and coincided with all these 

circumstances favourable to the 1" liktc, was the constant 

campaigning of the Aghiabids against Borbers, and the autocratic 

cttitudo of the Arcib rulers. The very upheaval of social life 

in ifrigiyyan cocioty made the Africans receptive to ideau which 

promised stability and created a sort of atmosphere that ac 

agreeable to the introduction of now concepts and new ideologies. 2 

1. The statement of 'Sya¢ 'Which showed how far the influence of 
fedina's social life on the minds of Qeyx av uls ras "tom 

Satu1 I bi i adhhab ah]. al-HadIna", , It i: 593" 

2. Sco $haý`bbI and YäfI in their intros to Abi al. "Arab, aba ät, 

p. 13f. For details about the influence and r8lo of the 
Kharijite and other sects see Julian, Hieto , p. 43ff; 
Abuzz-Naar, Him, p. 75ff" 
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Thus, the students from Qayrau: in and Tunis flooded into 

Medina to learn from 14alik and to write down in a state of awe 

all that he said, to collect it and discuss it with great care 

and precision, and to take it back to their countries where 

other students would, in turn, come round to thus in the mosques 

and further promulgate . 
the doctrines and teachings of VValik. 

Those who were able would go and learn directly from 1Zlik him- 

ae3, f in order to gain a special reputation by so doing, and be 

included in the high ranks of those who had been Malik's students. 
l 

týs`lik sensed this admiration and their esteem for him and 

welcomed thorn into his classes, giving them special attention 

When teaching them his thoughts on fib;. 2 Some of them were 

favoured by getting private tuition from i1alik vt o taught them 

all that they had previously missed. ISM was constantly 

warning them against the vanity of studying heresy and against 

the sins of false doctrine which may arise from wandering beyond 

the limits of the path of the prophet. He followed their 

careers and their beliefs, and correspondence was established 

with them. 3 What lQik seemed determined to achieve by constant 

correspondence with his MMaghribt students ras to place in their 

hands a not of principles of his doctrine which would be useful 

I. Ibn shür, A'lara, p. 23. 
2. Some of the Berbers were seen in Medina asking Milils questions 

on some judicial ratter, }aliki, . fag, i: 206. 
3. Abü al-'Arab, abaqýºt, p. 116. 
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in facing theological and legal proble. a likely to confront them. 

IGlik' a ! laghribl students were vier¬d as the charismatic 

leaders of their tumultuous nation. The eulogiatic judgemonts 

and teachings of 1: slik received by the Maghribi sutdents 

provided them with a sense of considerable moral authority. 

They behaved with a dignity which accorded with Mäliki5, 

increasing its good reputation before the people and especially 
before the government circle' They were trained to make 
judicial decisions and fad, and to aasui the position of 
jurists. I. alikisa thus appealed to the Ifriqiyyan people in 

an unsettled period on many counts: an an instzuient by which 
they could gain social status; as an intellectual alternstivo; 

and as an outlet for their hate of other aecta who were either 

extremist or patronized by the Arab ri. er. 2 

This then was the situation of Ifriqiyya in the religious 
field, so far as it is possible to reconstruct it fron various 

materials that one was able to conmat. Thus, it became clear 
that the initial stage in the adoption of Malikite doctrine was 
a response to the period of insecurity for the unsectarian group; 
its religious overtones were the reason why the Malikite idea 

appealed to many discontented elements of society. And this 

revealed too, that assimilation of Malikita doctrine was not 

1.2 aý"1l. ký, Riga , pp. 133-60. 
2. See A. SbBabb3 and 2H, H# ratT' in their introo to Abt al-. 'Arab's 

T_ ar 1ý5ý. 13-20. 
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forced on U. African people either by a decree from the ruler or 

by intimidation from the advocates of this doctrine. UUoneth+e- 

less, there was inevitably some sort of pressure, pertly 

ascribed to the influence of Balikita intellectuals and partly 

to the indefatigable personality of Sainün when he was the 

miftT and cadi of Qayra n. Whatever these considerations of 

who was responsible for introducing ISlik's doctrine into 

Ifrigiyya, there was a prime factor in the transmission of the 

doctrine that has been overlooked by the writers. The Medinon 

Traditions and doctrine were already in circulation among 

Ifriqiyyan students. The Tunisian Khäl. id b. Abt *Tmrßn (d. 125/ 

743) raised some legal questions with ýodinan scholars and 

brought to Ifriqiyya a large written collection of the 

Tradition of Gäsim b. 1u axmad b. Abi Bakr, Sälira b. ' Abd 

jlhb. 'Umar b. al Kha b and suulaymän b. Yasär. l From 

i: edina Kä1id received, through correspondence with Y . yal b. 

Said, knowledge of the Medinan Tradition. Al-I-SM LT 18 state-- 

went revealed that Khälid was interested in collecting and 

gathering as much as possible of the Traditional and legal views 

of Modinan's scholars. 2 'hen some of the Medinan jurists were 

reluctant to answer some of Kh3. id's legal queries, he threatened 

to return home and publicize the refusal of these scholars of the 

1. lCaliki, Ftt yäß, i: 1©3-6. 
2. Ibid., p. 103; A1 5u"* Tabagmt, p. 2124. 
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city of the prophot to make their knowledge available for the 

benefit of his countrymen. 
1 

The Reception of ? likIM Doctrine 

The hiotory of Malikate ideas in Ifriqiyya dates troM the 

second halt of the second century. Like many schools of 

thought, the Malikita school was in a rudimentary stage of 

developMOnt; there is not much evidence showing exactly how 

far it had spread at that this. ': e chose l54/767 as the year 

of introduction of Malikite law into Tuniu bocauso 'Ali b 

Ziyad ma the first Tunisian native to bring the i ra ;, fron 

I-S1ik"2 Unfortunately we have no cozplete description of the 

proceas of the diffusion of the Nuwa t and its doctrine. 

Tho means by which this school of thought gained 

ascendency was given by Ibn I' aldunfs statement, that from early 

times, cultural connection with Tunis and Cayman together 

with the Pilgrim's Caravan provided a continual transmioaion of 

the honoured Medinan legacy and culture. 
3 It is apparent fron 

the evidence of the sources that the motivation of the students 

was not only the desire for knowledge, but also the conviction 

that their mission was to bring back the Nadinen way of life 

that they admired. 

1. l'fali1t, j- 1j 103; Abü al-4Arab, aba ät, p. 213E 
2. Ibn Ashur, Ate, p. 25" 
39 Ibn Kba1dün, ni addier p" 376. 
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There was yet another factor in the introduction of 17al. ik's 

doctrine. Egyptian FSal. ikite juriata, Ibn a1-C7as m, It -. Wahb 

and other? gave private instruction to r ghribt students, who 

then brought back the ideas. 

Meanwhile' the fame of Qayrawänt a Intellectual life drew 

cone of the famous scholars of Syria and naghdad. 2 The city 

becaae one of the centres of devotion and learning of the Islamic 

world. Because the NNIslim conquerors founded Cayrawän partly 

in order to spread Islam among the Berbers# it roused opposs. tion, 

end cultural revival was at first eight not promising. But in 

the subsequent period of time, this city became the contra of 

the renaissance of Islamic theology and science. 
3 In the 

intellectual life of 4ayra n the mosquo of Qayra ran occupies 

a place of pre-eminent importance. The Jai W Uraa generally 

recognized as the first in this neu Islaaic territory, and its 

intellectual supremacy was manifest not only in its position as 

the centre of religious gathering, but also in its role and 

Influence on the whole social and intellectual life of Ifrigiyya. 4 

Travel outside Qayrawan became part of a scholar's education. 

Going abroad to seek knowledge gained popularity. The motive 

for travelling was to widen the mind, and to find out the remedy 

1. Se® thoir full n=ec and r#, "ork in Ibn an--2ladTm, Fihri . t, 
p. 281t. 

2. Knapp, Tunisia, p. 41. 
3. Ibn ''Idhäri, B�aýýn, is19t. 
4. . Tana , Cana. 1545f. 
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for the disunity of the nation. Medina had always been a 

symbol of stability, known to all Muslias; Qsyravnis were 

know for their sagacity and intellect, which made them 

respectable in the eyes of Medinan scholars. 
' With the 

emerisence of JEW az Zaytn in Tunis and J ami' stdl 'Uqba 

in CayraZnn as centres of legal tradition, the influence and 

prestige of the Pialikites became considerable. 

The transformation of Ii"rigiyya into a centre of Malikito 

intellectual activity and the r81e of those who first introduced 

the doctrine and ideas of Malik b. Aras and the Medinan way of 

life deserve special attention, as we have seen in tho previous 

statements that Pilgrims and visitors to Medina learned the 

religious sciences, and adapted them to their on community. 

Among those intelligentsia-travellers' there were those who 

became largely responsible for the spread of this doctrine in 

H. Africa. Those jurists were, as we shall see from their 

intellectual careers, benefited frone the considerable moral 

sanction and advantage that the law of Redina, as expounded by 

r, iälik, conferred on theme Once they returned to their home 

(If'rigiyya), they behaved in a dignified and impressive canner. 

To maintain and cultivate their own authority in the eyes of 

Ifriqiyyan natives, they accepted the judicial charges of the 

1. The intelligence of the people of Qayrawßn is praised in the 
words of t älik in Ad. -Dabbägh, Ais' ä1i 

, W33; and ' IyZt, 

°t od, __ 
ärik, I, ii: 481. 
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ruler. 11-1any people admired their exemplary liven. 

No doubt the mayor factor in establishing Irdlil:! s ideas 

and law in Tunis lies in the demonstrable influence which 'Ali 

b. ZiyEld cat-Tünisi (d. 183/799) had, and his insistence that 

tho riuwa t a' become part of the religious life of Tunis and 

Cayrawän., He was born in Tripoli and moved to Tunis where he 

received his education and did his early judicial practice. He 

travelled widely, and this gave him an opportunity to study 

with the prominent scholars of his timet al-Layth b. Saed 

(d. 175/791). Sutyän ath-Thawrl (d. 161/777) and r 1i1 b. Awe 

(d. 179/795)" Vith 1170-ik b. Anas, 'All showed exceptional 

talent and made rapid progress in collecting his master's fat. 

In 150/ 767 'All returned to Tunis and undertook the teaching of 

tho T! uuwa , a' . As a teacher 'Ail engaged in both lecturing and 

compiling. His activity profoundly altered the legal thought 

of N. Africa. And by his valuable work Khayr min ainatihi, he 

became a leading figure in the interpretation of ti"alik's legal 

vierpoint. 
1 

In the emit of C©yruw n he began evolving his own ideology. 

t! oat of the jurists of N. Africa flocked to his circle inside 

the zioaque. Hin major aim was to train his students in the 

rule and judiciary application of Medinan law. Among those who 

were trained by him were 3ahn7un b.. Sa'Id, al. Bahlll b. Räahid 

1. Ibn Fart in, p. 192f; F' likI, Riyäci, is l5Off. 
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and Asad b.... c1. r-Frät. His farad is based on two criteria; 

his impressive achievement which was attributable to his 

devotion; the second was hia initial r8le in introducing the 

. a' of trali1C and the J, 
r� mi O of Sufyan. l 

Another jurist who had studied under MMialik and enjoyed a 

high reputation and gained an influential post in CQyrawän waa 

'Abd All b. Qhänim dw 196/311. In 171/783 the Caliph of 

Baghdad assigned Ibn Gb"anim to an important post as the cadi 

of Qayrawän, which involved hire in the administration of justice 

and gave him equal authority with the governor. 2 His involve- 

sent in the administration of the law provided him with an 

opportunity to impose Malikate doctrine. In his dispensation 

of justice he relied heavily upon MMlik's ffatwäe, bile Ibn 

Ghänim used i-; alikite opinion in judging cases which influenced 

the development of this ideology, he was also busily engaged in 

corresponding with t lik for opinions on particular legal iesues. 3 

It was during the nineteen years of his office in the court 

of Qeyrawän that Ibn Qhänim, through his authority, made his 

1. ýla, 
_ 

därik, It 1: 325, cZe tfa*lik! in his Rty , i: 151 attributed 
this statement to Abu" al-(Arab, Unfortunately nothing on 
thin point occurs in his published abagät. 

2. 'IyZ0, glad , Vol. 1, pp. 316-22. 
3. Abu 'Uth an was the n=e of the jurist who used to carry Ibn 

Gi niu' a lottern to M 1ik. See Ma7ariI, I, ii: 485. ' Iyäý 
said "wa kän Abü OUthzän rasül Ibn Gb . ntm ila f lk", IIbid. 
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views widely kno'n and was a major force in creating a climate 

favourablo to the reception of new ideas. During that time 

nany large districts were Get aside by law as government property. 

In order to assert his authority, he had to destroy the 

system of himal. tie abolished the private holding of land and 

declared that it belonged to the community. 

He was, of course, not alone in committing himself in 

writing, teaching, lecturing to ? lik'a ideas; others were 

engaged in the same activities. Because of their superior 

training and concentration on their legal profession, these 

Jurists ('. L]! b. Ziyäd, Ibn Gh nim and al. -Bahlül) contributed 

greatly to the successful adoption of the talodinan law. By 

this time an important group of N. African Jurists Joined to 

tore the tialjkite movement and continued to keep up their fame 

by various activities in social and religious circles. As a 

result, the n iikt school began to grow. This school, or rather 
Hedinan jurists in general, were able to establish a potential 
Party inside an autocratic government, that of the Aghlebide. 

The IrTial School 

The Iraqi school which arose in Itrigiyya long before the 

rise of 11-al. ikism was above all the work of two ©en: 'Abd A11h 

b. Farrükh (do176/792) and Asad b. al-Furät. The corner had 

1. 
ýiina 

is a place recognised as private property Mostly for 
grassland. Ibn lean; r, Lise'n, Vol. ix, xviii: 217. 
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become acquainted with Abu" Uanifa'a resion a when he was in 

Iraq. 1 Ibn Farrükh Iräg3' c idea gained ground amongst t ho 

population of Cayravän« During his life wero laid the 

foundations of the Iraqi School subsequently enforced through the 

; ghlabid rule. In the last decado of the second century and 

the beginning of the third century, the period was characterised 

by the advent of ouch proficient la'wyera as Asad b. a1-Furat, 

al-CI Abü ! -! iýriz (d. 214/829) and sulaym7an b. bar n. Those 

jurists trained the succeeding generation of Jurists and imbued 

them with the tenets of their Honatite ideology. The first step 

they took to maintain their superior influence was an attempt to 

reduca t-jalikito popularity. They appointed Abü Vlitri2 the Iraqi 

Jurist aloxiß with Asud, the heads; of court of justice, 2 to 

counteract the growing malikito movement. The Aghiabid policy 

against Iaalikito jurists was based on emotional appeal. It was 

claimed that the court should use only UanaZI doctrine in all its 

judicial cases. Malikite legal doctrine was not recognized by 

the Aghlabids, but because the Halikite jurists worked among the 

common people rather than with the aristocracy, they enjoyed great 

popularity. It was for this reason that they incurred the 

jealousy and antagonism of the Hanafls as well as the authorities, 

who became alarmed at their increasing power and influence. 

Therefore, the sources of euch resentment and dislike among the 

1. x: adärik, _ 
I, i: 344. cf. M 1ikI, Riy t, i: pp. ll3-116. 

2. Ibn 'YdbärI, a ý: n, i: 97. 
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Agghlabiäa as well as the HanafIs are easy to understand. When 

Ziyädet AU h usurped the power of his brother, the ýanafis were 

flourishing and enjoyed close connections with the ruler and 

his array. A legal rift appeared between the two schools because 

, iya nt Alläh allowed for divergent interpretation of certain 

legal questions or political decisions. ' 

This general. policy of the Aghlabids, besides having its 

deleterious effects on the legal and social relationships between 

the two groups, inovitebly caused suspicion among those who 

attributed all their social trouble to the tu'tazilito elements 

in the army. In addition to which there wes a deeply rooted 

hostility toward everything Iraqi, and a strong and lasting 

antipathy tov rds ; ianafI law which, during l-ghlabid rule 

cccertod itzolf as the law of Ifrigiyya. 

The Malikit©s at this time had to curb their activities 

for they wore politically isolated and faced the challenge of 

;: anafite criticism. With the growing menace of the M uttazilitea 

to the future of the Madman doctrines it had become clear that 

the Malikites faced two traditional enemies: the u'tazilite 

and the Hanafito. 2 

Asada Contribution to the Law 

In the last decade of the second century A. H., the legal 

studies of Iragtc and Mediuan schools revived. The Aghlabids 

1. Mock ik, I. ii, 482-84. 
2. Janjazü, OaXKawg. n, pp. 153--161. 
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adopted Iraqi law in their court when they appointed Abu Mihriz, 
Z 

a great rational juriat$ as Ibn Ghanim'a successor, 

Coincidentally, Asad b, al-Furdit arrived from the East with the 

first Malikite written law. And this is more or less the 

earliest established work in N. Africa of pure Mlalikite legal 

formation. Asad enjoyed great success with his book, presumably 

because of the lack of written documents at the tine. Therefore 

the study of Asad's work and tho impact of his Aaactiyya on the 

minds of N. Africa's intellectuals is useful for gaining a proper 

perspective. This work contributed greatly to the successful 

adaptation of Malikite law to the society composed of predominantly 

Hanatite followers; it also established the principle of Irägi 

jurisprudence as the basis of Qayrawän jurisprudence. 

The author of this work, according to the sources, was 
born at Martin in 142/759.1 Chile yet a child, Asad moved with 

his father into Ifrigiyya. When he was five years old, Asad 
learned the O}ur'än by heart# He then went to Tunis where he 

spent his childhood and adolescence. At this tire, 'Ali b. 

Ziyäd (cl. 183/799) set for himself the task of promoting Valikite 

ideology. Taking advantage of the opportunity to study with 

Ibn Ziyad, Azad coanenced upon judicial studies, and studied the 

Vluwa a' of l älik b. Anas. Thus when Asad was twenty-nine or 

thirty years old, he was a man well equipped to make some 
important contribution to the low, and he felt a passionate 
interest in iälik's opinions. ` 

1. Abü al-'Arab, abr mt, p. 163; Ibn Far ün, 
2. 'IyEt¢, igod rik, 19 ii: 460. 
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At that time iTM b. ºnas, the leader of 4odtnaýi jurists, 

gras at the very height of his career. This IcBi s, who was born 

in 93/73-1 at t-tedina, and died there in 179/795 is undoubtedly 

" than he better known for his fatous composition of al 

is for his ideas. In 172/7138, Azad decided to make direct 

contact with the author of r, uwa' a' i and he set off to Medina. 

Vory Loon Asad became acquainted with . -ialik, who taught him his 

principle of law and recited to him his VIuwa . However, the 

relationship with 113lik was not of long duration. The reason 

was explained by rizzitano, that this was on account of the 

excessive tendency of the disciple -, instigated arnon other things 

by his fellow students - to reduce the teacher to engage upon 

arguments wider and more subtle than those contained in the 

proscribed text. So much so that. one fine day lik, under the 

incessant goading of the insidious questions posed to him by the 

youth, "Asod" singled him out with the words netop, oh raghribinet 

if you prefer the rat go off to `Irºq. " 

Azad was already a student of Ibn Ferrti`ikh (d, 175/791) itio 

received over 10,000 Hanafi legal vordicts from Abu kanlfa 

(4.150/? 67) and wall the first to promulgate this ideology in 

U. A. frica. 2 This shows that there was some inclination in Asad' s 

mind towards the Iraqi school. The rational school of Iraq at 

1. Rtzzitano, "Arad b. A1- rrt, faq$h e gadi d' I frigiyah", 

Rivistn dogli studi Orienta1i, L UM (1961), 229, cf. !1 tI, 

Riya , 1; 173. 

2. 'Iya¢, ; aärik, Is i: 340ý'Aba at-Wahhä, b, at-1iw m aL-Mä7: %Ri, P'12- 
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thin time was marked by extraordinary prominence in intellectual 

life and especially in the legal field. 

At Kufen Mad had the opportunity of meeting the most 

qualified exponents of the juridical school of Abü Hanna amongst 

whom were the famous Abü Y"usuf and Muuaamad be al-Hasan ash- 

Shaybän1l (d. 189/805). Because of his keen interest inre!, y, Asad 

continued communication with the Iraqi scholars. Soon after his 

arrival in Kufa Azad committed himself to the process of enlarging 

his mental horizons, and he became a frequent audience of Abü 

Ysuf (4.182/798) and Muhammad be al-Hasen ash-Shaybänt's (d. 169/ 

805) lectures. The intimate friendship between the disciple 

and his teachers bore rich fruit. The value of the scholarly 

study of HanatI's Juridical school, as Asad felt, was the 

guarantee of his popularity and that would be a beneficent thing. 2 

His teacher was pleased with Asad's talents and performance, 

no he provided him with the opportunity to study with him at 

night, putting Iraqi ideology in the perspective of ever widening 

knowledge. Asad wrote down what ash-Shaybäni dictated to him; 

in this way some seventy chapters of legal questions were compiled. 

His compilation was an attempt to assemble data concerning legal 

1. For ash-Shayb"ani's biography see §afadi, al? efT$ 2: 333f. 
2. After Asad returned from the East a man asked him: "The ideology 

of which one of these schools (meaning Medinan and Iraqi) would 
you advise me to follow? " Acad replied. "If you want Allah's 
merciful salvation follow MMlik's idea, but if you desire to 
gain public and worldly benefits then you should advocate Abu" 
iianifa's works. " See 'Iyät, Mac1 rik, I, ii. 478. 
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systems based on principle that Abu' 
iien'Iia 

had established. In 

doing so he made tar greater use of Shaybani's sources. Asad 

was happy with his coUcction# yet he was certain that the value 

of his collection would be realised only if it was integrated 

with the Malikita legal system* 

Asad left KuZa with the ambition to adjust his material to 

the t: alikite legal form. Nevertheless, Asad found that his 

knowledge, especially in ya! y and cri äs, had substantially in- 

creased, his aim in studying legal subjects had become clear, 

and he understood how to proceed to become a facl''h. Asad set 

out to find a qualified scholar who could help him realize his 

aim. Egypt was thought of as the centre of the flalikite school, 

end it was accessible because it was the last stop before 

reaching Cayrawän. In Egypt, Azad's new irrster, Ibn al--flämin 

(d. 191/606), had won a great reputation for his advocacy of 

t-alikt fi h. 2 Asad appreciated being able to discuss his 

rationalist legal questions with this famous jurist. He attended 

Ibn al-Qasim's lectures. The teacher was pleased by the 

perceptive questions posed to him by such a young man who was so 

interested in juridical problems. Asad showed Ibn al-Qasim his 

large collection of Venad'a mae! il and requested him to restate 

those questions in the Halikite Zorm. 3 The procedure aas 

explained by Eile Amar an followat "Arad asked 1a question and 

1. *Iyälf Madaarik, Ip 11: 469. 
2. Suyüji, Husn, Part i, p. 165. 
3. Makh1 2, Sha ara, p. 69. 
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Ibn al-Cäsin replied to it according to the teaching he had 

received from i . ik. For example, ''hat did Malik think about 

manumission carried out by a minor? ' asked Asad$ and Ibn al-Cäaim 

would reply, 'hhlik was of the opinion that... '. In this way 

all idälik's opinions were sot down in writing, recording the 

numerous questions utich arose from a legal system which lumped 

everything together under one system; religious, moral, civil 

institutions. "' 

Laving conveyed ! f81ik's opinions, Ibn al-Cäsin went on 

to add his own much more important contribution. Asad 

frequented the house of Ibn a]. C cim who Savoured him with 

private sessions. The argunenta that were the basis of those 

significant meetings were gathered in seventy writings and from 

them was born the Aßzdiyya, 2 

Azad's work emerged in its Malikito form as something unique 

and had a sensational effect on legal practico and theory. It 

played a vital r8le in instructing and informing the jurists of 

Cayrawwsn, and it supplied a valuable account of Malikate ideology. 

'Ehen Azad returned to Qoyrawin, in 181/787,3 the circurintancea 

of the time tended to shift emphasis to the importance of the 

.:: adi. yn. He commenced his teaching at (ayro in and his work 

was widely read throughout the country, and was generally 

considered the greatest work ever to have so wide a popular appeal. 

1. Amar, "La Grunde Moudawana, " niet x (1910), 528. 
2. Ibn hh3ldün, Mucrnddimn, p. 377. rrrr 

3. Abü al-'Araby abagät, p. 166. 
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But this famouo Aandi M could not pans without chaUongo. 

Among the juristo attending Asad'u lectures there were 

ardent and influential advocates of both schools. The most 

brilliant jurist who frequented Acad's lectures on Arodlyyn 

was SaDrrun b. 3a 'id. 3atpün, an outstanding member of the 

Valikite school, requested Azad to lend his his Ate iyya so an 

to trsnscribo it and cake his oayn copy. The sources record 

that Azad refused to give hic copy to Ba4nün. The latter 

nanaged, by Bone means, to deceive the authors k'ho vas unaware 

of S4nun'a manoeuvre to got his copy. l Anal, when it ras too 

late, discovered thin act of plagiarism and debarred Eainün, who 

had already transcribed almost all the text except the last 

chapter. According to Rizaitano Sahn n had cuccooded in trcnc- 

cribing the remaining part of the manuscript and was able to 

complote it shortly often arde with the help of a relation who 

asked Azad's permissionto make a copy of the very chapter that 

Satn7un lacked. The learned nage, who would never have suspected 

such a sly trick, gave his consent though not before warning the 

stranger not to pass it on to anyone else, Of courser this was 

exactly what he did so that Sabnnn was thus able to fill in the 

missing part. This placed him in the best position to challenge 

and refute all Asad' e revision of the Asad iy .2 Asad could 

not tolerate Sahnün'e plagiarises. 

It has been said that 1 aadl s awing sway . -, Orom Nalikite doctrine 

to the ! anafTs -vms a sort of reaction to 5ahnün's rivalry. 

1. A zil. ikT, R1yr3 ,it 179f. 
2. Rizzitano, ". sad Ibn al-'rlträta* Do, XXXVI (1961), 2331. 
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I-iowever. uhother one accepts the conversion of Asad*s doctrine 

into irägI as a necessary defensive strategy against the growing 

dorinanco of Mn1ikite doctrine represented in O, ahnün or as a 

reaction to his rival's eischief, there is no evidence 

confirming either view. 

Sqnün'a Contribution to the Law 

Any discussion of the legal thought in the field of 

Malikate jurisprudence, inevitably leads to the thought and 

personality of Sohnün b. Sa'Id. It has been asserted as a 

hictorical fact that 3a)nün, the greatest mäliki jurist that 

Gayrawan knew, laid down the foundations of Malikite juris- 

prudence in that part of the Muslim world. 

His first name is lAbd as-Salsm; and SaVr n, in fact, is 

hie well-known 1agaby His birth was imprecisely recorded, as 

is the case with many leading figures in Muslim history, but 

there is evidence that it occurred in 160/777; there has been 

little of interest recorded about his early life and nothing is 

known of his childhood. Like most of his contemporaries, he 

ums auch influenced in his doctrine and way of thought by his 

teachers: 'Al! be liyäd, al'Bahlül be Rashid and Ibn ßhinim. 

At the age of 17 he first began his studies abroad. As he 

devoted most of his time to mastering Malikite law he spent much 

timo in Egypt, where he did much of his studying, He returned to 

Qayraw na little before Asad b. al-Furait cor, enced his Asada a. 

1. : M. akh7.7ut, Shn nm, p. 69e. 
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Zu spite of the lengthy list of the names of intellectualo 

who influenced S4nün, mentioned by 'Iya¢fl there is little 

evidence to either support or deny se inünl z orthodoxy before 

the arrival of his rival, Acad. Presumably the decisive event 

which shaped Sahnün's ideals was his counter-attack on Asad's 

Iraqi ideology*-meeting what he thought to be Asad's challenge 

to ifa- kiaia. 

As the Asada was the first complete canonical work to 

appear in Qayrauän, it brought forth wide response, and Sarnün 

was among the first to congratulate Asad. To begin with, 

SaDnün wes cordial towards Asad, but as jealousy and mistrust 

naturally led to rivalry, the relationship with Aaad quickly 

deteriorated. As a result, ", atn n became anxious to gain the 

prestige which would make him invulnerable to his rival. To 

achieve his aim, Sann managed to get a copy of Asada, and 

soon set out to revise the Asadivwa with its real author, Ibn 

al-raaim. 2 In fact it is not far-fetched to suppose that 

Satin in's motive in revising the AsediXXa was a genuine desire to 

contribute to Medinan law as Asad had done for Ix qi law, or 

perhaps his motive was to provide the exact authentic tf'liki 

law, a law which would restore the text of this work to the 

strict sense of ttedin¬3n jurisprudence. 

In 188/803 Sann went to Egypt and there studied with 

leading ! alikite Jurists, uho emphasized the importance of the 

1. Ptrad`arik, I, ii: 586; Abü c1-'Arab, aba ät, p. 184. 
2. Mckblüt, Sha nra, Appendix, p. 120. 
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opinions and sayings of Iiälik. While in E rot, he also 

succeeded in persuading Ibn a1-Qäsim to re-dictate the text of 

the Äsadiyya. He begged him to adhere strictly to what he had 

heard fror the mouth of Mralik= he did not want his transcription 

to be any less than' absolutely orthodox= only such careful 

adherence to the words of Iralik could invalidate Azad1s view©. 1 

'hen he wac preparing this new edition of the Acad, S . 
ün 

was also in search of an appropriate title for his edition uüich 

would distinguish it from Asad's. He collected and amended the 

copy and the title given to it van the ftudawwana. 2 When the 

work of revision was finished, Ibn al-C- eim entrusted Set rn 

with a letter, in which he instructed the author of A to 

make his on revision unifor i with that of üa inün. 
3 In tills 

revision, ai-11M1u1awwana, the rational view of Asad was ro, ected 

and greater stross was laid on principles peculiar to l4edinan 

ideas. 

Sahnün went back to eayrawän in 191/606 with hits waster's 

letter to Asad, ordering him to collate his text with that of 

& inün and to keep as the authoritative text only what conformed 

to the second edition. The information concerning Acad's 

response to Ibn al-(asim's order is a matter of considerable 

doubt, and it is open to question whether one can place a great 

deal of confidence on it. All sources agree on Asada refusal 

1. Rizzitano, TMAsad bt al-Furät, "f RDSO, CVI (1961), 234. 
2. 'Iyäd, ;, Sadnrik, I, 111472* 
3. i buktt, I: ayl ©1-Ibtihä j, p. 192. 
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to accept Ibn al-Casin's direction, but they differ among them- 

selves on the reasons for his refusal. Ibn i: hallikän reported 

that Asad was ready to subject himself to the will of Ibn al- 

Cäeitu and thought reluctantly of obeying his teacher's injunction, 

but his pupils pointed out that if he did so, he would tarnish 

the authority of his pork and he himself would then be taken to 

be a mere disciple of Sahnün. l 'ZyEt, on the other hand, 

reported that , And was outraged by Ibn al-Cäsim's order, and told 

saDnün to inform Ibn al- rasim that he himself had made Ibn al- 

Qasita very popular. Asad justified his refusal on legal 

grounds, maintaining that all the legal decisions on the text of 

A iyya were agreed between "himself and Ibn al C sim. " If 

Ibn al-Cisim changed his mind, that would not weaken the terms 

and authority of their previous accord. 2 

However, the first inpulse of And was to seek a Justifiable 

basis for maintaining his own views. In finding justification, 

Asad consulted a group of his students, who encouraged their 

master to reject the order. From then on Asad turned to the 

Irigi school as 'Iyäd said "wa mäl Azad bald hädhs ilä aadh1rnb 

Ab-I janj: fa. +�3 

It is surprising to learn that when the A"udawwana was 
introduced into Qay ºkän in 191/838, the Malikite jurists started 

criticising Aand and him work. They attacked Asad' o work for its 

1. Ibn Khanikän, tRý afa , 'at, i: 367. 
2. Madnrik, T. iis471f. 
3. Ibid., p. 473. 
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foreign origint its fundamental deviation fron tie Sunneº. 

Their argument was based more on skepticism than on reason. 

Because of his work, Sahn7un became the indisputable leader of 

the Malikite group. 
1 

Sabinün' a work earned him the title "the multi of al-- 

Cayrawän". His numerous disciples from both Spain and the 

whole of N. Africa were active around the end of the third 

Islamic century, and showed considerable originality of thought. 2 

Ae Sa mtn had poseeased a copy of the Aaadiyye, he was able 

to launch a severe criticism upon the text. Although there was 

not auch understanding of the nature of. the dispute between the 

two rivals, most flalikite followers rushed to a passionate 

support of Satdinun's criticiai. The sources mentioned that the 

Asadiyyn had found an unfavourable reception among the Matikitec. 

The supporters of Asadta rational view did not allow the opinione 

of the tialikitea to go unchallenged. Consequently a bitterly 

controversial refutation soon appeared. 
3 At this time 1tal. ikite 

jurists began to propagate various accusations concerning the 

Iraqis. The doctrine of creatednese of the CurOZn was considered 

the prime cause of the long hostility. As the Aghiabida were 

loyal to the 'Abbasida, the impact of al-Ma'mün's mi ma on the 

issue of the creatednees of the Qur'än was reacted to in 

1. 'Iynci'a Qßtit ation Of 5ahn7un's students reached about 700. 
Madßrik, I, 11: 613; JanjtI, Cayawanns p. 157. 

2. Ibid., cf. Mad7arik, I. ii: 473. 

3. Ibn Far iün, DIbi,, p. 235; 'Iyäd, Mad,, 
_,, 

ikß ZIA tt107. 
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00 Qayrawän. There yarn shared beliefs among the Uanads and the 

Iu'tazilites, the former always being accused of collaboration 

with 11: u'tazilites against the Malikiteel Satinün himself could 

not escape the mi a. 
2 Indeed$ this age seems to have been the 

period of rivalry. The concurrent existence of the two legal 

schools of different trends created an atto2phore of rivalry 

which tended to slow the progress of each. But the result was 

not as expected. In fact the conflict gave rise to a polarity 

in 2Valikite legal development. The consequence of the conflict 

resulted not only in producing a new understanding of Medinan 

law, but also in taking advantage of its rival's creative 

imagination and assimilating it into their legal practice. The 

two schools adopted contrasting criteria of legal interpretation. 

Traditionally, the Malikita jurists tried to find legal ant' rs 

in the Prophet's tradition and in the customs and practice of the 

people of Medina for the questions posed by legal cases. The 

IrUgTs adopted Abü Iianifa' a doctrine. The ialikites, on the 

other hand, perceived in the subtleties of the irägt law (whose 

members comprised the intellectual portion of the nation) a 

power which needed cultivated minds to handle it properly. This 

view was clearly part of the heritage from the master of 

I rigiyya (: ahnün) in his instructions to his son Mt acmad. 3 

1. Khuehanl, 'Ulý ý p. 251t=. 
2. Xhushanl wrote a section in his 'ül mentioning the name of 

the tayrav. äni dedicated legal scholars who undezient 
persecution. Ibid., pp. 295-303. 

3" ]4gß, II, is107. 
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Almost all the cities in Ifriqiyya havo their own Malikito 

mi ti, but perhaps none of them occupied a place in their legal 

culture and jurisprudence equal to Scnün's in the Malikite law, 

for he succeeded in establishing the Malikite identity. 

road's prestige became inviolable once he was appointed as 

a chief justice of Ccyrawän along with Abü Mi iriz. Both of them 

were Hanafis, and it was the first time in Muslim legal admini- 

strative history that there were two judges in one city. 
l In 

this atmosphere# Sann found himself unable to challenge the 

growing influence of the IrngI8. To escape direct confrontation, 

: =ahnün devoted auch of his time to the task of propagandising and 

teaching his Mudawwana, which dominated the legal thought of his 

time. 

satnün was a central figure in the developient of Malikite 

thought. Students were attracted to his work which was most 

effective in presenting the legal problems and mechanisms of 

legislation. This Mudawrrano is the fundamental work, the basis 

of systematic jurisprudence among Malikites; it Uraa significant 

in his day and for the succeeding generations. Him ', Mudawwnna 

soon made him famous in Spain, and was the most important factor 

in orienting the whole of North Africa's intellectuals towards 

change. Sahnun'c influence on the jurists was almost comparable 

to that of Tlik in Medina, 2 

1. Aaliki, Riyäd, is185. 
2. 'Iyä4, iadarik, It ii: 592" 



CHAPTER II 

LAW: ITS STRUCTUt2E AND MFTFIODOTJX 

Formation of the Law 

The first two decades of the third century were the 

formative period in which the essential features of }. alikite 

law were worked out, The historical development of 10-1k's 

legal doctrine, in which the juristic activities of the Maghhrib 

became evident, was through resoonsß Malik pronounced to his 

disciples on different occasions, as well as collective and 

individual opinions of tho Medinan jurists and t lik'a 

colleagues. 

In speaking of the formative period we do not suggest, 

however, that this period of the third century indicates in any 

sense the evolution of legal awareness in 11TaghribI law. It 

should be noted that the history of law in Ifriqiyya cannot be 

considered as a single stage or period of development. 

Law in this part of the Muslin world developed through 

its history which is divided into various periods, each 

distinguished by certain notable charnctcristice. 
The first period of development of the law was during 

the days of the introduction of the Muwat; a', which was accepted 
by the majority of Ifriqiyyan legalists as a guide for understanding 
Malik's judicial views. At this time independent legislation 

wan occasionally provided for a solution of a particular, 
isolated problem. 

32 
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A. 1-j4alikT related that Sakan aý-S4'iaht was reported to 

have said once he was uncertain of the legality of his own 

earnings. He earned his income from making bridle chains of 

copper. He plated them with gold and sent them to bil`ed es- 

_üý dean, a negro territory, where they were sold as pure gold 

bridles. An he was a man of some scruples, Saken went to cl- 

Bahrul b. eahid to find out his opinion as to whether it was 

fraudulent trade or not. Tut al-Bahlül could find no answer 

from any legal text at his hand. So he recomnºended Sakan to 

another jurist, Ibn Parrükh el-Prisi (d. 176/792) who vas renowmad 

for his reasoned deductions. 2 Ibn Farrülch's answer was that it 

those Sudanis were under a peace treaty, then he taust give up 

his job or not cover the chain with gold becauoe it constituted 

fraud. 3 

The second period began with the time of the composition of 

the Mudawwo-ona; at this time, the ä1ikT jurists, especially 

Satin n, made important contributions to the genesis of }a1ikite 

law. Sa1n7un, like other adherents before and after him, hold 

1. ilia full name Abu" of-kia j jEj Sokan b. £a'ld ag-ffa' igh. I+o 

date has been given to his death. see Abü al-*Arab, 
abaq7at, p. 19ß. 

2. Ibn r arrükh was a disciple of both HHtälik and Abü #anIfa, and 
the Riyä indicatoa that he dopended moatly on lik'a 

opinion, but sometimes he opted for Abü i fa's view. 
Mfälikt, Riyä , 1: 110. 

3. ibid., p. 117. 
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the principles of Medinan jurisprudence to be authoritative. 

It cannot be claimed that Sainün alone was responsible for the 

more vigorous support of the Hedinan law that was an obvious 

characteristic of his legal procedure in the court. But it 

seems true to say that he referred to and applied this doctrine 

far more than any of his contemporaries. 

At this time, C yratan gras one of the major cultural centres 

and a very important commercial city. ' Jurists and scholars 

were busily at work turning out definitive legal and theological 

works on all imaginable subjects. Various causes may be 

assigned to the literary development, especially in the field 

of law. Changes in economic and social conditions demanded 

new legal structures which would correlate them to the existing 

society. It was a period of intensive legal activity; first 

the production of new creative works, then the introduction of 

new foreign laws and finally the application of radical inter- 

protationz of sorao rules of law. 2 

However, this period of legal renaissance in t: alikite law 

could not be claimed to have originally developed in contrast 

with Alodinan law, because the essential result was the extension 

and formulation of kfilik's accomplishments in a fora designed to 

accomoctate the changes in society, a necessary revision if 

1. For a general description of this city, ci. i3akrI, '- Ehrib, 
PP. 22-33. 

2. Janjäni'a uayrawän, pp. 129-53 contains an important section 
on cayrawän's economical and cultural life. 
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M 1iltisu was to continue as o vital force. 

During the first period of the reception of the : 1a3. ikite law, 

that is from around , 
150/767 to 190/805, the of ISlik, 

sblle not in force in any Ifrigiyyan courtroom, etifl coaraanded 

high respect among Ifrigiyyan judges and Jurists. At the 'tine 

of the codification of the law (the collection of AMlik's ros, onsn 

by $a)in n) the law of Mugs a' had afro dy established the 

authority of rCalik. 

During these years the conflict between the Malikito juriste 

cud the {, icnafite jurists over the legality of certain points" 

was a cause of the laotin4; animosity between the members of 

those groups. 
2 Aa a consequence of the veho ent debate between 

the two groups, there developed to distinct theories which 

treated subsequently the rational view of the �anafT and the 

1. A case in point was the instance of the legality of drinking 
"nabtdh", a weak wine that was not very intoxicating. In 
the presence of the Amir Ziyadat `,. 11äh, Abü Mihriz allowed 
drinking of na but t. sad declared that it was illicit. 

,, '. sad cited fron his Aa--Sur. ýmiwst, Book of Poison, the passage 
where it is stated that the of is permitted because 
Khuresani grapes are rich in honey and poor in water and be- 

come fatter when half of their juice in evaporated. And that 
is the reason why the Ir qtc allowed their adherents to drink 
nnbTdh4 The juice of other gropes was not permissible because 
it was up to two-thirds sugar and therefore was more intoxicating. 
: ºälikT, Riy, Zd, i: 184. 

.........:. 
2. This rivalry began as an emphasis of different views and later 

became a political rivalry. Before 180/796 al-}3ahl7ul refused 
to receive Abo MiDriz (d. 214/629) who had come to pay him a 
visit, because he had not changed his mind on the question of 
ra' . See 'IyEd, Mad�_, 

_� 
k, I, 1#337,, 
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Traditional doctrine of Medina. Nevertheless, the advocates 

of these taro doctrines shared the perception of themselves as 

part of the spectrum of their predecessor's doctrine. Their 

zeal against heresy was the main factor that unified them as 

a political force against the ruling class. 

In any avant, it was in the interest of the authorities 

to emphasise the differences between the two movements, to 

prevent thus from becoming a political threat. 'ometimes the 

autocratic government turned one party against the other by 

actions such as the government nomination of Sulaym n b. ImrZn 

for the post of chief , justice of Qayrav n in 240/854; but later 

on they replaced hire with Ibn Tälib, a Malikito jurist. In 

275/888 the governor sacked hire with a false accusation, re- 

placing him with Ibn , Abd n, a Hanau jurist who was very 
11 

antagonistic towards Malikita jurists. ' 

The MaliI: ito jurists of the Maghrib played the most 
important r8lo in expounding the law. In order to appreciate 

the achievement of those jurists, it is necessary to glance at 

political and cultural cireunztancez that contributed to the 

legal. Structure of Ifriqiyya. At the time of the power of the 

Aghlabid dynasty (184/800 - 296/408) the ruling class were alkayc 

by doctrine and practice absolutist in their acts, but their 

views wore moderated by the pressures of opinion, administrative 

1. Khuyhanl, fUlm 
9 p. 306f; Ibn 'Idhäri, a ant 1: 121. 
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usage and the growing influence of intellectual groups. 
1 

Within tho Ashlabid period during Its era of power, tho 

Malikito legal doctrine developed through the fluctuations of 

success and failuro. Tho Malikite jurists maintained, throu r- 

out the third ccntury, their position with respect to Borne of 

the Aghlabid ruler, such as Y. uha1. sd and his con Ahmad and 

Ilyädat Allih II (from 226/840 to 250/864). 2 In this period 

Malikita law never lost its predominant place in the judicial 

life of Ifriqiyya. Talbi's discussion of the reform which had 

been introduced at this time explains the r8le and the impact 

of law on the structure of governnont and society. he said 

that from tho first halt of the third century through to the 

fourth, the -Sunnite fa iha (the Malikito Jurists) had established, 

in an already very elaborate torn. a whole system governing lire, 

govorn ent, and social organization, capable of translating 

into worialy practice the Islamic ideal - therefore eminently 

; air and obligatory for all, for its courcec wore Jr, tho : 'rophot 

Traditions. if the ruler would not work towards the practical 

realization of the system offered by the jurists he could not 

in offect count on the jurists' loyal collaboration and their 

constant support. 3 

it is true that the use of the ttJ: uwa a' proves the importance 

1. .,; akhlüi, ý: ha ara, Appendix, p. 120. 
i : 109f & 120f. 

2. Ibn ' Icihnºri, a-yi7Li, , is i -I S. 
ý. Talbi. L' Thýirat£, p. 236. 

cf. Ibn t Iähärl, Ba gin, 
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of Malikite law at this time. It is also clear that the 

, J'gduwwana distinguished law from Tradition, which was widely 

applied by the legal profession as gell as in court procedure. 

: ̀ al nün enunciated his own conception of Malikite law by 

prescribing legal criteria and standards which were the moans 

of achieving the I , ikite legal practice. To give weight to 

alik' o opinions, :!, -atr 
ün concluded each chapter of hin i, udaW'Uaflü 

with Tradition he had found in the recension of the Muwa t&' Of 

Ibn '4. 'ahb. To be more certain of his knowledge and thus 

establish his authority, üatnün nude his journey to Egypt where 

iiis views were refreshed and confirmed through the direction of 

älik' a immodioto disciple, ', '. bd ar-Fa;. raan b. al-Cäcib. ' uhnün 

then restated the text in a way that made the M'udawwsna usable 

within the context of the itedinan Law and flexible enough to 

allows for development. ' 

_lthough 
it is usual to regard the act of editing cs 

inferior to the act of original compilation, V'Lalikite jurints 

in general have acknowledged the importance of Sabnün's edition 

of . sndiXXa, with its now titlo inidawwann, in the formation of 

legal structure; the edition was perfectly in tune with )Slik's 

opinion. Despite his work which was an imitation of lscad, the 

object of Sahnün's edition was to resolve uncertainties in the 

text of . ', aediyya and to bring its contents into line with M lik'e 
2 ideas. 

1. riaýtý. b, Intro., to Ma w hib, 1: 34. 
2. "tanbuktI, hQ 1, p. 192. 
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In this work, the realm of law was divided into that 

pertaining to the original work Of the ;; sadjVya, identtfled 

with Iraq! rationalism and that which transformed. There is no 

aoubt that Sahnün and other Malikite leading figures were 

familiar with the major works of their Iraqi contemporaries. 

They had a better understzinding of the fords of tha Wails' 

legal literature than most of their follows in Spain and made 

use of their basic approach and their way of thinkinZ. 

The bulk of the Mallklto legal works are in fact inter- 

pretationß of the Pludawant. tlinute investigation of the 

text of tralik's tluwat a' and his decisions and dictums, preserved 

in the ludauvanag gras called for, and fare-fa tcYnd interpretations 

were corsetisies ncodori to dorivo law from those sources. 

For a period ! Ialikito legal rules remainod faithful to the 

religious precepts of their count©'ports in the prestigious 

legal tradition of Medina. The classic work of Sinn and the 

version of Muwatta' were adi fired and discussed. Juria 4a, 

judges and jurisconeults directed their efforts towards the 

understanding and elaboration of those works. They were discover- 

ing rules and constructing a harmonious systeM. However, when 

a Judge or jurist wished to understand the text of ýtuwn4 a' or 

'ludiuvana, he had to employ certain ßethods of investigation and 
interpretation for the results of his enquiry to be valid. 

The Qetkiods of interpretation and classification to be 

employed for the construction of the formulas for using Malikito 

law are presented in these main legal works. Jurists adopted the 
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LragTd vlevpointa contained in the Muds-nmana. 1 A great change 

toot place "4icn those jurists introduced the ira'gI methods into 

the study of falikite works. For the text was no longer 

directly consulted by this method, which assumed that the real 

understanding of the works began with the corprehension of the 

interpretive technique employed by the Z, and not with, 

adherence to the literal meaning of the texts. By this sethod, 

the jurists were no longer required to concentrate on literary 

text and evidence, but were free to speculate about the solutions 

to legal questions. This shift in-the technique of explanation 

from literal to free interpretation, made the Z a3, ikite legal 

literature identical to the Iraigl a to the extent that it inc: i. uded 

tho roculta of the jurists' own value-judgements* The of ect 

of the Iraqi method, as tlygd noted, was to make the legal cases 

themselves through evidence and analogy the basis on which to 

build the details of law. The other jurists who had not been 

influenced by this sort of revision of the application and meaning 

of Malikito law concerned themselves with the word and meaning 

of t -e text. Their air was to identify the meaning of words 

end ideas of uncertain application; in criticizing the method 

of the ira, Is, they pointed out the contradictions and inconsils- 

tcncios which could be attributed to the In through his other 

works, as tyUia ta' for exaxiple, or even in different passages of 

the single work which contradicted each 
ýi 

other. ` 

1. Magq3ri, A2 här, iii: 22. 
2. Ibid. , p. 22f. 
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Since the diversity of expositions, co=entaries, and 

glosses were written by famous jurists of undisputed authority, 

the courts could pick freely from any of the sources which 

suited them to support their pronouncements. 

The flourishing of the study of jurisprudence towards the 

beginning of the third century is, undoubtedly, a momentous 

period in the legal history of Ifriqiyya. The influence which 

schnün and his Mudawwana exerted on the development of law and 

legal literature was all pervasive. Throughout the history of 

Ifriqiyya (now Tunisia), except the few years of Fatimid rule, 
1 

the Mudawwana was the only authority for not only the entire 

legal life of Ifriqiyya, but also that of Spain; it affected 

not only the courts, but also the practice of jurists of various 

backgrounds and nationalities. 

The doctrine of Mä1ik was partially known before this period. 
'Al! b. Ziyäd (d. 183/799) who had the honour with bringing the 

first copy of tiuwa a' into Ifriqiyya, is said to have delivered 

his lecture on this work long before the appearance of the 

Mudawwana. 2 But this discovery of the Muwatta' was rather the 

effect than the cause of the revival of the study of the Medinan 

law. 

1. It cannot be assumed that all traces of the Malikite law 
absolutely disappeared, at the time of the rule of the Fatimid 
dynasty in Ifrigiyya. But it must be allowed that the 
judicial law (court law) of the Malikites fell into complete 
disuse as a necessary consequence of the mass inquisition of 
the Malikitas by the Shiite rule. See Ibn 'IdhärI, Bayen, 
i: 185ff. 

2. Ibn Farb. in, D` bä i, p. 192f; M 1ikI, itiyä¢, i: 158. 
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In the preceding discussion reference was made to the 

arrival in Tunis and Qayravran of a number of students who 

certainly would have heard of tralik and introduced into Ifrigiyya 

the legal doctrine of Medina. But at the same time there can be 

no doubt that the essential part of juridic structure was present 

previous to the introduction of the Muwa . The accounts of 

historians and biographers, however, suggest that Malikiam and 

its ideas were influential enough at this time to receive some 

attention. The image conveyed by the earlier Maghribi writers' 

its that of independent scholars who derived their own legal 

doctrines from Hedinan sources as well as those of the Ira-J. 

In this period, before the appearance of the Mudawwan$,, one 

cannot assume the complete assimilation of the Ziedinan law. The 

legal system of the court is not very easy to trace. And the 

evolution of Malikate jurisprudence in Cayrawän was, in part, the 

result of the endeavour, both theoretical and practical -- to apply 

the doctrine of Mälik. A history of Ifrigiy, 1alikite law must 

begin with the compilation of the ! iudawwana. Ifriqiyyan jurists 

had followed the precepts of this text. üloasatora, and other 

commentators, illustrated and expanded the rules that are 

scattered throughout the text. 

In theory, the fludawwana filled in all the gaps left by the 

legal code of Itrigiyya. No judge or jurist could refuse to 

consult the I1udawwana on the grounds that there were no provisions 

1. Sucb as Abo al 'Arab in his aba ät, and al-Mälikl in his 
Riyäd. 
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for a particular case. The consequence was that the jurist and 

judge who must give legal advico and decisions, had to find their 

answer 'in the text of the t'udaww na. What happened if, in fact, 

no recorded decision appeared to cover the point in question was 

that the judge or jurist had to search for decided cases similar 

to the case in question. By a process of analogy and comparison 

with legal precedent, the jurists and judges were able to decide 

all cases. They drew from cases decided in the t=`udswnn, one 

which was most similar in ratio legis to the case before them. 

A relevant example would be the case of a crime committed by a 

wife against her husband, who was poisoned by the wife with the 

consequence that he contracted leprosy. The jurists after a 

long argument could at first reach no conclusion; then after 

consultation of the Nudavwana, the jurist, mad b. Ja'far al- 

HawärY (d. 3191931) found an analogical case in which the victim 

suffered damage to his appearance (his teeth became discoloured 

after a physical attack)'and the judge ordered compensation to 

the value of the loss, based on appearance' Similarly, the 

case was finally decided on the basis of the damage to the 

physical appearance of the husband, and the wife was ordered to 

pay compensation for this danage. 2 

With regard to the Mudawwana, the Maghribi legal admini- 

strators regarded it as the source of their legal structure, 
but they were inclined to look upon the Muwa' a' as a more 

1. Mudawwana, vi: 321. 
2. Ibn Farrün, A", büi, p. 34. 
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dependable source for opinions. Ibn Rushd reports that the 

general view was that after the Cur! in there was no work on 

jurisprudence more authoritative than the tiuwa' a. * and-that 

after the MMuuwat4a' there was no book in this field more useful 

than the F. udawwana. In jurisprudence, the Muwa n a' occupied the 

same position an the book of Sibawayh in the field of Grammar, 

and the book of Euclid in mathematics.: The place of the 

t4udawwana in jurisprudence was comparable to that of the first 

of the Cur'än in ritual prayer; this a7vira is such that it 

is by itself sufficient for prayer, and any other, ü is not 

sufficient without the first Büra. 
l So was the ! 11d wann the 

basis for legal interpretation. 

A study of the Maal. ikite law of the Maghrib revealed tba 

influence of t4lälik's classical work and reponea at every stage. 

With the passage of time, the Maghribi jurists encountered newly 

arising problems of growing complexity. With the increasing 

number and use of judicial institutions, and with the pressure 

of a mass of problems arising from unprecedented social and 

commercial expansion, there was bound to be some confusion and 

differences of opinion over the use of the original legal sources 
(the texts of the Piuwe s! or the Mudpwwana). 

Spanish and Egyptian legal literature began to command 

respect in X rigiyya. And the jurists of Cayrawän were 

certainly becoming familiar with the law and procedure of these 

two parts of Muslin world, all the more so because first of all, 

1. Ibn Rushd, =0p. 27. 
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there was constant intercommunication among them because of the, 

strategic position of aayrawän (that is its geographical location 

half-way between Spain and Egypt) and secondly, this period of 

Malikite history saw an unprecedented growth in the judicial 

activities of these two regions. Thus we notice that al-Wi ha 

and ei-' ustskhraia, which were famous Spanish legal works, became 

widely knorn among the 4ayravania. Moreover, Cayrawän enjoyed 

the prestige of having among its inhabitants the only transmitter 

of al-1'ä ha, Yüsuf al-tßagh nl, who remained the last Jurist 

actually to have received this work from its author *1bd a1-Ma1. ik 

b. fabtb. l 

As the Ifrigiyyen jurists were beginning to employ such 

imported works in their private and public profeneion, it iz 

not surprising that they began to depend on them upon occasion 

in the Court# lbr lib (d. 275/ß) a , prominent cacti of 

Qayrawän, used to give his judgement on a parchment and 

concluded it with saying "I passed this verdict in accordance with 

Ashhab or Ibn a1-Crasi}a and so on... "2 

The great achievement of Malikite Itrigiyyen law was marked 

by the recognition of distinctions which were outside Ifrigiyyan 

law, absorbed into Malikita law under its general provisions. 

The progress. of the law may be shown by abundant examples of its 

successful response to the demands of everyday life. 

1. Thu arhün, D'I_ bäh, PP. 352-356. 
2. ' Iyäc , ldad k, II9 L: 206* 
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The Egyptian and 2iedinan jurists made no distinction among 

the various kinds of uncertainties or faults in contracts. Sale 

and hire of one specific thing was generally allowed to be one 

contract. But Sann refused. to allow this generality. For 

example, if material was bought and an agreement was also made 

that the material, would be made up into a dress# $a)nun regarded 

tho buying of the material and the making of. the dress as UIO 

separate contracts, even though both actions were undertaken by 

the same people. ' 

The great achievement of this period was the codification 

of most of HHalik' a resDoi Wis. These res2onse5 wex e collected, 

and assumed such authority that they acquired the legal weight 

of a binding force. For example the Mudawwana, the Eecpon of 

t lik, was the first legal opinion, and it was followed by legal 

treatises and commentaries which discussed actual as well as 

hypothetical cases. Aälik's thought had always represented 

traditional fora, but during the great period of the t41alikite 

legal works, discussion was more concerned with iCalikls ideas 

than it was with the mechanical observance of the Master's 

thoughts. )uch of the legcal thought of the Spanish and ILrigiyyan 

Jurists sought to transform Medinan law. Some of these jurists 

managed with the help of metaphor and rational interpretation to 

show some of the contrasts possible in interpretations of Mälik's 

own judicial ideas. 2 

1. Fiat Zb, Maw, V: 396 .b 
2. II, i: 74 & 145v 
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Recognition of Custom 

Given the crucial x'81e of custom in the dovelopMent of the 

law, it was appropriate that custom should have received 

particular attention in the formulation of legal procedure. 

Custom, for example, might be called upon to explain what was 

ambiguous, yet it was nover allowed to control a positive rule 

of law or to interfere with teroc already fixed by law. 1 However, 

in all cases relating to the interpretation of contracts, custom 

was one of the very first factors which had to be ascertained. 

The jurists took into account the changeability of custom which 

in con cquence led to the change of the law based on it. 2 

It was not necessary that o custom should have its origin 

in the time of the prophet or his Companions to give it a valid 

legal status. Any custom, although it was new, that was 

generally prevalent in the Muslim community had the force of law. 

The moral obligations implied in daily practice, derived from 

custom, were the primary factor determining whether or not the 

obligations were thought of na binding and legitimate. Vihat was 

assimilated and recognised by the tMaghribi jurists became extra- 

tialikite legal practice, by conversion into a new mode of Malikite 

legal expression. 

Every country accepts certain norms as law, specifying 

those norms as having particular legal value and obligation usunl1Y 

not subject to question or alteration. As historical scholarshiP 

If. Sha jibs, Muw, quoted by Murir, Ab `th, i: 60. 
2. Qaräfi, i an, p, 231ff; Ibn al-cayyin, 2'1 , II, i: 98ff. 
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became more articulate, jurists crone to see more clearly that the 

legal systeº and rules were not only revealed laws, but also the 

result of historical processes of combination and fusion. The 

importance of such historical processes made itself apparent with 

the extension of the Muslim community, the development of 

administration and commerce, and the acceptance of foreign treaty 

agreements. 
The use of customary law and the awareness of its importance 

gave rise to a revaluation of legal concepts, widening the scope 

and basis of the legal framework. Judgos, lawyers, jurisconsults, 

and mu tasibs, in their dealings with legal and judicial issues,, 

were not necessarily confined by their function, to specific norms 

end customs of certain people or tok*u ; but they had to take into 

account the application of the custom of the state in which the 

case they were judging took place. " 

The flexibility which the Malikitei allowed themselves by 

employing turf in law made them successful in determining arhnt 

, would otherwise have been static cases of law. , Sallatibl went 

further in assuming that lurt could limit a text by saying that 

if a man swore an oath not to enter a building, he will have 

broken it by entering a mosquo; but general custom did not 

include mosques in the category of buildings, therefore the man 

would not have broken his oath by entering a mosque. 
2 Al»CarEfi 

(d. 684/1285) one of the prominent leaders of the M . 
likitea said 

1. Qarai, g, It i: 45. 
2. $hüeibi, I äm, iit141. 
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"All rules in the 4hx are based on changing customs, when 

customs change, the rules change in accordance with the require- 

rients of the new customs"' 

Besides its prominence in judicial decisions and scholarly 

iriting, custom has played a considerable role in expansion of 

the meaning of law. Custom was particularly Important because 

it was more flexible of interpretation than other methods. 
2 It 

also provided the law with various ideas and tezin of usage for 

deciding the validity of contracts and ascertaining the legality 

of every-day individual acts. Many words used-in every-day speech 

had a different meaning in law, for which custom was the only 

guide* For example the word, "el-batta" or "anti älayya Liar M 

indicated a definite meaning of irrevocable divorce in Nalikit© 

law. 3 The ZSalikite jurists tended to base themselves on the 

derivation of these words to determine their legal sense, but they 

found that custom played an important r8le in their meaning. 

Customary meanings could change depending on the social context; 

the words batta or aräm did not have the same meaning in 

IZr'igiyya txa they did in Egypt. As legal terms in Egypt, they 

had only the connotation of ' oanctuarj' "4 

I. QarätT, IhICam, p. 232. 
2. The well knote maxim in tjalikite law "custom has the force of 

proviso" might indicate that custom and usage are a valid source 
of law. See Ma' cGnl, kCashiyaji: 191f; 14Sawwäq, 2&t ivs 344. 

3. ! it 1a wana, ii t 164. 
4. tuiamad ; Ali', Tah b, i, it 41; Qarefi, I äßs, 237f. 
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The scope of custom was quite varied. The distinctive 

feature of the custom was its limitation either to a particular 

geographical region or to a definite group doing certain jobs, 

or carrying on certain particular trades or occupations* The 

variety of customs necessitated flexibility of legal inter- 

pretation, particularly with regard to the status of a custom 

within a specific location. So it became necessary for the 

Judge to consider the time and place, in which the law was to be 

executed. For examples the sense of certain legal terms could 

vary from district to district= if a man-were to hire a person 

to build a wall and the worker demanded his wage payable in 

advance, but the man refused to pay him until the work was 

finished, then the relevant custom regarding -euch an instance 

would be of importance in deciding the case, ' and the custom 

would have varied with the place. The Halikite answer would 

be that if there was no contract, written or verbal between then, 

the dispute must be viewed in the light of the current custom 

of the city. 2 

It was important to observe context as a Xorce determining 

the law of custom. For example, in a contract, the two parties 

had ascertained the value due to one of them, stating that one 

should pay the other a measure of wheat. The term "measure of 

wheat" denoted different quantities in different provinces, and 

1. Ua j äb, Maw, iii: 323f t- Oaz äti, 0 II, Iii, 287Et Ihki t, 
PP- 231-351 Sh¬t jibT, rluw, 3i t 264P. 
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it was obligatory that the meaning of the term be construed 

according to custom in the locality where the contract was made#' 

As the application of a given custom %m v restricted to its 

locality, it had only a limited effect. It is a part of the 

sane rule that where, by known and established usage, the 

technical senses of certain words and practices'have been 

accepted relative to particular acts by respected specialists 

and craftsmen# these senses ought to be used in settling disputes, 

explaining contracts and defining aspects of law. 2 Usage and 

custom between husband and wife frequently determined the proper 

meaning of a certain word or the exact import of a particular 

act. For example, if the husband denied the allegation of his 

wife that he did not provide her maintenance for some years, the 

court could refuse her claim, depending on the application of a 

custom that such short or long length of time together in a house 

invalidated her claim. 
The custotn, ne a rule of law, must, however, be understood 

within the limitation of its specific meaning. Thus, the word 
binär (monetary unit), in order to have acquired an unequivocal 

monetary value, must have been defined by the practice of trade 

and rocognizod accordingly by the courts. Ai-? i ziri (d. 535/1141) 

claimed the unanimity of the jurists on the question regarding 
the sale of goods depending on fluctuating monetary value. If 

1. Ibn Far run, Tam , ii: 57ff. 
2. Shätib3, M, ýuw, ii: 284. 
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the goods had been cold for the price of 100 dinar, and the value 

of the dInär in the province was not the same as it had been at 

the time of the sale, then the jurists agreed that the contract 

was invalid, ' 

This left open to possibility that customary laws could 

be overridden if they were inconsistent with the requirements of 

local circumstances or directly contradicted the text or were 

likely, by their application, to bring grievous harm. From this 

discussion of custom it is clear that as a rule of law, it was 

not a classical source, as Is the case with revealed text, 

analogy, and consensus. It was merely a method of inter- 

pretation with these special functions: 1) To clarify the text, 

or to clarify the terms involved in contracts; 2) To decide a 

case in which there was no evidence= 3) or to refuse to hear a 

case in the instance that there was no basis for the litigation. 

Carºtt said, "It a man comes to you [supposing that you are a 

jurist] from another province you must decide his case according 

to the custom of his province, not according to the custom of 

your province or your legal text. "2 
However, it seems thärt Malikita jurists, in employing this 

methodological analysis denied to custom any universal legal 

validity unless it wan implicitly sanctioned by the text; that 

is, that it was in hemony with the positive law. But in judical 

1. Ibn FarCun, Tb irti, ii t 5?; Ciu`ifI, I än, p. 232. 
2. c,, It i: 176Y. 
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practice, they gave the principle of custom the salt-sufficiency 

of legislative authority. For examples the jurists of Cordova 

carried this principle so far as to set it on an equal footing 

with the injunction of obligation (wjib). It was a prevailing 

custom in Cordoba that the bridegroom give a present in addition 

to the legally required dowry. l This custom was a social one 

that night appear to have no legal status, yet it had been made 

equal with the legal decisions of the text. 

Jurists of QayraNan allowed lese importance to the rile of 

custom. The status assigned to custom as an operative source of 

law wan unimportant when the principle assumed extra-judicial 

authority. Nfalik insisted that if some of the do= 7 payable to 

the son-in-law was given as a credit note, the date on which the 

remainder was to be paid must be mentioned in the contract. I1ore- 

over, the date assigned for the credited doý%W was not allowed to 

exceed six months, Custom in Ifriqiyya ruled against the six 

month ithitation, the possibility of postponement of payment of 

the remainder being up to three years. 

overruled fralik's opinion. 2 

Genesim and the Method of Malikita Law 

In this case, the customs 

Pride in the purity of the Traditions of Fiedina and in 

the richness of the legal ideae of Medinan Tradition, the decisions 

1. Ibn Rashiq, Fta, 
_� a, recto, 98. 

2. Mayyära, Spar , i: 160 and 173f. 

y 
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of the Companions (especially the four righteous CaliphlOp and 

prophetic Traditione R all inspired M . ik' a thought* I It must 

be remembered that the pervasiveness of such cultural materials 

based on acceptance of authority would have discouraged the 

development of an absolutely rationalistic attitudo. 
2 Of course, 

it is always possiblo to find some points of agreement betreen 

tia7. ik and the Ir©gi jurists, no ratter how different their 

approaches. IGlik and Abu tia lfa! both believed the Curl En 

and the Üunna were the main sources of low; both of them 

appealed to the principle of istihsän (equity). There was 

tho positive demand by both schools: that the revealed text 

should be the first source the jurists had rocourse to, although 

both the schools, H©dinan and IrägI, used independent speculation 

to answer the needs of matters connected with roligious inter- 

protation ('ibädät)* In that sense they were all agreed on 

this in principle, whether they were called Traditioniats (Q äb 

a1- adlth) or Opinionist8 (a lab ar-ra'y). 
3 But ono of the key- 

r. rýrýý ý aýrrr rr+rýrrýrrri 

stones that identiZiod each one by the above--mentioned name was 

that of the use of human reasoning, relatively prominent in Iraq! 

law, whereas the Halikito laid groat emphasis on the authority 

of prophetic Tradition. 

At the start it is well to know that the word ra' rnoanm. 

The distinction riado ly later generations between aukau ar-ra'Y and 

1. tiyäd, add ik, 
2. Ibid., p. 94Z. 
3. Kawthart, Fi c, th, 

It i, pp. 60-67. 

p. l7f. 

4 
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ahl al-' adIth in inapplicable to tho time of the Cor2panions. 

There was no legal thought that was not based on or mixed with 

rýa! y. "My independent legal idea pronounced by the Companions, 

even their first follower3, must be determined by analysis based 

on rationalißrn. 
1 

In the late decade of the second century the word ra' 

developed c different shade of meaning. It became uniquely 

attributed to the IrägI jurists, whose legal theories considered 

that the solitary Tradition, LadIth äjiäd, and interrupted Tradition, 

uidIth urßal, could both be curtailed and ro&ulatcd by judicial 

rcasonings2 

Tho t'Ialikite asserted that the prophetic Tradition, 

especially if it was confirmed by the practice of the people of 

Ilodina, possessed an authority (ujia) superior to that law which 

was obtained by means of reasonln$. 
3 Thoy accepted puh and 

d 00 as had Tradition, oven though they right contradict certain legal 

rules, provided those Traditions werd corroborated by other rules 

of Medinon practic©. The t? alikito argument was that one must 

accept what the Prophet said, if one was unable to understand the 

ratio-login; one should not attempt to rely on any rational w r ri r 

inquiry which would suggest an answer contradictory to the content 

of auch Traditions4 

1. Ibn 'Abd al Barr, JÄH, Part ii, pp. 55-78,133--150; Ibn al- 
Cayyia, - i7=9 I. i, pp. o4.91; Kawthsrt, Imo, p. 14f. 

2. Kawthari, Fib, PP " 34.3?. 
3" `Iya¢, M, It i: 94; Ibn al-Qayyii, , I, it 33. 
4. MMlik's Method of interpretation having been discussed, *Iya4 

ctrosses, in his momentous introduction to tad� k, pp. 89-90, 
the custom and method of the Companions and the early Predecee-- 
sors (as-9alaf al-Awwwal) among the formulae which wade up the 
bulk of Trafik' s principle of jurisprudence. 
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The theoretical consequence of the emphasis on Tradition 

was that it made Malikite legal thought dependent on a conser- 

vative approach to jurisprudence, that is, it was based on 

adherence to legal text rather than on human reason for inter- 

pretation. cioreover, 1 lik had various motives for Prophetic 

Traditions. He might have, for example, wanted to preserve for 

posterity the actual character of the Medinan doctrine. This 

assumption is supported by MMlik' s famous work a2 4luwal a' which 

reflects MMiä1ik's experience with and his conviction about the 

importance of Iiadlth. 

Two intellectual trends could have atimulated Nglik'5 

preference for Tradition. The first was the reputation of the 

iraditionist. A muiaddith's personal integrity and religious 

devotion, centred on the Prophet's way of life and his kadtht 

Inspired Hri`1ik's admiration; such ideals influenced him to 

undertake any activity or follow a line of thought which would 
have led him to these icloal at ent8r 

The prevalence of another intellectual trend encouraged 

tralik to study Tradition: this was "the doctrine of the pre- 
decessors" mad thab eis-äalar, the absolutist attitude of the 

Traditiomi S Vs , which precluded all sectarian viewss its it 

ruled out the possibility of accepting other views, this doctrine 

necessitated M 1ik's total commitment to Traditional studies if 
he was to study then seriously. 1 

lFalik' c activities were mainly associated with the efforts 

1. Abdul Gadir, The Traditional View. p. 37. 
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of individual Traditioniatc who aimed to revivo the `! tmna of 

the Prophet along the lines of Ibn 'Urar, the son of the 

righteous Caliph 'Urar I# and his disci. ples, 
l among, whom woro 

the seven jurists of C"Zetina. The most illustrious of these 

jurists Was Salld be al-M1uzayyab. 2 

Yet t2lih'a interest was not exclusively Tradition bound 

for he showed come inclination to rationaliot. "M-to was due to 

the attitude of Mly) favoured in soma intellectual circle: of 

Sestina. The influence of judicial roasoning took various foMs. 

Admiration for his teacher's (RabI'a) rational skill gave rise 

to his interest in "judicial reasoning", ra' .3 Probably more 

important for Malik aas the rational cast of mind of F bi'a that 

gave his opinions so individual, a character. The most important 

result of f'Slik's study of ra'Y with ßabi'a4 was the use of 

rationalistic analysis of the kind used by TabI'u, who argued 

against the head of jurisconsults of itedina, rain n1-iutyi bi-1- 

MadTna fron a point of view attained through logical process. 
5 

The rational idea underlying the general practice of Medina and 

the doctrine of the city vas the prlncip1o that distinguished 

1. I., p. 32. 
2. Ibn a], -Qeyyix oIt It i: 24, 
3. Abdul cedir, The Traditional View, pp. 38--40" 
4. For his life and works, se® Kha Ib, Tn rikh, viii, pp. 420-. 426. 
5. F ik, ttzm#a*t ivs137. 
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41ik'e «personal opinion" Prom the opinions of Iraq' 

Interest in the Traditional literature and concern with 

judicial reasoning werd thus inter-related, at least in the 

dovelopment of Mik's ideas. Of course the Traditional elements 

overrode speculation on the process of the law. But an analyaic 

of the Mulikite legal theories shows that rational and social 

o1emont3 played an thporttnt role in their for cation. Their 

doctrine of equity. (istihs: n) and utility, their 

special interpretation of the f illah (rnt io lecrin) and the 

theory of ")iedincn practice" have given their legal cycten acny 

poculitiritie$. 

IA118. logX 

After these preliminary obaervationa, we cove now to the 

study of some of the methods of interpretation which have had 

great influence upon the development of Falikite law* PMIIZ 

himself did not prescribe his own rules of law; they were 

developed by contemporary and succeeding disciples who gathered 

the rules by induction from NM1Lk's reported decisions, ; s} o_nea 

and his legal opinions pronounced in various circumstances. 
2 

1. One of the four unprecedented judgements pronounced by i ik 
was his allowing the application, in cases of deliberate wounding, 
of the lex talionis against the accused on the testimony of one 
witness and the oath of the plaintiff. See Flawwraq, T., 

,, vii 182. 
2. t ilik was not in favour of writing doin his rational judgement 

on certain legal problems. See Mi jibI, gam ivi 290. Those 
who expounded these collections of i lik's law were divided 
into two categories by the methods of interpretation and 
demonstration by which they proceeded. 
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The methods were divided into two different catogories# to 

©laborato their Master's own concoption of the principles of 

Jurisprudence. 

The famous jurists within the school were increasingly 

e; pected to provide solutions for contemporary problems. In 

their attempts to answer particular questions, the jurists took 

even greater liberties in using the principle of expedience. 

Shia pressure molded the Z°talikite jurists into a dynamic or, aýni- 

Tation, which solved some new problems and decided matters of 

law left undecided by their predecessors. However, these formal 

responr of Medien law were insufficient to meet the needs of 

the changes in the Vl ghrib'n economic and social position 

occurring through many events and forces present in the 

surrounding society. 
' Iteverthelesc, the desire to judge in 

accordance with the I main principle forced the jurists to 

establish a basic for judging now cases as they arose in a 

changing society, judgezenta which would be consonant with the 

basic rules that made up the lfailikl law* tost of these un- 

precedented cases were resolved by a process of comparison through 

analogy with the decisions already pronounced by the Iffio Thus 

the new decisions became part of that made-up law of 11elik. By 

this method, the jurists assisted in the formation of a new law. 

1. For Coro details concerning the factors which forced the 
jurists to invent additional rules, cf. ähä14bT, muw, iv, 

PP. 234-2? 3. 
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Thus the Malil, ite jurists established their Master's 

principles of law. The advantageous result of the application 

of these principles wan an increase in the number of possible 

sources for interpretation of the law. The primary concern in 

this discussion is not those orthodox principles which wore 

epplicd by ? lik'a succeeding followers to prevent decisions 

being a misrepresentation of lik's3 views, although orthodoxy 

played an important r8lo in the process of legal growth. This 

development was the result of the use of several principles by 

trio methods: first, by the extension and development of the 

general rules of the law by analogy; und secondly, by the 

application of the rules of public interest (ma is fl) and usage 

and custom (al-'urf %m-1-'äd5). 
1 

There was no dispute between }ialiki and tho other schools 

of law rospccting the right to employ reason= the issue arose 

rather ovor the exact r8lo of reason in legal affairs. To M' lik, 

its legitimate employment, theroforo, was not to establish now 

precedents, but to point out the legal iraplicationo of the text, 

the primary sources of the Sh. rI a. Like most of his 

contomporaries among tho Meclinan jurists, sialik was sceptical of 

the claim that use of reason was the most cuccocsi'ul method for 

recognizing the demands of the circuxsst=ces of a case. 
2 

1. -5h3tibI, iv: 1041 . 
2. Ibn +hbd al-Barr, Jä , Part ii, p. 144f; S1I ibl said that 

t 1t1 criticized the Ir3gia for neglecting hadlth which would 
give then indispensable Imovledge of the SharI. Wee, I't 
11105. 
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There is no doubt that tralik considered himself primarily 

a Traditionist (cuhaddith). Traditionally, rational judgement 

was opposed to the prevailing tendency among the first generation 

of the Muslin Coimunity. To understand Mälik'a objection to 

dependence on reason is to conceive that his objection w*as not to 

reason in general, but to the use of reason as conceived by 

rationalists. M lilt rejected the claim that rationalist decision 

was inspired wholly by reason without a mixture of the passions; 

and passions, so often containing perverse desires, were not apt 

to regard the truth' Yet at the sane time itlik stressed the 

value of speculativo deduction ( ), giving it a place wrong 

the four principles of laVw. 2 The expansion of the meaning of law 

served to rake Huclim jurists in general, and 'iälik in particular, 

aware of the irportanee of analogical reasoning in legal and 

judicial thought. 

The classical theory of the function of law, the basis of 
jurisprudence was that the law had been revealed to an as a 

criterion of good and evil. AU judgement of what was lavwful 

could therefore be derived by logical reasoning fron the revealed 
document, the aesumptlon being that the character of good and evil 

ties unchanging. 3 For practical reasons jurists added two methods 

or ndjudicationr consensus and , Analogy. The scope of consensus 

I* S"tib3, I'tiýfua ii: 155! 2 2. 
2. ibn Rußhd, t utee , 1: 23; Sliatibl, T, ii: 265. 
3. L'©jt, BIER! in FEIM, ii (1954) 22f. 
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in a tatter of conjecture. 'C`hile consenzu3, had the force of 

positive law, it was not regarded as necessarily a fixed or 

perm=ont form of tho laws and vas therefore usually valid only 

in its own time and place. 
' The rule of analogy Was morO a 

method of interpretation than a source of law. It was not a 

criterion on which the decision was based, but was merely a 

procedure by which a decision could be reached. Its use was 

justified by the fact that the revealed texts did not provide 

answers for every detail of life's problems. This dil©aa is 

well delineated by Ibn Rushd's statements, "... because occurrences 

between people are infinite, Whereas texts, acts and decisions are 

finite, and it is possible for something finite to correspond to 

ßori©thing infinito. '"2 

From the very firnt, the primary i'1uiction and effect of 

analogy () lay not in establishing new rules but in 

extending the meaning of known ones. t"Calik never doubted that 

by employing deductive reasoning, he vas maintaining principles 

unanimously accepted by his predecessors. 

What the Halikitec meant by analogy was the accord of a 

known rule with a sot of circumstances, which in aoao vcy ware 

similar to or typical of, the instances to 'which the known rule 

applied. , ý. nalogy is an extension of a rule of law to a now case 

1. Ibid 
, 9t p. 26, cf. Ibn Rusted, , 5" Some of the Ifrigiyyan 

jurists contested the validity of the principle of consensus, 
cf. ? hushuni, JU1 , 280f. 

2. Ibn Ruzhd, Biýýä, p. 2#'; Mu atad, Tahdhlb, It i: 8. 
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on the assumption that the original contention on which the two 

cases are based is similar. 
' A1-CaräfT dofincd i äs as 

"establishing the applicability of a ruling in One case to 

another case on grounds of their similarity with respect to the 

attribute upon which the ruling is based. "2 Analogy, therefore, 

would not be decisive in an already formed laww. It afforded a 

rigorous demonstration only in the absence of clear-cut law 

derived from the three main textual sources. The value of analogy 

in the `k'alikite point of view3 was thus not its usefulness then 

the text was ambiguous or inconsistent with respect to the case 

on hand, but its usefulness in deriving some sort of judgement in 

a case for which the text did not directly provide a judgerment. 

example of the use of analogy is the question, u ether 11 

the situation of the guardian is analogous to that of a 

bailiff or other judiciary whose personal pecuniary interest might 

be advanced as a result of the exercise of his duties. The 

Medinan law gave the guardian of a minor absolute authority, as 

his position was regarded as similar to that of a bailiff; he 

was held responsible for the property of the minor. For exo plep 

if thorn were two guardians for a minor' e property, and they 

eeparated the property into two partz, each of the two guardians 

wan held responsible for that part. In the case of loon or 

1. r ago Rit i in RIEEI, ii (1954) 29 . 
2. QaräZI, Tangili, quoted by K. Q, rr, Islamic Reforri, p. 66. 

3. Ibn Rushd, fl , p. 22. 
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dato they would have been held liable. 

According to the MaShribT law (S inün'e opinion), the 

function of the guardians in this case were analogous to the 

Trustee. Their position was like to that of the trustee who 

could be exempted fror liability for loss or d=agep unless he 

was proven negligent or in some way responsible for loss or 

daraage. l This i ßs is one of the methods of interpretation 

adopted by the t8alikite jurists which enlarged the horizon of 
the province of the law, and paved the way for important develop- 

ments in several fields of law. 

Analogouzly, there is a comparable process apparent in the 

following two canes. The principle that correlates one case to 

the other was that of attribute ('ilia, in which corn charactor. 

ißtico of the ceeoo being compared detormined tho basis of 

judgczent. 2 For example, the absence of "legal capacity" in a 

particular characteristic defined by rule of law, auch as a 

guardian should be given charge of the possessions of a minor. 
The guardian of the minor, who would be given the legal privileges 

and responsibilities of a father, would then havo absolute control 

over the supervision of the property belonging to the minor. The 

incapacity of the minor was itself part of the incapacity which 

was defined as a lack of will in a person, resulting from 

sequestration. Similarly, incapacity of which "minority" was one 
types necessitating the naming of a guardian for protecting the 

1. iiattsb, Alaw, vi; 398. 
2. nÄjý, R18ö17a, in RIE?, I, ii (1954), 30f. 
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interests of the minor, was a case similar in kind to that which 

entitled a father to naintain absolute right's over the protection 

of his daughter's welfare until she married. 
' 

As a result of this correspondent attribute. the Malikito 

jurists noted that the guardian of a minor had a right to prevent 

his charge from making any contracts that might be unprofitable 

or unbeneficial to the minor's srolfaro. So the Malikite law, by 

correspondence to a similar case, applied the same rights of 

guardianship to the father-daughter relationship. lie could refuse, 

or accept, any person u: ho asked the daughter's hand in marriage, 

the court was not entitled to question the reason for his refusal 

to consent to the marriage, for it was assumed that the father's 

interest in his daughter's happiness was reason enough for the 

refusal-2 

Preference 

The second method of interpretation was the rule of 

preference (iss n), Although analogy was very important as 

a legal method in supplementing textual sourcos, there vas still 

a sizeable proportion of law which could not be covered by analogy. 

Moreover, the scope of analogy was questioned by jurists who 

denied that analogy could establish a now rule of law. Their 

theory was that analogy merely helped them to discover and extend 

1. ý lik, Fftwa f' iii: 127= CurtubI, om, III, v: 29. 

2. Saýnünl fudavroann, ii:. 64. c. f. Shütibi, I''tiu , ii: 122. 
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the meaning of the law already given. 

The r'ialikitea presuied that the rule of analogy van clear, 

but that the consequences which derived from the analogical 

deduction in certain cases night be either too excessive or 

such as might lead to serious injury. In this conflict between 

the logic of the law and the solution appropriate to the special 

circumstances of the case, the ! ialikitos had had to resort to the 

rule of preference (istihc, 3n). 1 Ibn Far ün, in his definition 

of iatih&nn, said that when a case wavered between two proceptc 

of lave one of which appeared pore closely analogous to the cave 

in question, and when the jurist followed the more remote principle, 

it would be because of custoza, for reasons of progmatiatl, in order 

to avoid inconvenience, or for fear of injury. 2 The decision to 

uce a particular rule in preference to another rule indicates that 

considerations Of utility or equity were allowed to prevail over 

the dictates of logical rea8oning. 3 

Jurists in fact could not always avoid using the principlo 

of 'extra convenience'. tut 'extra convenience' could not be used 

until it had been proved impossible to find any solutions in the 

Cur'Zn, tradition, or through analogy with similar cases. These 

rules governed cases which necessitated using the principles of 

utility (na lah) and equity or preference (istihs. n). 't'hese two 

terms are tho alternative names for rn*Y, i. e. a conclusion adopted 

1. Sb7u . ibI, Iltis am., ii: 3.37f. 
2. Ibn Far$ün, Tabsira, ii: 48 f. 
3. S1 ibl, 'tiaan, 11: 139. 
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according to a systematic process of reasoning. 
l MMlik applied 

these two methods largely for practical reasons - sometimes to 

fill the gaps that were loft disfunctionaliseci in ra' - especially 

when not oven ra' , but the use of legal analogy damaged the 

validity and undermined the meaning of the principle of utility. 
2 

The exercise of independent personal judgement in cases 

where the revealed sources did not contain explicit guidance 

required that the jurist base his ruling on the dictates of his 

intelligence and reason. By exorcising his discretion, the jurist 

could direct his opinion so that it reflected his personal choice, 

guided by his idea of appropriateness. This personal choice was 

called "Istihsan", preference. 
3 

Preference, therefore, meant, approval or disapproval of 

certain actions not based on Shaari'a, nor on any rational 

derivations from Shari'a's evidence, but merely the result of a 

jurist's disposition to approve or disapprove of those actions. 
4 

In such a case, the preference did not, however, exclude the 

possibility that different jurists with equal qualifications might 

come to different decisions on the same point. 

1. For example, practicality and scope of this principle, (isti}jsän) 

had been given by al-BaJT., 'Risälä, in RIEEI, ii (1954), 27f. 
2. ShäTibi, ; u, 

uww, 
iv, pp. 206--210. 

3. ShätibT, I'tifän, ii: 138. The Ijanafite regarded Isti sän as a 
subdivision of analogy; they called it Divas khafi a hidden 

analogy, that is, giving preference to one ni, ys over an alter- 
nativo one for reasons that were not clearly defined, but amounted 
to consideration of cis a. See 3hä jibe, I'ti¢äm, ii: 138; Kerr, 
Islamic Reform, p. 89, 

4. Sh5jibI, I'tiä©, ii: 136. BäjI, Risälä, in RIEEI, ii (1954), 27. 



On this account Shäfi'T contended that he did not have to 

permit the preference to over-reach the Sh_ rT'n on the basis of a 

juriat'a azhth; in auch a case in which use of preference was 

demonstrably irresponsible, . 
Sßiri refused outright the use of 

istihsZn. saying that "He who uses iatibsän claims to be a law- 

maker" (man i eta isana ßagad Sharra' a) .1 

Isti ann, Sh4fitl said, would not be valid without being 

cntabliahed as rooted in acknowledged sources. Without taking 

these sources into, conzricieration, the intorpretation would have 

employed only the principle of convenience. Any ißti' a an that 

dia not hovel its authority based upon ono of tho rovoaled texts 
2 

was not valid. 

Shaýibl, in order to rescue isti sän from its critics, 

said that it was an axiomatic rule derived fron the revealed 

teats, and therefore a binding rule with self-sufficient value; 

there was no use in calling such a rule istihs n. Providing it 

was rooted in revelation, there could be no charge of presumptuous- 

ness levelled against the use of human preference; there was no 

need to call it isti snn because it had already acquired a name of 

one of the four principles of law. If preference depended on 

the errors of the classical sources, then it could be called 
hunan preference*3 

1. SbhDibT, I'tiai , ii: 137; Ibn Far iün, Ta bgira, ii: 198. 
2. SlGafi' T, Uff, vii: 272. 
3.5häibý, I't, 1i: 136. 
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In admitting claim of iatihmän, 13llkitec made an effort 

to show that the method of "preference" did not really depart 

fror the accepted principles and methods of interpretation; to 

come extent, the method of preference was a matter of legitimate 

choice, an long an it was remembered that the choice could not be 

entirely arbitrary, but had to be guided by the rules of Cur'än 

and 'canna. The juliGtt s choice was not to be simply arbitrary, 

but had to be based on that 4rhiCh he considered ju ,t and good 

( 3can). 
l 

The doscription of istihs^naccording to Ibn Rushd was 

that the juristat instead of adhering to analogy which dealt 

with tho nearest exanplo (fills), followed an analogy founded 

on the more remote example ('illa), 2 

In this sense, the importance of the derivation of the 

idea of preference atam. nod primarily fromm the fact that the 

apparent rigours of using analogy inspired jurists to try to 

reshape the law, co that use of the lav tnlght be more flexible 

and leas difficult than it was within the strict iethod. s which 

governed the use of oxmlogy. 3 In the``utb, a slave girl 

becano pregnant by one of a partnership who ovned her. ', hen the 

baby was born, one of the partners denied paternity of the child, 

Agbagh said "The rule which deale with analogy requires that both 

of the partners had the paternal character and effect, but it 

1. Ibn Farhün, Tab ir3, p. 49f. 
2. +ib$, I'tipän, 11: 139* cf, 

cf. Ibn Far tun, Tabpira, ii: 49. 
3. Shälibi, Ittic , i1: 142. 

the sane author, t Suw, ivi 206. 
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assns to sie preferable to decide that the boy would belong to one 

partner. " The consequence -which derived from the circumstance 

of the boy having no legal father constituted injury to the child. 

Apbsgh, in order to avoid such an absurdity, resorted to the 
of 

principle/istihsän and awarded the boy to the partner who affirmed 

his fatherhood. 1 

Thus it happened that the principle of istihsän had as 

groat an influence upon the Malikita law as that of analogy, It 

is not curprising, therefore, to find, especially :. n Spanish 

iialikito law, that there were very frequent references to this rule. 

Public interest 

t: xirc1 ciothod of judicial interpretation was the rule of 

utility (n; aQla zi i ur3aia) or public intorc3t, which consistea o. 

ro coning based on the criterion of the public interest and on 

the intentions of the lei isletor (God). 

-e>hen there was no reference in the revealed law, Cur' an and 

Cunna, nor a basis for decision in the subsidiary principles, the 

, jurist had to utilize all his intellectual abilities to understand 

the spirit and intimate sense of the law well enough to aalte a 

legally convincing judgement. 

The concept of utility (ma la a) clearly occupied an important 

place among the methods of interpretation which the ; Ialikites found 

themselves obliged to depend on. The rulo of arýlý e merged from 

the idea that God had instituted the latex primarily for the good of 

1. Ibid., p. 142f. cf* the same author, YUw ivz209f. 
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s3ociety, therefore the overall welfare of the comunity came before 

that of any individual's legal claims. 
' Hence the task; of the 

judge, and the jurists, was to find out the "intent" in a particular 

case and to judge accordingly. This rule, therefore, represents 

an extension of the method of analogy, progressing as Kerr taiä, 

beyond the limits of i äa to implications that varied considerably 

with the individual jurists resorting to it; the most extreme 

usage was tsuch that any resemblance to i äs virtually disappeared. 2 

The definition of this rule according to jurists, was "legislation 

of certain action on the account of the legislator tending to 

augment the public interest. "3 Out of this definition it seems 

that in the rule of public interest there was no comparative 

process. It was a rule by vrhich the jurist and judge could find 

out the intention of God, e. g. the concern for human welfare that 

governed all parts of Islamic law which had not been indicated by 

the texts (Gur' än and ; 1ac1Ith). By public interest was meant the 

promotion of the welfare of men by securing for them positive 

advantago3 or protecting thorn fron injury, 4 The "maslaha" 

interest was a more specific terra for hikwa, a moral evaluation 

on the part of the law giver, and since this "interest" had not 

been explicitly covered by any of the revealed texts but was 

dependent on the jurist's o, %%rn judgement, it was called maelaha 

1. .., hätibI, , ii, 54 & 180ff. 
2. Kerr, Islamic ; reform, p. 80; 
3. Kha11ef, "I adir, p. 85f. 
4. . hatibI, Mluw, U, Pp. 37-48; 

", hä jibI, 'aýuw, iv: 96f. 

Madkür, ? -la, P. 93. 
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_ur ,: ' that is not bound by the text. 

Since the meaning of to 1a a could be clarified only by 

the jurist's ovin judgement, it was not surprising that the scope 

of this utilitarian methodology was restricted to this non-ritual 

aspect of law. 2 It is in this way that the concept of utility 

could originate through reason, so long, as the utility ums 

consistent with the will of God* The principle of public interest, 

and particularly the notion that the ma la a was a matter of clear- 

cut certainty in most of the rules of law, and was a dynamic process 

in the expansion of the field of legislation. it provided a free 

rein-to, the legislators. 

The method of utility was admirably fitted to the purpose 

of r4 11kismo which asserted that the benefit of law was not always 

static, and the law that was based on the public interest could 

be changed rshen the concert of public interest changed. Public 

interest, then, became a basic source of legal interpretation 

In its own right. "The ma 1a is c ursala, 11 said Ibn Far iürl, which 

was accepted by P älik (may Allah be pleased with him) and a 

group of religious scholars is the utility which the 5hß 

neither "considered nor rejected. "3 

However, this attitude towards public interest net soma 

resistance from other groups of jurists who were tearful that 

permitting auch latitude in legal interpretation would lead to 

abuse. What the opponents of this principle assumed was that 

1. Kerr, Ißlomic Reform,, p. 81. 
2. Shä' ibI, I-, ii : 129»133. 
3. Ibn Far ün, A'ab ira, i: 15Oß. 
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the malaha was so loose a term that any jurist would take it 

as an excuse for following his own desires. The existence of 

maplaia could not always be ascertained; and any case interpreted 

by maplah. a carried an element of probability. Consequently there 

was no avoiding a partial intrusion of human guesswork and error, 

which was likely in any judgement and interpretation in which 

probability was important. 1 In fact, the principle of utility 

was not very peculiar to M likism; what made it attributable to 

Malikisrn was the use of it on a large scale. whenever they saw 

the necessity of a rule for a new problem, the Malikites judged 

it in terms of utility such that there was general agreement 

among jurists that the Malikites alone overused the principle of 

maslaha. 

CaräfI, in refuting this claim assumed that all the im äria 

had some experience with the principle of public interest. He 

said that the maplakia mursala was found in all the school's 

responsa, inasmuch as each drew analogies and distinctions between 

related situations without openly calling attention to what they 

were doing; and this was what was meant by ma ha, 2 

Shätib3, having had long experience of the use of maslaha, 

came to the conclusion that, in order to consider the question of 

human welfare, one must take into consideration certain rules: 

He described the attributes of maslaha by rules whose purpose 

was to prevent the intrusion of the jurist's personal preference. 

1. ShätibT, I'tisäm, ii: 150ff, cf. Khalläf, Ma2ädir, p. 94ff. 
2. QaräfI, TangTh, p. 200, quoted by Abü Zahra, MMalik, p. 391. 
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These rules or conditions were: 

1) Public interest should not deal with iuattera of ritual 

and worship bccouzo those were not within tho realm of 

human comprehension; 

2) Public interest must be consistent with the revealed 

texts; 

3) Public interest must perform a concrete and positive 
function with respect to promotion of social welfare 

and deterrence of harmful actions; ' 

: h7tibT, in order to bring moral authority to this principle, 

traced Its origin back to the time of the Companions, who 

decided, Zhätib$ claimed, to put the Cur' gin in a written form, 

which nothing in the law expressly authorized them to do. ' 

An example of the application of this principle in Malikita 

lay. was the acceptance of presumptive evidence in certain 

criminal cas©s. The tialikit©s admitted a presumption that ho 

vho was found with goods recently stolen would be accused of 

having stolen ther3, and if he could not prove ho was in legal 

poszossian of those goods, could be hold guilty of theft unless 

he could give reasonable explanations as to how they came into 

his possession. But before the law judged him guilty, the Court 

had to taco into account the circumstances in which the goods were 

found and their quality and appearance, in considering the 

1. cb ib , i'ti , ii: 129ff. Cf. Trut, Ibn Ta , p. 219. 
2. hibl, S't . , ii. 28t3-302 
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possibility that the man was guilty of theft. The charge itself 

might be probable or improbable, possible or impossible; in all 

these cases the principle of utility regarded the possibility of 

guilt as relative to the presumptivo evidence to be considered. 
1 

The rule of utility had a auch wider application than the principle 

of analogy and was consulted wherever there was thought to be an 

interest. The coat extreme idea, with regard to the principle 

of utility, was that of the iianbalite jurist, :, ia j. a ad-T)In z t-- ifi 

{ci. 71L; /1316) the most radical of all the cha aions of. "-iar. Iai1ca". 

low©ver, the 'alikitee were far from this radical vie'v, 

whicii granted a legal latitude to initiate now lava for novel 

circumstances. Faced by protests against the ruler's tendency 

towards absolutism in political and legal Judgements, the 

Malikites claimed that the "extra-judicial" authority exercised 

by the ruler was a matter of utility and policy (ai äsß) necessi- 

tated by the enormous corruption, fnn7dd which had not character- 

iced the firnt generation of fluelime. This fasad led to the 

adoption of si aosz and changes of judicial adaptations which 

ensured that the nov views Would not completely be counter to 

the spirit of law. This tendency is expressed in the 1adith 

i ctarnra walä dirär), - "Do not co=it injury or reciprocate 

injury''. 3 The first part of this Tradition (la c. arara) meant 

1. Ibn rarhün, Tobsira, iis152-58. 

2. ; t-T fi claimed that the principle of mamma eight occasionally 
overrule the revealed texts. Soo ;, oyd, Ri , Appendix, pp. 42- . 

3. Ibn Farhün, TabEira, Vol. 1, p. 150. 
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that no one could use his own rights and power for the purpose 

of abusing others. The second part (ß"s13 
. 
irr) meant that no 

one could make disproportionate use of his own rights under the 

pretext of having been hurt by others. 

It was natural, then, that the aliltite i. nterprotation of 

1a.: should be greatly affected by considerations of utility. 

They fount in this rule ,, in instrument whichh helped the. to 

meet the denand3 of changing society. 



CHAPTER III 

THE JUDICIARY 

The Grand Cadi 

Tho : ', Zhlabid'a courtiers and the state army were pre- 

dominantly T1u' azilite. 
1 Their presence and potential power 

made theta a political force which the rulers acknowledged by 

chosing a cadi, for the supreme court of Qayravän, whose view was 

compatible with theirs. In these circumstances it was inexpedient 

to nominate any jurists with views which threatened or offended 

the privilege and statu© of the army and the courtiera. 
2 Presumably 

it was for this reason that ;. iyEdat .. 11äh had nominated Ibn : Abt al- 

Jawäd, a mu'tazilite jurist and the son-in-law of Asad b* al--Furät, 

the grand cads of Cayrawän. 

-ýith the appointment of Ibn Abt al-Jawa"d in 221/835 it 

became obvious among the Malikite circle that the nominee for 

the post of ; judgeship of Cayrawän was not chosen exclusively for 

his knowledge of law and court procedure; it was more important 

that he be favourably disposed to the Iri"gis doctrine. (However, 

doctrine as a determining factor in the selection of the judge 

did not preclude legal and political considerations. 

Zn the year 231/84ri, bü Ja lfar toad b. al-i\ghlab carried 

out a successful coup against his brother 11,14arnad. The alarm was 

1. 'Iyäd, Mad7ariky It 11: 624. 
41 2. Schacht, FI2, i: 249 (c. v. Aghlabids: Religious life). 
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raised and a battle broke out between the Emir's men and those 

of his brother. The struggle went on for some time, Then, 

faced by such resistance, the attacker appealed to his adversaries 

by saying "Why are you fighting us? We recognize the authority 

of Moammad. We are only rising against the son of 'Al! b. F umayd 

who has ruined you and has grabbed the goods of your master at 

your expense*"' 

Fron the time of the assassination of the house of 'Al! b. 

kiumayd, which was the protector of Halikite, Sahnün's life was in 

jeopardy, He refused to perform his prayers behind the emir and 

his cadi. He declared he was following the example of his master, 

al-13ahl7ul be Rashid when he did not recognize the heretics and 

refused to pray under their leadership. 2 

Muhammad be al-AShlab, when he foiled his brother's coup 

in 231/845, was confronted by a number of formidable problems, 

including a shortage of loyalists. At this time the Malikite 

intellectual circle was a force in lfrigiyya of sufficient 

importance to concern the ruler. Ibn al-Aghlab aaw In the 

appointment of Malikite jurists a possibility of changing the 

political climate in favour of his aide. 
3 This was because 

throughout the struggle with his brother 4mad, the Iraqi-is 

maintained a policy of neutrality and did not commit themselves to 

1. I%; 1 'Idhär"i, Bn än9 1: 108. 
2. Ma LikI, iyäd, i: 2r35ff. 
3. cf . Julien, Hi is tom, p. 45. 
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his cause. The Malikitea, on the contrary, guided by their 

dogmas were strongly opposed to end's power. 

The Ifalikite became more antagonistic to Aid after the 

assassination of the Banü, 'All be {umay¢, who was in fact one 

of the protectors of the Malikites at the Courts the protectors 

were very closely linked with the Malikites. The vizir of 

Ziyädat, AU h -I, 'A]! b. I; umayd, once saved Satm n from torture 

at the hands of his court enemies. Towards the middle of 231/846, 

Sshnün was arrested and transferred to Cayrawan and charged before 

the courts presided over by the mu'tazilite judge, Ibn ! obi al- 

Jawäd. The verdict of death-suspended sentence was passed, but 

Sa mfln was saved by the intervention of a courtier, an advocate 

of Malikite doctrine. Sahnün was, therefore, ordered to cease 

all teaching activities. 
1 Moreover, there were some connections 

between Bans Humayd and the Ualikite jurist3.2 Therefore it is 

not surprising that the assassination of a member of the 

protectorate of Malikite jurists inspired further hostility 

towards A; imad. 

Mi mimiad's recovery of political power was marked by radical 

reorganization of the administrative police, regarded as a step 

towards improvement of tho state's ills. The reform vhtch had been 

introduced did not, however bring Muo ai mad all the support he had 

1. '. IlikI, Riyä , 1: 286, 
2. The con of 'Alt b. Uu yd was a well knovu Malikite jurist, and 

his sister was carried to . thread b. al.. fiasan al- aghdZdi, a 
disciple of Salm n, see, Taibi, L'Exnirate, p. 227. 
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anticipated. 
l The first step Ibn al-Aghlcb sought to take was to 

remove Ibn Abt al-Jawäd from the most influential post of the grand 

cacti, and to fill it with someone whom he could trust to maintain 

law and order in the state. 

One might infer from this event (of the Wikite involvement 

in the widespread hostility to ADmad's regime, and their vulner- 

ability to extensive persecution) that Muhammad's new approach to 

Malikate jurists was necessitated by circumstances as a counter- 

balance to the unfavourable attitude-of his soldiers and officials. 

At the same time, the Malikite jurists changed their 

tactics and began to seek a better relationship with the ruler. 

The rapid growth of Malikite influence inevitably evoked opposition 

from its rivals, the Mu'taailites and the Hanafites. As part of 

its strategy to reinforce itself for the struggle against those 

rival groups, the Malikite began to strengthen its ties with the 

ruler Muhammad b6 al-Aghlab, Satnün's attitude to Ibn al-Aghlab 

was at the very least ambivalent. He doubtless appreciated the 

action of the ruler who dismissed the cacti of Qayrawän, Ibn Abi al- 

Jawäd, in 232/846 for his Multazilite tendency, 2 He tactfully 

managed to win the confidence of Ibn al-Aghlab. Sahnün, who was 

nearly a victim of the militant I'tizall of the discharged cacti, 

addressed himself to amir Muhammad in these terms: "0 Arairl May 

God give you the best rewards! You have just relieved the people 

1. J inj nI, Cayraw n, p. 74. 
2. Ibn 'Id CarI, Bayn1 i: 109. 
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from the Pharaon of this community, its tyrant and its most 

iniquitous cadi. ""l A few months later, Ibn al-Aghlab proposed 

to Sahnün the post of judgeship. Later on Sann was appointed 

to the vacant post of chief cacti of Qayrawän from which the 

former cacti had been dismissed. tlyäd described the procedure 

of SaDnün's appointment. He said that the emir assembled the 

jurists in Council. Sann advised him to invest Sulayman be 'Itnrän 

(d. 270/833), and the latter counselled him to invest ºaDnün. lall 

the other jurists counselled the emir to invest Sulaymän. "The 

reason for the jurists choosing Sulayr n, " said 'Iy 4, "was that 

the majority of the Jurists were then of the IraqI conviction, 

convictions which were shar®d by Sulaymän. "" But Sulaymän insisted 

that nobody else was fit for the judgeship post, as long as Sainün 

was alive. 
2 

There is no doubt that among SaDnün's biographies there are 

varying degrees of exaggeration, by which the less attractive 

aspects of his character and career are idealised. His biographers 

maintain that Sann was powerful because he became able to put the 

status of the law above that of the ruler. 
3 Nevertheless, it is 

perhaps a distortion of the facts to assume that Satm n enjoyed 

1. Ibid. 

2. 'Iyäd, Maw ik, I, 11: 596. 
3. The same stipulation is attributed to his predecessor, Ahmad b. 

Ab! 14ihriz, when he was nominated for the judgeship of 
Qayraw7n. Dawäd; ri, Kanz ad-durar, vi: 30. This assures us 
that the Malikite biographers were wont to attribute such 
hagiographical information to the individual they were writing 
about. 
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compl®to independence in his official judicial deliberations; 

he did enjoy independence in the sense that there could be no 

intervention or instruction fron the governor on the decision of 

any particular legal case, In his court, Sahnün exercised a 

jurisdiction, in theory unlimited, but in practice there was no 

evidence of any constitutional law that 5ahnün dealt with nor did 

he had in fact any jurisdiction over the type of government or 

make any decisions involving the rights and duties of government. 

The government was not bound to a strict application of lake on 

political issues. 

Sautun, the supreme court of Qayrawen, was granted all the 

jurisdiction in civil and criminal ©atters including exclusive 

jurisdiction to determine all suits and crimes ooriitted by the 
2 4und, the army of Ibn al--Aghlab. 

At this point, one can easily get lost Li the welter of his 

seemingly contradictory utterances. At one time Sa}snün seemed to 

have disdained any contact %ºith gov©rnraent circles. But his 

later move into government office caused anxiety. Friends and 

students began to criticine him for accepting the post. Abu 

lakariyya, a very close friend of Samin, stopped frequenting his 

company after he became a cacti. Another friend wrote to SaWnün 

in a complaining manner, "You were busy with the other world, now 

you are only concerned with this world. " In defence of this 

1. ' Iya 1, ladärik,. I, ii: 596. 
2. Ibn Abt Dinar, Mus, p. 50f. cf. 'Iyä4, Iad , I, ii: 596. 
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charge, Sann referred to a adith which says that every muftT 

(jurisconsult) is a cacti. In conformity with this j2dTth Sahnün 

was practicing the function of cacti for forty years. With this 

justification, followed by a supplication, Saurun continued, "The 

other world depends on this one and this duunyn is merely an 

extension to khira. I have been put to the test, pray for me. "1 

Fie remained sensitive to the chargo oven some years uttor 

his nomination. "I have been a jurisconsultant of noro than forty 

years, " he told his pupils, justifying his acceptance of the post. 

My jadgement is law; and it has been executed since then. 2 

"I was not aware that one can legally accept this office. 
Such was my opinion until I received two concessions from 
the frs on one side he accepted all my conditions; on 
the other he gave me all the power, I sought for, to such 
a point that I told him: I shall begin with the people of 
your house, and your servants; they have committed a lot 
of injustices, have dicappropriatod many people of their 
goods, and my predecessor did not dare cue then. "All 
right, " he replied to me, "make justice follow its on 
course, oven if my head is at stake" - 'You swear by God? ' 
I asked. 'Yea, by God', he replied three times. There- 
after I saw that his resolution was such that I could 
fear for my on person. At last I accepted I could not 
see any body worthy of this responsibility and I could, 
consequently, find no excuse for escape. " 

His LOU, Mutur ad, said, StSa1L)n n wwa invested with the judgeship 

after having been solicited during a whole year, and after very 

ntrozsg pressure, and after Idb, al-Aghlab had sought him 

with the most redoubtable oath. ""4 

1. Aýaliký, R, iy d, i: 274. cf «' Iyaxý, tßadd rik, I, i: 598. cf. Ibn 
Far Tun, ýt- 

, P. 61. 
2. " Iya4, L! adHrikl It 111598. 
3. 'Iyäa, Mad It 11.596; %ra1ikT, Riyä , L,., 273. 
4. Ibid. 
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Despite this exaggeration of ; ahnün's virtues, it is not 

without so=me truth. For examples it is true that the sources of 

Sahnwn! s influence and power were great although Satinün refused to 

be paid by the state for rendering his services to the Court. One 

of the conditions he made in fact, despite the jurists' tolerance 

in t'As matter# was that it he accepted the post of judgeship, he 

would receive no pay. Sahnün's gesture was primarily political, 
16 

permitting him to keep his liberty and making his practice consistent 

with hie beliefs. Instead he obtained his living from an independent 

source. According to t17 4's staterment, Sahnün possessed in 
? trigiyye about 12#000 olive trees; 1 he used his iei. vare time to 
cultivate his fart, which rendered hin an annual income of 
500 dInär. 2 

Sahnun'3 financial, and hence political, independence meant 
that his court decisions were not eubject to the whirs and passions 

of the authorities., lie would rather live calf-sufficiently than 

huiilitato himself by yielding to the pressure of influential 

persons and groups* In this way the court procedure and Sa 7un's 

legal opinions wore exempted fron any interference by the rulers. 
Ibn al-Qayyim was persuaded to classify him among t Glih' a 
followers viho had the capacity to de1iberste on some legal questions 
Without his master's guidance. 3 Ho was described as having a 

1. tlyä¢, Pra_. 
_. 

dö k, II, 1999. 
2" 14., It 19%619. 
3. Ibn a1-Oayyim's literary statement is as follows: "We kän bil 

Qayrawän P. a1a7un b. Ba'Td, rsalahu kathIr min al-ikhtiyärät, " 
I_ m. I, i: 28. 
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retentive memory, and credited himself with the ability to 

recall the volume and the page where a relevant case could be. 

found. l Sa}nün, in fact, had all the qualities which could 

inspire the admiration of his contemporaries. Abü al-'Arab 

mentioned some of these qualities, emphasising that Sa n had 

qualities which were not found together in any one other person: 

perfect knowledge of law; sincere piety; courage in judicial 

decisions; contempt for vanity of worldly wealth; refusal to 

accept what is noraally princely. 
2 

The dominance of Malikita legal and social influence 

accelerated the course of Qayrawan's development. Sahnün decided 

not only the application of the law of Medina in judicial 

administration, but also the restriction of the administrative 

judicial office to i likite jurists. He somotimes chose to 

co-operate with jurists in Ifrigiyya's court, motivated by the 

need for effective administration of justice, 'which the Iraqis 

could supply. 
3 

The Aghiabid ruler vested Satnün with the authority to 

control all legal n&ninistration. Sat n took this opportunity 

to staff the whole court of Ifriqiyya with adequately trained 

Malikite Qadie, clerks and notaries* 
4 Mhile : ah r= did not 40 

absolutely exclude or disregard the irägis point of view, it is 

1. M iikl, RiyB , 1: 254. 
2. Abü a1-'Arab, Tabagät, p. 184. 
3. Mä1ikI, Ftiyä , 1: 275s 
4. }iunaycI, Jam, p. 351. 
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not surprising that he used his position to establish his 

concepts of legal practice and thought. The greatest development 

of lalikite law in this period was achieved under Sann and, as 

he had both authority and prestige, he enjoyed great influence. 

Sshnün"s teachings developed not only fron his knowledge, but 

also from this experience of applying principles to practice. 

Satinfn'a legal influence was not only in fayrawän's court 

but also in Cordova. He was consulted by the Jucige of Cordova, 

to whom £wabnnn gave rigorous instructions. In replying to t . ihs ad 

b. Ziyäd (d. 240/853)1 the cadi of Cordova, Sarin inatructod him 

to be particularly rigorous in the cases of those who declared 

bankruptcy to escape the settlement of their debts, giving as an 

example his on severity towards his predecessor, Ibn Abi al-Jawäd 

the cads of rayrawTn, who was killed during the course of his 
2 

ptinishraent. 

Salmon's concept of the judicial function was blended with 

the r8le that the Egyptian jurists, Ibn al-Gaisim and Ashheb, 

ascribed to I4Slik be Anas. They applied deductive reasoning, not 

to create new rules, but to find out what night be just in each 

individual case within the framework of Tralik's law. By this time 

he had begun to assimilate Ibn al.. O si t and Ashhab' a interpretation 

and application of Iralik'a low to his own decision-making processes. 

He set forth principles for the cadi under his jurisdiction 

1. For Ibn Ziyad's biography, cf. Khuohani, , p. 88. 

a. M 11kI, Riyä , 1: 231. 
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to follow, as the basis for effective judgement of cases. 
1 

Therefore, all the cadis throughout Ltrigiyya usually used 

L3a}n7un's edicts and opinions as models. To regularize the 

presentation of cases for 3üdgcment, It was necessary for Sad n 

to devise a system of court procedure; he circulated his official 

notices to each litigant. 

By the steady application of uniform principles and his 

insistence on consistent judgements among the courts throughout 

the state of the Aghlabid. 2 Sann i exposed the arbitrary character 

of the judiciary of Qayrak! n1 which in reality merely re lected 

the personal influence of his predecessor, Ibn Abt el--Jawäd. There 

was an unfavourable record of decisions by Ibn Ab! a1.4aZad, whose 

judgements turned entirely upon the opinion of the sj all and 

the Ht 'tazilite doctrine. 3 It was very natural, therefore, that 

the Jurisdiction of Sann inspired the litigants with confidence 

and gave to the law a new r. e pectability in the eyes of the 

ttaghribIß. 

The emergence of the sole Malikite court of Qayrar n in 

234/848 and particularly its rapid development under the Grand 

Cadi Satrnün, provided one of tho most important assurances against 

1. Cf. Hubabi, Ta'rikh, 178. Cf. Ii 1ikT, Ri äC ,it 27ef. 
2. See Saiulün co anding Ibn Imrän to baso his judgeship on the 

Medinan principle: PTad rik, I, 11: 598; 'Allah, F, 1: 75; 
i'Sliki, a i: 275. 

3. Cf. lS1ikI, Riy , i: 280f & 286. Cf. Ibn 'Idhari, ka gin, 1: 110. 
It indicates Abü a1-'Arab's statement, that Sa mn did criticise 
all his predecessor's cadis with the exception of Mural b. Abt 
; 3iiriz. ¶abagät, p. 167. 
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any threat to the development of the law. Its growing 

popularity was linked to $ahnün's interpretation of the law, 

tirhich, among other things, limited the powers of the government. 
l 

Sain n was very careful about advocating the exertion of 

any direct2 or indirect pressure on the court. Such indirect 

pressure or influence might be exerted by one court on another 

court. Sahrrun was of the opinion that a letter of recommendation, 

suggesting a particular judgement on a case which had been 

referred earlier to the now recommending court, Should not be 

considered unless it was established that the letter had really 

been written by the court and that the said court was fully 

competent to make such judgenonts. The value of the recom endation 

would depend on evidence of the understanding of roco=ending 

court, the Icnowledge of the precedents, the knowledge of religion, 

and the clarity of the rocoDcndation. 3 Even having met these 

qualifications, Sann insisted that the letter be referred to 

him a no more than a reco=enäation. It his opinion did not 

agree with the recommendation, it was Sahnün opinion rather than 

that advocated in the r©co endation, which was binding os final 

judgement. ' 

1. ' IyÄo, Mme, i, 110 pp. 60O-606. 
2«. Ilia condition of accepting the office of cacti, which was the 

Cadi's power to sue even the member of the Royal family, is 
suggestive of his emphasis on making the court independent of 
direct court influence. See lraliki, Riyad, is 273" 

3. f ubZI, TarIkh, p. 178. 
4. 

`bid., p. 179. 
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But sann did not enjoy this supremacy for long. 1-hi mead 

was not in favour of the increasing influence of Sapnün. He saw 

in Sa4inun's rise to fame the beginning of a possible threat to his 

sovereignty. Aa his four grew, Ibn al-Aghlab saw that the real 

drier lay in >ahnün'c Status as a supreme cadi. This in turn 

explains why he did not hesitate to advocate measures depriving 

ahnün of jurisdiction in some cases at court. 

The emir did not dar© remove 4=a nn from the office, but 

he put another ncn, Imown for his animosity to saInün, to be in 

charge along with sax n. 
1 After the appointment of this nn to 

judicial office, the strong personality of a inün was no longer 

there to ensure cohesion among his students* in fact, from 

then until S4nün's death, the Malilotes suffered a series of 

persecutions and torture by the Hanall cacti, especially Sulayraýän 

b. 'Im än and Ibn "Abdun. 2 Some time later, in 2400854, Sahz»un 
3 

died bitter and chagrinned. 

The Function of the Cacti 

The chief cacti (Cali a1--Jat ' a) in Cordova did not have the 

name freedom to exercise his discretion as belonged to his 

counterpart (cacti Ifriqiyya) in Cayrawän. The ditferenc® wes 

1. Thero was no information concerning the new cacti » only his name 
has been given as at-Tubnl who was very active in challenging 
SaWun' c authority on his judicial jurisdiction. See ! adE1rik, 
I, ii s 648. ct. 4likt, acct, 1; 284* 

2. See 
. hushnn3,, tUlam7aj p. 295fi'. 

3.14 likI, Riyäd, i: 28 43s 
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primarily one of historical tradition: the court of Ifriciyya 

had in fact an independent identity, although it vas theoretically 

Subordinate to the Caliph in Baghdad. In addition, the ruler of 

Ifriqiyya had less power over the procedure of the court than the 

ruler of Spain. The ruler and the cadi of Ifriqiyya, until around 

190/1305, were both nominated by the Caliphs of Damascus and/or 

Baghdad' and the functions of these two officen were regulated by 

and subordinated to the authority of the caliph, with the consequence 

that the court was ultimately bound by the diccr©tion of the ruler. 

However, because the limiting authority araz located at such a g, *reat 

distance from the subordinate court, the court in fact cn)oyed 

relative independence. Thun the court enjoyed as power off' its owrn, 

and sometimes had jurisdiction equal to, if not above, the govern- 

ment in recpect to criminal and civil low, 2 

Phon Ifrigiyya became semi-autonom, stato under the rule 

of /". ghlebid, the status of the court remained the aerie for some 
time (until the death of Ththar. aad b. n1-Agh1ab, 242181,56), although 

the ruler theoretically had more administrative power to remove 
tho cacti than when the state wan under the direct rule of the 

Caliph of Baghdad. 3 

1. r'f. t4 mild, "Ay t, i, pp. 147-153. 
2. IIbid., p. 279f. 
30 The dic iicsal of the cacti rarely occurred without a reactione 

it often gave rico to u trial which afforded the opposing 
school a chance to assert it, views and rigi: teousnec3. cf. 
T¬ lbi l LI FEirnte, p, 696. 
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The auboräinate status of the cacti was typical everywhere 

in 1uslim countries. The cacti was originally a delegate of the 

caliph or of the provincial governor and had no independent 

authority. In practice this isolated the authority of the cacti, 

making hits dependent on the instruction of the governor. 

Theoretically speaking, however, the cacti never shared his authority 

with any official governor; the caliph and his subjects owed 

absolute obedience to his jurisdiction. But in practical 

, Judicial affairs, the actions of the judge reflected the assumption 

that all judges in the Caliph's empire were merely his delegates 

whose legal decisions were of little account when they conflicted 

with thoso of the Sovoreign. ithelIl said that every cads should 
have a separate jurisdiction but the sovereign could limit that 

. )urisdiction in any way he pleased with respect to either the 

district over which his poorer extended, or his powers of carrying 

on any judicial proceeding. 
' This statement illustrates the 

extent to which the cacti in the third and fourth century could 

have exercised his jurisdiction in the context of an autocratic 

govorament. The cacti was in no sense an independent judiciary 

as he was normally appointed from the centre, and his judgements 

were subject to review by the political superior who nominated hire. 

Although the independence of the each. and of the judiciary remained 

theoretically valid, he not only was subject to dismissal at the 

whim of the central government, but had to depend on the political 

authorities for the execution of his judgements. 2 

1. Khalil, MuktaVar,?, 277. 
2. Anderson and Coulson, "Islamic Law in Contemporary Cultural 

Change, " Sueculura XIIIV (196? ), 32. 
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The limitations of the court's independence in juris-- 

diction were not clearly defined, thus causing some confusion and 

misunderstanding. In terms of interior political affairs of the 

state, the power of the court was restricted; in terms of its 

jurisdiction as far as juridical affairs were concerted, it eras 

broad. The governor, at his discretion, had recourse to the 

court whenever there was some juridical point to be settled or none 

controversial political act which had to be invented with 

legality by the court. 
l 

Although the cadi was chosen by the ruler, there is no 

reason to suppose that the cadi was loss bound to observe the 

rules of judicial conduct than he was the ruler's orders. Enforcing 

justice was understood to be the daily practical duty of the court. 

The punishment of moral and criminal offences and the protection 

of the rights of an individual against encroachments fron another 

was not a function belonging to the ruler; it was purely a 

judicial. tu nction. 2 

The court usually preferred the cases of those litigants 

who attempted to settle their dispute outside its supervision, 

therefore attempted cettleraent outside court was usually the first 

step. The parties involved in the litigation chase a third person 

to intervene and draw up an agreement through arbitration or 

persuasion. Sometimes the court assigned an official commission 
(arbitrators) for the case, especially when the litigations were 

l. 'Iya 1, Mad rik. I, ii: 604ff. 
2. Mudnw-ana, vi 146,148. 
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taking place between persons who, lived at some distance from the 

court. 
' 

If the parties did not como to an agreement, or if they 

refuted to co-operate with the orbitratora, the case would then 

be submitted to the court. The arbitrators were usually 

specialists; they krero recognized experts in their field handling 

a great number of cases which involved questions of similar and 

familiar natures. Khalil said that in matters that concern 

business interests, or in cases of wilful wounding, it would be 

necessary to have recourse to an arbitrator who would be 

acquainted with the law on the subject before him. Arbitration 

was unlawful only in cases where the low fixed definite punish- 

wents, as in the case of murder, adultery, or in cases of 

affiliation, repudiation or onfranchiseuent, for, in all these 

canon, the rights of third parties would have to be decided. 2 

However, the Ifriqiyya courts ware invested with a rauch 

wider jurisdiction, both in respect to geography and the range 

of cases. Although the end cacti of Ifrigiyya did not, as in 

the Fast, have the title of "Cap al eu t, " nor that of "Oa4 

al--Jattä*a" ass used in Spain, he alvmys enjoyed great prestige 

and his authority vas respected by the populace. This might have 

been duo to the social conditions which invested the cacti almost 

with the status of bäraKaL 

1. M. udawwana, vs 146F. 
2. Khalil. Ptukhtal ar, p. 277; 

For example ratjj7= and In ralib 

Jaýfub s MMaw o vi t 1121. 
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enjoyed powers during their judgeship which were never invested 

in their counterparts either in the East or in Spain. The emir 

Ibrätiit be Ahrad. charged Ibn Tälib with punishing, dismissing and 

nominating governora and tax-. collectora. 
l And in general the 

cadiß had more power than the emir's rinictors. 

The cacl. te, however, did not in fact perceive the delicate 

and precarious nature of their positions with vis4'vis politics 

and lair. Indeed, their recognition of the need for independent 

courts, which enjoyed 1=unity frota the ruler's whims led then, 

however unintentionally, to turn a blind eye to political Injustice. 

If the ruler should see fit to pass a law denying his subjects the 

provilege of declaring their grievances against the state, the 

court would not have intervened to prevent such an enactment to 

argue on behalf of the subjects, 2 The court's r8le has wholly 

adjudicatoryi it had no authority to take decisions which would 

alter lesislation. 

When investigating cases for which there was provision in 

the tcxt®, the cadi was not under the governor's ¬upervicion in 

the exercise of his powern, nor was his opinion checked, The 

cadi could try any offence for which the punisbiient was prescribed 

by the texts. The offence for which no punishments were given in 

the revealed texts were left for the ruler who would proscribe 

punishment at his discretion. In such instances, the judge first 

decided whether or not guilt had been proven, and then he had to 

1. "Iyi00,1iadQrik, II, i: 205; Talbi, LIFbirat, 296f. 
ý"' 

2. Janjwni, 0 riwýn, p. 145. 
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establish that the offence had the character of a crime 1e, ga1 y 

defined in the texts. The judge had considerable jurisdiction 

in cases involving b=1zuptcy card distribution of assOts. 

The cadi <<s duties end prerogatives were not only judicial, 

but also a cIninistrativo. Be took into his care the eztatoS of 

orphans and minors who had no guardian; the wealth and other 

property of anyone who died without : Leaving heirs were also 

entrusted to hia. l fie also presided over most of the disputes 

that arose out Of financial and personal affairs or obligations 

founded on contracts such no loans, purchases, tenancies, and 

partnerships. 
2 

Su 1era, ntnry Judicial Admini. 5tr2tion ýý ýwýrýrrn Výýý. rar   ýýrýrýwr. 

At first sight, this would appear to be a vide and 

iripressivo field of action. Put the fact is that the cavil., 

who presided over the supreme court, had several assistant 

judges working on various judicial adzministrations. These 

cadis, who presided over the lower courts, performed the 

supplementary function of executing various judiciary natters for 

the high courts. 

The Judicial structuro in Zfrigiyya wan headed by the chief 

justice of the state; his court was located in Cayra`Zn, but 

subordinate courts were located in every city. The functions and 

1. Ibn Saht, Ahkän, verse 3. This is also the procedure of the 
Spanish Courts, cf. bid. 

2. Ibn Juzayy, Canin, P. 321f. 
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duties of the grand cacti expanded as a result of the mounting 

voluie of business and technicality of procedure, and added 

increasingly to the court's judicial responsibilities. Consequently 

it was inevitable that a large anount of procedure which was once 

('ý handled and supervised by the cadi Id to be handed over to 

other judicial institutions. Thora were various judicial branches, 

including the Court of Complaints (n ä11n), market inspoctorato 

trau tasib) and the family court. These courts could only deal 

with those cases over which the 

then jurisdiction. 

The ä arkot Inmaectorate 

gone court oxprossly gave 

Cayrawän and Cordova were comiercia1 centres. Their 

locations near the Mediterranean sea gave rise to an increasing 

oraount of trade and Huch intercommunication bctwwecn the different 

countrie .1 With the development of their economy, agricultural 

and cercantilo, Ifrigiyya and Spain felt the need for the 

construction of another Judicial institution, in addition to the 

courts already existing. 

As a result there emerged the court of jLisba,, a new 
judicial court whose Zunction was a continuation and supplement 

of the jurisdiction of the cadi, originally the jurisdiction 

over the municipal corporation and market trade was In the hands 

1. For the Spanish economic condition see Icaa 2uddin, '03ome A, ects 
of the Socio-Econonic, p. llf. ; Jackson' The makin ; of 
Medieval ""nein pp. 19-24. 
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of the emirs, and later the duty gras relegated to a sau tasib who 

acquired the name from the post of i___ 

Aa far as the legal sources were concerned, the Cpanich 

m tasib was under the jurisdiction of the state and the rovernor 

could, if he chocQ, dismiss the uuhta sib 
2 The same aas true in 

I frigiyya until Sahnlun became the grand cacti of t ayraw n; then 

the office ras made part of the court, and the Judge had the right 

to nominato tho =htasib. 3 

The la v, of i abet was an important strand in the law of the 

Maghrib from the rise of the Ashlabids and Umayyad emirate. Its 

importance was due to the fact that it dealt with the vital 

interests of people, such as the management of health services, 

supply of food and its price, and welfare. Legal literature 

concerning cba bestowed upon the Au tasib the right to act on 

behalf of the ruler or the judge in certain important matters auch 

as the responsibility for seeing that the officials and employees 

performed their judicial obligations= overseeing and preventing 

the bribery of officials, threats to public health and cocurity, 

forgery of evidence and licence, and serious wrong. 
4 He had the 

1. JarsifI, nba, p. 119. 
2. Magqari, Hafb, i, 203f. A market inspector of Spain in the 

exercise of his function was assumed to be performing work 
incidental to the Court of Couplaintc, and the position seeps 
to have developed as an offshoot of this court. See Ibn Said, 
1uchrib, p. 46. 

3. '. Zlik'I, i : 272. 
4. Ibn 4Abdi n, R1rh, p. 20. cf. Ibn Sabi, k rný recto 63 and 

vorso 64. 
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powaor to confiscate and destroy articles, or food, or animals 

if ho considered them a hazard to the public health. l The 

functions of the mu tasib have been compared to those of the 

agoranomo3 of Roman timo. 2 Grun©baum describ©s the function as 

follows: "Ho enforced the regulations under which the merchants 

operate; he Bees to the use of correct weights and measures. His 

authority extends to the producers as well as to the traders. The 

Guts are under hie incpection, and he is responsible for the 

maintenance of quality as well an of a fair price level. "3 The 

foundation of the LtuLitasib's authority was his option to order 

what was approved and to prohibit what wem. © not approved; and in 

that sense the market inspoctor'o authority exceeded the cadi'a. 

Ho could proceed independently of any complaint, to investigate 

cases Vhero he suspected legal infringement whereas the cads could 

proceed only vhcro there was an official complaint made. 
4 iow- 

ever, to aller* them to act on their owe initiative was necessary 

for the efficient performance of tho marktet inzpectora as euch 

functions werd mainly customary and regulatory in character. 

In the decisions concerning legal problems, the court of 

bi sba exercised powers similar to thoso exercised by Judger. But 

in cases involving purely customary law the court of sba usually 

1. KinanI, 1cpra ed. by 1.1. Makki, RIEEI, IV (1956) pp. 1lO-16. 
Kin nit e letal manual in sba is the earliest work. The 
author died in 289/901. 

2.3eß Foster, "Agorstnorios and 1 tasib'19 JESHO, xiii (1970), 

pp. 128-144. 
3. von Gr nobaum, "Iolam" in "anorican Anthropologist, LVII, 

Ivo. l, part 2 (1955), p. 152. 
4. Ibn al. Ukhuwwa, Ma' ii1im, p. 10. 
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based its authority on the local customs designated "hukm rurfiýI 

to avoid the charge of arbitrary encroachment upon the function 

of the judges or of passing arbitrary decisions. Its authority 

to dotersine whether a building was not completed in the allotted 

time for its construction, or whether the measure of capacity of 

liquid such as milit, oil� viere in the Interest of the public had 

its origin in custom. 
' 

In his A2nction a protector of the public and the stete 

asainst harn, the Euuitasib had to have the right to deal with 

situations without observing court rules of evidence and procedure. 

Similarly the n ttasib was charged with the duty of promoting the 

welfare of the state. 

Tho }1uýc1 contains some views on cases concerning him, 

but the first worts dealing solely with this area was written in 

Mz ghrib in the middle of the third century by Y iyä b. 'Uzar a1- 

Kinäni (d. 289/907) and was entitled . hkän ßs--süq. 
2 

Court of Co plaint 

Aa the burden of , jurinctiction, as well as of watchinz over 

and inspecting the judicial administration of the other courts of 

IZrigiyya began to increase, Satjnün established a new institution 

to exorcise Jurisdiction over offensive actae He appointed his 

clerk and student, FiabTh b. Nair (d. 2a7/900) over the raaýr 
Jurisdiction, that is the court of coºp taint, which wan 'to take 

1. Saqa i, d. a*b a7. --hi. aba, p. 11Sf. 
2, The work had been edited by M. A. %iakki, RIEEI, if (1956), 

Pp"59«151. 
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care of cases that dealt with offences which did not come under 

ordinary court procedure. He %? a3 empowered to Mato out puni. ch- 

rent on the spot to offenders and trospaaserm. 

The maInAa tribunal acquired jurisdiction by virtue of 

the ruler's order. Growth of litigation could only be net by 

ceparato courts. The metropolitan court was too busy to keep up 

with the course of social and economic change. As a result of 

the failure or inability of the cadis to cope with the now cases, 

the iazaxlin court was instituted to deal with matters not covered 

by tho court. ' In this case the function of ; Lib al v ad slim 

more or less resembled that of the criminal court of a modern 

state, involving judgement of cases cla sed as misdemeanors, 
2 

Civic Court 

Aiong tho judicial offi. cialc who helped the grand cacti to 

fulfil hin task was a cadi of a civil court. The ihpox xico and 

renponcibilities of the court, together with the vast amount of 

work involved, convinced the Malikate jurists of Ifrigiyya that 

they should amend procedures co that there could be two cadis in 

association to hear and determine the same case. she tondiont 

wau a compromise designed to relieve the courts of come of their 

1. CarEi'1, Imo, p. 162Y. cZ. Ibn Farbin, Tab ira, 1: 21. 
2. For more detail about the origin, proceeding and jurisdiction 

of 1___511n court see 'cyan, Histolre, ii, pp. 141-272. 
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load. The Tunisians, said Ibn 'Arafa (803/1400), l 
recognized 

from the beginning that the supreme court would have to be 

supplemented by other courts with specialized jurisdiction. 2 

This was the first instance, as we know from the Pialikite legal 

sources,, of the separation of courts: the civil court and the 

criminal court within the same geographical juriaiietion. This 

was an almost inevitable consequence of the growing pressure of' 

increasing amounts of litigation. 3 

The civil jurisdiction of this court could cover the 

following matters: a. wills or death-bed gifte of deceased 

persons; b, maintenance of dependents. 4 Sometimes the civil 

court dealt with law suits arising out of quarrels about heritage 

and executory ratters. From these cases it seems that the 

competence of the cadi of the civil court was confined to 

matters of civil law, never criminal proceedings. 

Other court personnel included an usher and e porter to 

keep order in the Court. Examination of witnesses had usually 

been allocated to the cadi himself, but as the case load 

increased, it became necessary to appoint clerks to perform this 

function. They examined those written testimonies bearing the 

signature of the witnesses. 

1. For his life and work see Ibn 'Ishür, A'l , pp. 63-64. 
2. Mawwäq, TL, vi: 110. 
3. Hatt-ab. May, v: 109. 
4. Ibi d. , vi : 109 . 
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Scoýýe and cualification 
yiUýY  111 IYAMýSýYIIýYýYý1iýýý 

The cacti m1wayn had to give a decision for any case 

brought before him, in conformity with the principles of his 

doctrine. The cadi's judgement had to be based on the juris. - 

prudence of the school which he had adopted, a$ well as being in 

strict conformity with the revealed texte that were the very 

foundation of the laws1 The cadi could follow the usual tors, 

in the absence of any contradictory authority (if he failed to 

cite any authority): the usual reasoning processor; logical 

deduction; and custom or utility. Hei decided hoer particular 

disputes should bo settled, but he could never permit himself 

to make hazardous or arbitrary inZerences. 2 

As a rule, however, people within the realm of his jurii- 

diction wero bound to accept hic Interpretation of the law and its 

application to any given case. Therator® the , cadi had the right 

to interprot the law authoritatively, and his ruling was deemed 

irrovocablo. 3 

The functions of the cads in his application of the rule was 

to elaborate, restrict or distinguish the moaning of the law. In 

the light of his knowledge of the Imres method of interpretation, 

a cadi might be able to deduce the rule in a way which would 

enable him to perforce his duty, an a legislator, while remaining 

within the discipline of the Imam's rules and principles. 

1. .ajj 
ib, Law, vi : 91; Caräf!, I tit, p. 79t. 

2. ii . altl, llukht i. ar, p. 274. cf. Mudawwana, v: 149. 
3. P idawwana, v: 149. cf. Qaräfi, Ihkän, p. 75f " 
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Vatfäb, in his chapter on the "Function of the Court", related 

that Ibn Rushd ond'the majority of the jurists of Ifriqiyy© and 

Spain emphasised that the cadi, in exercising legal authority, 

was to act elvxays in complete conformity with these rules. The 

each. Mould not do otherrise, not because he did not possess the 

knowledge to-do so, but rather that he was not prepared to 

initiate his of n programme of derivation from first principles, 

thereby rejecting the entire methodology of his and returning 

direct to the C; ur'nn and Sunnc sources. 
' 

Tho scope of the cadi's discretion varied, depending on the 

conditions and circumstances of the case. Firstly, in matters 

of interpretation, the irk language might be ambiguous and 

his opinion lacking in clarity on certain points. In delivering 

his decision, tho'cadi was bound to make enquiries of his master's 

rules so that he could pass his judgement in accordance with these 

ruler. Secondly, the cacti could choose, in tte event of conflicting 

views being attributed to the Tm; m concerning a point of law for 

which there was no evidence, which legal opinion should supersede 

the other. In this case, the cacti had to arrive at his o 

decision as to weich of these two variant opinions could be 

followed. 2 

ks we have seen, the scope of the cndi's discretion vras 

not based on legal rules other than those of his masters; it had 

to be in strict conformity and entirely in accordance with the 
................. 
1. 

; ia' 
b, M_, vi : 94. 

2. lbid. , P"93. c f- 'Allah, Fat1, i: 68ff. 
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spirit of the rnaýh b. The cacti, therefore, could not always 

apply his own individual discretion as freely as he wished, but 

to the best of his ability had to apply the principles that were 

laid out by his predecessors. His aim therefore was to identify- 

a weaning, an idea to which the word of his master was designed 

to give expression. The cadi thus had to ascertain that the legal 

decision he gave was in fact consistent with, and conformed to, the 

framework of his master's methodology. This qualifidation called 

for careful attention inasmuch as it distinguished the judicial 

function of interpretation within the framework of the recognized 

law from the absolute discretion of the cadi. 

It is very clear, therefore, that as far as the scope of 

the cadi's discretion, in the Kalikita conception of it, is 

concerned, the process of decisions involved the interplay of many 

considerations. He had to take into account that the use of 

human reason in the elaboration of the law was confined to the 

subsidiary sources of law since there was no cadi or lawyer who 
had any legislative power to modify or abrogate the primary 

sources or the revealed law. In theory, the rules of the ImZmls 

law were a complete existing body; cadis and lawyers had to 

decide cases not according to their ov, ý rules nor those of another 
MOM# but by the xv1es of their own Imo. 

Possession of prescribed qualifications determined who wes 

eligible to be considered as an eligible caci. The capacity for 

the office of cadi, in the eyes of NälikI, wac acquired by a 
Jurist who had perfect knowledge of legal opinions of the majority 
of doctors of law and had achieved thorough knowledge of the Cur'än 
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and Sunna, and had mastered the method of deducing legal matters 

therefrom. He had to be skilled in Arabic, possess a measure of 

speculative power, and be capable of building and elaborating valid 

conjecture. The mu tahid had also to adequately grasp the aim and 

intention of the Sha, 
_, _rt'a. 

l 

The requirements of knowing the arts of only 

proved the impossibility of finding auch qualified then. The 

MaMite, therotoro, saw it necessary to reduce the stringency of 

the requirements in order to fill judicial posts. 
2 Therefore, 

the c uitta hid as not necessarily required to have a comprehensive 

mastery of jurisprudence in all its aspects, nor to know the 

details of the Arabic language nor to learn by heart all the 

Cur' Enic verses. Nevertheless, he must have acquired a proportion 

of these skills that would be adequate for cases with which he had 

to deal. 3 

The Malikites seemed to suggest that in a situation where It 

cads was faced by a problem not covered by any identifiable sources, 
the matter must be left to his personal discrotion; yet this 

1. EhgtlibI, thiNiq iv+pp. 105-"117. 
2. SbZ$ibl, Mu w9 iv: 109f. Ibn ' Arafa (d. 803/1400) in his dispute 

of Ibn al-Arabi's statement (d. 343%1148) concerning the require- 
ments and qualifications said that it the law insisted that the 
cads must have such qualifications, the inevitable consequence 
would be the closing of the court as there would rarely appear 
ouch qualified persons. See Uatläb, Maw v: 92. 

3. Shätibi, My , ivi162ff; Ibn Farhün, 'Iab$ira, is24f« 
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discretion must be exercised in accordance with legal principles 

applied by the founder of the school (YClik b. Anas)? As a 

corollary to the principle, the cadi could not, in the exercise- 

of his judicial function, depart fron the already established 

rules and establish binding law. 

Judicial Procedure 

The most important force behind the growth of Ifrigiyya'e- 

court jurisdiction was the desire of the people for assurance that 

their persons and property would be, protected from arbitrary 

treatment or. seizure by officials of the government. 
2 The judge 

listened to litigants, passed judgement and saw that the penalties 

were enforced. His scruples, often prevented the cads from giving 

judgement immediately, sometimes from giving any judgement at all. 

Sann disapproved of those who gave their judicial advice too 

quickly because, a cadi should initially contemplate the case, 

consult the books and review the circumstances. Saiun himself 

hesitated three days before replying to a man from Staff ra who had 

consulted him. "Those*" Sa irlün said "who are quickest to give, 

their judicial decisions are the most ignorant. There are those 

who know a chapter and think that it comprises the whole of the 

law. " Referring to himself, he said that there were questions 

where he was acquainted with eight answers by eight different 

scholars, yet he would not give the answer right away without re- 

evaluating their decisiona. 3 

1. Ibn Far 75n, Tabsira, 1: 64. 
2. cf. N 3. ikI, R1yii, i, pp. 278-285. 
3. PMilikI, i, : 256; 'Iys¢, 1tadärik, Is ii sf 15 " cf. Abu` al- 

'Arab, aba at, p. 187. 
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The Court was characterized by comparatively informal 

proceprea. The name of the defendant was issued in a stell 

note to inform him that he was being summoned to the court. 
1 

The cacti handed the plaintiff the bill to can the defendant; 

if the plaintiff came with his counterpart, Sahaül withdrew the 

bill from him lest someone misuse it. During the course of the 

trial1-the cadi of Qayrawän remained in full command, weighing 

the value of witnesses' testimony according to the relevant rules 

of evidence before reading his final decision. 

The cadi usually employed clerks chosen for their integrity 

who would recapitulate the statements made by the parties. The 

statements of witnesses, too, were written with careful attention 

in order not to leave loopholes by which the accused could escape 

responsibility. These records concluded with the date of 

prosecution, names of litigants, signatures of witnesses and 

Qndorsenent of the cadis. 
l. 

The Court appointed a group of official investigators to 

attest the integrity of the witness. Very often the caai found 

that the witness was overawed by the court. In such situations' 

he pretended not to have noticed the wi'tnees's apprehension. 
2 

The ! 1alikite cadi usually did not take into consideration the 

personal impression made upon the cadi by the witness, nor the 

way in which the witnesses answered questions. The remarks and 

1. Ibn xXpim, T&ia, i136; Ibn FarbZn, Tam bfire, is3?. A 
2. Ibn Farhün, Dibä , 163. 
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gestures made by the witness during the trial were by no means 

taken as indications whether their statements were trustworthy 

or note' During court trials, the judge cleared the court of 

spectators, lest their presence might distract the accused from 

speaking the truth. In order to discourage people from attending 

the court, Sann decreed that he who frequented the court over 

three times could not offer again to testify for their witness. 
2 

Contrary to this policy, the Spanish court was convinced that the 

attendance of the professional jurists in the court would be con- 
ducive to the proper administration of justice. S4nün, however, 

insisted that the trial proceedings and production of proof should 

not be public, that is, that persons who were not directly 
interested parties should have no right to witness the proceedings. 

The cads who felt almost certain of the guilt of the 

accused, but could not quite prove it, was not allowed to render 

a judgement based on his own speculations. The rule prohibiting 
the cads fron convicting the accused merely on the basis of his 

own intuition was just, for it was based upon the principle that 

no judge ought to bring anyone for trial without sufficient 
evidence to support an accusation of guilt. 

3 

1. The cads of Qayrawän, Sulaytr= be Imrän, who succeeded Satnün 
to the office of Judgeship was reported to have watched the 
witness, and passed his Judgement in respect of the specific 
reaction of the witnesso See MlZlik3, R1 , 1,492. 

2 .' Iyä i, iadtrik, Is U: 610, Later after two centuries al-44äzirt (d"53611141) proclaimed a different view from that of Sa n7un. lie insisted that the court trial proceeding raust be witnessed by a group of jurists. Ibn Fart n, Ta"-. b ira, 1: 37. 
3. SaVrrun and "Abd al-Malik held opposite views. They were in favour 

of the judge making his o, %n hearing or seeing sufficient evidence to proceed with the trial, see Ma'dän1, trashiyag i: 29. 
IN- 
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This protection for anyone on trial was developed with 

the evolution of the statue and function of the cads, his authority 

changing from an absolute one to an authority based on other 

sources of evidence. In the system regulating witnesses, the 

Malikite law forbade the cadi to give decisions based on his own 

tuition or knowledge other than that provided by rrritneseea or 

circumstantial evidence against the accused, which would condemn 

the accused*I However, though this was the general view of the 

wrists we find in practice that Spanish Court procedure held the 

opposite doctrine following Sahnün vho maintained that the judge 

may give his decision according to what he believed*2 

Evidence 

The ethical standard that should be required of a witness 

was not, in some cases, the same as that required in the court 

procedure of Ifriqiyya. After Sahnün became cadi, the law was 

that a debtor who was able to pay his debt but chose to defy his 

creditor could affect his qualifications as an acceptable witness. 

Some jurists failed to appreciate the implications about the 

integrity of the witness suggested by such irresponsible pro- 

crastination. But San=n insisted that the testimony of 

witnesses who were well-known for defying their creditors was likely 

to be rejected. 3 

1. L' davvana, v: 148; ShatibI, fluor, ii t 2661f'. 
2. Ibn Sabel, verso 5; I4udawwana, v: 1489 
3. Huttumb, Sawähib, vi : 176; P*udawwana. V: 152* 
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The Maghribi system of evidence and theory of Judicial 

evidence aas an outcome of a number of rulings by prominent 

judges and jurists. The rules of evidence were formulated by 

judges for litigation of varying nature. Cadis needed to 

settle disputes by applying rules believed to be correct and 

appropriate to the case. But when matters of fact bearing on 

the issue belonged to the law of evidence, the cadita decision 

could not proceed on the basis of conjectures but had to be rooted 

on firmer ground. 

: 'hen the nature of the issue required a decision as to the 

degree of importance and weight of evidence, the cadi had to 

know the categories which divided different kinds of evidence. 

The following are the general categories: 

A. Hearsay evidence, that is, a witness who did not 

personally know the circumstances of which he was speaking, but 

only knew them as someone else had related them to him. 

Be `rsi` tcn dcppeitions " of testimony. 

A. Hearsav Evidence 

it was often difficult to prove any decision which was 

established on evidence other than that of direct testimony. In 

such cases, however, less direct testimony would be required and 

greater reliance placed on circumstantial evidence. Lack of 

conclusive evidence was typical of many cases, and thus circum- 

stantial evidence was often considered to be indispensable, 

especially in criminal cases. 
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Apart from corroborated or presumptive evidence there wau 

hearsay evidence*1 When testimonies of a number of people of 

every age and social group were presented to a cadi to attest 

that an occurrence happened in public or to verify an occurrence 

or fact which was publicly known (and this mostly related to 

property possession)# the testimonies of the group were hold to be 

i3uriicient proor. 
2 In spite of the fact that most of the non 

Malikite jurists rejected altogether the evidentiary value of 

hearsay evidence, the Halikites regarded it as valid evidence if 

it was in conformity with certain rules. The cacti must be 

satiaüed that the necessary evidence was received by numerous 

people and others corroborated that they had heard the same thing 

from their predecessors. secondly, the facts revealed through 

hearsay must have been established for some time. But how long 

a fact had to be established before lt could be verified by 

hearsay evidence was a matter of dispute. 3 

The evidence of a witness reporting his testimony from 

hearsay was not considered as A111 proof. When he testified to 

a tradition prevailing in the community, or to a widespread 

rumour among the community concerning the existence of a private 

right, he implied the assertions of other people in order to 

establish the truth of that which was asserted. Because of its 

lack of force, the hearsay evidence was limited to specific classes 

1" Sae tralik's opinion on this type of testimony in the gaviwana 
Vapp Jß+2--92. 

2.1Ja b, Haw, vi: 192. 
3. Ibn Seih]., A%dcZm, recto 60. 
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of cases which usually, by the nature of the circumstances 

surrounding thcr , could not otherwise be proved. 
3. Among these 

cases Ibn 'ý3im mcantionedr a; Character and trustworthiness of 

the witness. b; The existence of a marital status between a 

couple. c; The existence of a charitable land for some years., 

d; Ill-treatment of a wife by her husband or vice versa. 
2 

B. Written Testimony 

In Islamic law, a contract bad to be in a written for13, 

signed by the concerned parties, and endorsed by two witnesses. 

In all transactions, including a marriage agreement and vrilla, 

the parties concerned went to a notary's office or shop, and 

made n contract by which they would be bound. The notary drew 

up the relevant documents, signed them, and had a witness sign 

them oleo, to complete the required number of the witnesses. 

The flowing citation will show the notarial system of 

writing contracts. 

in the name of God the Merciful, the Compassionate# This 

is the dowry fixed by Ya iy`a 'b.,,. Yakxyä al-taytht upon his future 

wife ' Abd it bint Muhaxm iad be Jnbir al-4ura shl i one thousand 

dInära. Of which live hundred Cis to be paid) in cash, two 

hundred are remitted by her guardian during the completion of the 

contract; after the cash payment and the remittance there remains 
to her three hundred dInära to be paid later before the end of 

1. see s tuc%amana 9 v; 142f; Miawira*q, 
� l vi: 191. 

2. Ibn ' 7iaica, Tu) a, i: 85f; Dial b, Maw, vi : 1921. 
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216 A. H. She is given away by her father being a virgin in his 

guardianship and under his supervision, in accordance with the 

above conditions to cash, remittance and postponed payment. 

Yaiyä b. Yatyä agrees to this and accepts it. Witnessed by her 

father and by Ibr hTr b. Abbäd al-QuraBhi and written by his 

hand, Jwaadä ®1-Tkhira 211 and by al-Hajjaj be Yarbü' a1--Qurashi 

lhi is xdb. KhE l. i d a1-UmawI: 
D' 

The notary and witness then signed the contract which made 

it valid and binding. The documentation of a contract, 

particularly one that related to loans, was preferred to oral 

testimony in order to preserve it as evidence in case of any 

further dispute. Another important function of a written contract 

was to preserve an account of circumstances and evidence in the 

event of there being any future reference to the case. 

Despite the importance of the written document, the law 

seemed to rely on oral testimony rather than on written testimony. 

One of the reasons why jurists gave prominence to oral evidence was 

the question of authorship of hand-written testimony. The court 

also encountered another difficulty* If the witnesses were 

deceased, the written evidence would be of little value. 

there the authenticity of a written contract or signatures 

of witnesses were doubtful or denied, the document could be 

examined by experts who could distinguish between hand wltings*2 

The purpose of checking the, handwriting was to verify that the 

1. Ghari i, WatheliQ# verso, 61. 

2. Ibn Farbün, 2a_, beirr, i: 359" 
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written testimony was that of the signee of the testimonial. 

Verification by written documents though the most unreliable 

according to the Spanish law, nevertheless was the method most 

frequently resorted to in cases concerning grants or a religious 

donation (wagf). I A party against whom a written document 

testified had either to admit guilt or establish false identity 

of the handwriting. If he denied the authenticity of the hand- 

writing a special form of investigation ensued. The Ifrigiyyaf 

jurist, Abu. al--Haman al-LLakhmi (d. 478/1085) said that the defendant 

could request a sample «ritten in long hand by which he could 

determine the authenticity of the aignaturo. 
2 

An illustrative cane was that of a plaintiff who claimed 

that his deceased uncle left a will giving him part of his 

property. The defendant, the direct heir of the deceased, denied 

that the will was in the dead uncle's handwriting. The plaintiff 

brought samples of his uncle's handwriting as te$tihony that it 

was authentic. The plaintiff's claim could not be admitted to be 

genuine, however, unless two experts declared, after identifying 

the script, that they could verify the authenticity of the writing 

without any shadow of doubt. 3 

The early law insisted that the witness could not give 

testimony in a written contract or document, claiming 2iimself that 

the writing was his own handwriting, unless he were able to 

1. Ibid., p. 360f. Cf. Nubä1 , To'rikh. 182. 
2. Ibn Farhizn, Tabsira, i: 363. 

3. T'Sayyära, rh, i: 65; N'Ya' danI, ¬ishiya, i: 63. 
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recognize the content of the document. The Court of Ifriqiyya 

did not hesitate to accept the testimony of the witness confirming 

that the writing was hin ovn writing, even though he might have 

completely forgotten the content of the document, provided that 

there was no alteration or addition that raisedany doubts of the 

witness as to the authonticity and correctness of tha i ritten 

docizient In question. ' 
Prosu'ntivo L vý a. aenco 

''. hon the witness, attested the fact as proved, the evidence 

was said to be positive. And when the witne; c failed to provide 

such evidence but something from which the fact could be inferred, 

the evidence va cntegorizod as presumptive (lavath). 2 'For 

exunp1e, if a witness gave report that he saw a pan damage another's 

property; this would be a case of direct evidence, tut i" the 

witness saw a man carrying a knife from the house of a wounded 

mean this would be an exatplo of presumptive evidence. ., lowover, 

such evidence, though inconclusive, could not be ignored: the 

accused would be held for further invoctißation of the cane. For 

example, take-the case whore an individual r. aa killed under 

circur utance i which only inforenii lly referred to the accused. 

The murdered raz; n, found dying by a passen-by, told the passer-by 

who it waz that attacked hin. Put, there having, been no witnennes 

or othor evidence apart fror that of the pe ser-by, the identity 

1. ? ºawi q, T, vi : 190. 
2. Malik, in his 2Suw tta' , Vol. 1V, p. 211, defines the meaning of 

lawath as "Lawath is an inconolusive evidence, a1_ hoqiini 
gh. ayr al. »ga"ti " a. " Cf. Ibn ? ah1, täß, verso, 72. 
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of the murderer could not be proven without investigation. 

Malikite law maintains that such a case must not be ignored, but 

must be investigated for further evidence. 
l 

In other words,, a form of proof or avidonco which fell 

short of standards required to establish a fact, but qualified as 

grounds for further investigation, was one trustworthy witness, 

or several witnesses*, although ineligible, corroborating one 

another's testimony. This sort of evidence was considered circu - 

stantial evidence, and gras never allowed to be the solo foundation 

of a conviction. 

The 14udnww na stipulated that a person could not give 

evidence in favour of near relatives* tiny evidence that could 

result in monetary benefit to the witness must be excluded, 
2 The 

law held that there was presumption of undue influence vhen the 

weaker party in a relationship, such as debtor and creditor, 

solicitor and client, or promisor and proraissee, benefitted the 

stronger party who, because of his position, was able to influence 

the will and the case of the other. ` 

Similarly, the law dismissed the evidence of a man regarding 
his close relative because it right be conditioned by respect, 

affection and family loyalty. 4 Ties of kindness and affection 
1. ttidawwana, vi: 424ff. C. Ibn Sahi, , recto, 72. 
2. $ cudaa wann, vi 152 & 156; Ka ab p taw, vi: 168. 
3. Hauwäq, M. vi: 170f; Ibn 'ar ün, Tabgira, i: 326. 
4. Ibn *Arafa said that among other reasons wich justified rejection 

of evidence was suspicion of affection, either Zaday loyalty, or 
loyalty of friends (min mowäni t ash-shnhada tuhtnat a1. tcubb 1i as1 
aw l äri 

,). a iw q, Ta, vii 154. Cf. i ludawana, v: 133* 
t 

4 
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were considered to bias the son or the father's opinions and 

induce him to give testimony which would be untrue' 

For a witnesses testimony to be legally acceptable, his 

good character must be accredited by at least two certified 

witnesses. But careful investigation of the qualification and 

background of the witness was not always possible and, in this 

case, rather than Jeopardise the possibility of justice being done 

by excluding, a witness by no stringent a procedure, the lawr. lowod 

certain exceptional cases, where the bearer of the testimony did 

not have the standard qualifications required by the lave 2 The 

testimony of children in favour or against the witnesses could be 

accepted, though they fell outside the categories of eligibility. 
3 

In the case of fighting amongst children, waºnün said that 

children's testimony against or in favour of each other would be 

valid if it mat five condition. 1. The children must have reached 

the age of discretion. The testimony of those among them utho did 

not possess this qualification would be rejected. 2" They must be 

males. 3. There must be no discrepancy in their testimony. 

4. They should not yet have dispersed from where the event took 

place. 5. No adult was found among them even before they- 

dispersed. 4 For the first provision, I4u d argued with his 

father, 5ahn7un. for his differentiation between personal and 

1. Ibn 'i sim, T ifa, i: 57; Ma'dänl, hshi a, is57. 
2. tiudawºwana, vt 154f & 163F. 
3. For the dispute over the validity of children's testimony, 

see Iludawwwana, v: 163f. 
4. Mayyära, Sharr, 1: 73. 
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property offences. His father's answer was that the law accepted 

the child as a witness to physical crime only as a necessity, in 

order that the public interest would not be harsued. Most property 

crime was witnessed by adults. But the answer did not sa fy his 

son who queried further sayings 

"You have to accept their testimony in cases related to 
taking of each other's property wrongfully and by force. " 

As the father could not refute the major premiss of his son's argument, 

he took re: tlgo in following the steps of his predecessors. 
l 

and 

citing precedent. 

The testimonies of a group (a Caravan, for example) in cases of 

homicide were held to be sufficient proof. However, if in that 

number there were persons who were known to be generally immoral or 

anti--social, they had to be excluded as witnesses. 2 The same 

applied when a contract was made amongst the travellers or questions 

of theft arose during a journey. The cudi - coW4 _iumit 
their 

favourable view of each other (tazkiya) that is to say, the extent 

to which the travellers would vouch for one another; a decision was 

then based on the impression of honorability based only on superficial 

criteria, such as those qualities which could be known from their 

experience of one another in the temporary, shared life or community 

of the travelling convoy. 3 

Judicial Decision: on lnali and deviation from Medinan law 

The litigants could be disciplined by flogging or a blow 

1.14awr q, =j vi : 17?. 
2. ! "tudewwane. vi s 303; Isar äq, Tä�ß, vi s 171. 
3. Santiljana, Instituzi©ni di dirittu musulnano r8lichita, 

ii: 602ff. 
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on their shoulder it they employed pejorative terms against each 

other, or it they attacked tho character of the witnesses* 

Although every defendant was entitled to show that the witnesses 

against him might be untrustworthy, he could say nothing against 

the witness until the court Bought his opinion. 
' 

In practice, where a claim for right or damages was brought 

before the court in proceedings against the accused, the judgo of 

Cayraw n was able to issue ? stop orders' (injunction) which 

effectually prevented the accused from dealing with his property. 
During the process of litigation on cases dealing with conflict 

of rights, the plaintiff required the court to enjoin a defendant 

from continuing private action until the dispute in question was 

settled. VGlik maintained that the doZendant had a right to 

continue exercising his contract. 3ahnün did not object to 

Mälik's attitude, but he elaborated it by saying that tho 

defendant should not be stopped from doing his work unless the 

plaintiff's claim had substantial grounds. 2 

However, Sat, inün's emphasis on judicial rather than the 

political aspects of the life of Ifriqiyya gave him an important 

r8le in shaping the law of the country. His legislation 

concerning court procedure was authoritative in prescribing a 

consistency of doctrine that would insure the supremacy of his 

beliefs. Moreover, the fact that SaDnün provided practical 

application of his theory of law, that is Medina Law, by court 

1. Mudawwana, v: 144. Cf. likI, Riyräýt, i: 2841 vi : 122. 
2. Mudawwana, v: 143. 
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Jurisdiction, is convincing evidence that ho was the maker of 

2fri4iyyan law. 

It in 'characteristic of the rationalist bent of Sahnün'a 

Lind that he made fl1ik's logal theory a strong influence upon 

the application of law. In his duties as, first, a jurisconsult 

and later as a judge, Saýnün'displayed dexterous legal and 

judicial abilities. Salm7un saw no harm in placing his legal 

knowledge at the service of any legal' inquirer. so long as the 

person was not a prospective litigant. ] Perhaps the occasional 

departure of Sann in his Judgements and legal advice from the 

strict rules which had been laid dokrn by tiälik b. Inas and Ibn al- 

O sim was a consequence of his detailed knowledge of individual 

cases and of his attention to their unique solution. 

It cannot be denied that he decided almost every case on 

its merits rather than on more matter of form. When his legal 

decisions overruled judgements passed by his master:, tQik and 

Ibn a1-C; sit, Sahnün justified this by saying that as tines changed, 

new customs and manners arose in consideration of which disagree- 

ment taust occur. 
The judicial decision of Sahnün sometimes deviated fron 

the judicial principles pronounced by Malik, as will be seen by 

the following cases: 

In the procedure of the court, the court might ask the 

litigant who seems unable to present or defend adequately his 

case to employ a proxy or advocate (w©kil). This advocate presents 

1. ; ialtäb, M w� vi: 118f; Mauwwq, vi: 118. 
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the facts so as to appear as favourable as possible to his client. 

The other party has no right to refuse or disqualify his 

opponent's advocate unless he can prove or produce legal evidence 

for his demand. In his proceedings, Sahn n refused to accept a 

proxy on behalf of the defendant unless the defendant was a woman 

or a sick person. When he was told that ? ik used to accept 

proxy from both litigants, Sahnün replied that the position of the 

accused in previous times tended to be controlled by his conscience 

and the co=unity. Now, however, it was not unreasonable for the 

juUo to reject a proxy for the defendant. Nowadays, 5a}nün 

argued, when the situation had changed, it was reasonable for the 

court not to accept proxy; the defendant himself, if he proved 

able, must attend the courts' 

The development of the law by the jurists of Ifrigiyya is 

ovident from their relatively independent judicial decisions. At 

the first half of the second century, the Ifrigiyycn jurists and 

cadisshowed growing confidence in their own judicial discretion 

and understanding of the rule of the law. This is evident from 

their leas frequent referenco to Mälik's decision on certain points. 

tfalik made a ruling that whoever found a runaway slave 

roust keep him for one year. If, during this time, his master did 

not appear to claim him he could sell him, or give him to the 

1. Ibn ' kiu, Tuhfa, i: 131f. Malikites in Spain followed Ibn al-- 
Q sim and ! Qlik in this case and accepted a representative fror 
both plaintiff and defendant. See Ibn Juzayy, oar, p. 356" 
of. Ibn Far ün, ira, 1: 156; ii: 212. 
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ruler' Sahnün departed from this prescribed period on the 

ground of the costly maintenance of the slave. Satnünt therefore, 

said that he would not agree that the slave should be kept for 

one year; any period which allowed the finder to identify the 

slave and recognize his character and appearance would be 

sufficient for his release. 2 

Matters of pre-emption (shy) were developed in a 

different way. f 1alik' o opinion and the expression of the Muda rang 

did not recognize the right of the co-hirer to rent his partner's 

part of the land as a consequence of the rule of pr -emption. 
3 

But Sahnün gave a co-partner in a hired house or land the right 

of pre-emption if his joint partner wanted to rent his part. 

The right of the co-hirer in pre-emption which the 

Ifriqiyyan courts conceded was accepted up a principle alien to 

Fraliki law based on the custom of the province. while this 

judicial latitude in expanding the scope of pre-emption is 

widely accepted in Ifriqiyyan courts, the jurists noticed the 

danger of conceding to such a co-hirer the right of hire before 

an opportunity is offered to the other. In order to exclude 

any exploitation of this rule by a co-hirer, the Ifriqiyyan court 

set forth two stipulations: 1. The house or the land to be 

disposed of should be habitually divided. 2. The reason for 

1. ; Tutht vana, vi : 1761. 
2. Uaý Zb, w, v1: 83; Mawwäq, raj, vi: 83. 

3. Mudauvana, quoted by tiatt º``b in his Ma w$ v: 313. 
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pre-emption is solely for purposes of reaicience. 
1 

In a contract in which the performance depends on the 

continued existence of a given person, a proviso is implied 

that the impossibility of a completion arising from the event 

impeding the person from his work would not change a promise. 

If A was hired by B to build a wall, and A was to receive his 

daily wage half an hour before sunset, then if A was impeded by 

a heavy rain from completing his daily job, the contract of that 

day was held to be discharged and ,A was able to recover payment 

only for the work actually completed. 
2 This rule was based on 

the view that the payment of the wage was, by the term of the 

contract, conditional on the accomplishment of the timed contract. 

Sal mün maintained that the hired man must receive his full 

payment because he was unable to perform the contract owing to 

circurßtsnces over which he had no control. 

In his judicial procedure Sahnün sometimes declared that 

the procedure of trial was his on device. This was contrary 

to Mälik's principle, and was disputed by several of his contemporary 

jurists. 1Then the claimant discovered his lost property in the 

defendant's possession, the claimant was required to prove his 

title, and corroborate the evidence with his oath. Sa1inün main- 

tained that the oath required by the claimant was not of 1,17alik's 

rule. 3 The other judges recognized the evidence produced by the 

1. Hatta'*b, Mow, vs 313. 
2. lialläb, Hew, v: 432. 

3. Ibn Sc hl, Aka, m, verso, 57. 
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claimant as sufficient. 

Another example of Ifriqiyyan jurists disagreement with the 

Malikite is the case of the contract of joint partnership. When 

a man paid another two capitals for trade business the o uner 

stipulated that the benefit from one of the capitals be equally 

shared while the other capital was to be divided in the proportions 

of two thirds for the owner and one third for the joint partner. 

74alik was reported to have legalized such contract insofar as the 

two capitals were not nixed. 
' Sahnün, however, departed from 

Fralik's view and recognized the contract as valid even ithere the 

two capitals were mixed as the benefit would amount to one specific 

proportion. 
2 

Another example of development in judicial process is the 

question of torture to obtain confession from an accused. Most 

tort cases were decided largely upon circumstantial evidence. 

Some of this evidence was not legally valid until it had been 

corroborated with negative character evidence. 

Sometimes the conclusion did not rest on very strong 

evidence but had to be deduced from a great quantity of circum- 

stantial evidence. The distinction between direct and circum- 

stantial evidence is by no means a clear one. A combination of 

several inferred facts might serve as data from which a further 

inference of criminality could be made. 

There were cases in which the defendant's conduct aroused 

some suspicions. A judicial official would ask for his arrest in 

1. Pluda na, v: 113. 
2. Mawwäq, 1L, v: 364; studawk na, v: 114. 
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respect of his conduct. But the accusation would have been of such 

a nature that evidence would in reality not be a conclusive 

character. Ieverthelecs, there were certain considerations which 

always carried great weight against a suspects unusual activities 

of the defendant; the apparent circumstantial evidence against 

hin; and his conduct towards certain persons. This measure 

against the accused played an important roles Iialikitea believed 

in dis losing the guilt that had previously been put in question 

by some strong presumrptiveýevidence, and in some cases it was the 

only means of bringing a criminal to justice. 1 

Confession obtained through torture or threat was not 

condoned. Torture and threat were approved by Sahn= only in 

two kinds of criminal offences; firstly, in the case of homicide 

lacking a full proof against the killer, 2 
and secondly, pecunierY 

offences involving theft, plunder, or fraudulent exactions of 

wealth. The first example refers to a situation in which the 

assaulted person immediately before his death named the offender 

and his accusation was witnessed by only one person. The court 

in such a situation was empowered to examine circumstantial 

evidence against the accused and if it was established that there 

could have been a possibility of the alleged person's co . ission 

of the offence, the court could threaten him; or order him to be 

tortured to obtain his confession. Sahnün'c opinion was accepted 

by Malikito jurists in al-flaghrib and was supported by precedent 

1. cf. Ibn Schi, kmra, recto, 71 and verso, 72. 
2. äatläb, Maw, vi: 296ff. 
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in Sunna. In practice$ the admissibility of confession Co 

obtained was considered very helpful in finding out the criminal. 
' 

Another point of 'discussion anon; jurists was the case of 

a known debtor. Thin case, in Sahnün's viewt could be settled 

by means of punishment for the purpose of obtaining information. 

He assumed that the punishment provided an efficient means for the 

discovery of concealed property and the detection of fraud. ` 

The statute of a "test" by imprisonment or punishment 

clearly did not apply indiscriminately to each and every debtor. 

It was in fact only observed with respect to two cases: 

a) Where a prosperous debtor was procrastinating his payment 

without any reasonable cause, 

b) %here a debtor's insolvency was based on an assumption of 

bankruptcy which had not been proved. 

Laws relating to debtors who could not satisfy the demands 

of their creditors fall into five categories. 

1. The first category was of prosperous debtors. According 

to 1ra1ik this debtor must servo n prison terra until he had paid 

hin debts. 3 But Sahnün held the opinion that this punishment 

would not recover the, loss of time which the accused spent in 

prison. Such a dobtor should be dealt with in a different 

manner from those of a second type who could not pay their debt 

1. For justification for such proceduro in criminal cases, see Ibn 
FarbUn, Tab ira, i: 266f; Ibn al-Qayyin, I''1 , It ii94f. 

2. The introduction of the statute of "Insolvency punishment" asa 
part of Malikita law was first suggested by Sahnün. See T4ayy_rav 
Shari, ü : 233. 

3. º sudawwana, vi: 442ff; Ibn Far Tun, Tabýira, ii t 322. 
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for justifiable reasons* Therefore Sal; nün, in addition to 

inpriaonraent, maintained that the accused rußt froci time to tine 

be brought out of prison and punished phymiaelly. This punichient 

should be repeated until he had repaid the creditors. 
1 

2. The second category was the debtor who was neither rich 

nor destitute. His debt was due and yet had remained unpaid. 

This debtor perhaps possessed merchandise or real-eatato or capital 

goods as the source of his livelihood. If the attestation proved 

that the debtor did not possess any ready cash, the Judgment 

would postpone his payment to a suitable date. 2 Forcing him to 

pay his debt in due tine or compelling him to cell his morchnndise 

or hin machinery night cause the debtor some harn through tak-Ing 

away his means of, livelihood. 

This proceeding was only applicable when the debtor seemed 

to have future prospects and was not yet bankrupt. But if the 

debtor Uraa bankrupt, the court then had to impose an interdiction 

on all assts and property belonging to him. The court procedure 

was to order a trustee to distribute all the existing property of 

the debtor. The distribution of the property was perforce to be 

a rateable one. This distribution, of course, did not affect all 

the assets of debtors, since various exemptions were aflowe'i. 

1. Mayyära, Shark. ii: 233" This type of punishment is only 

applicable when the debtor clearly has the means to pay. 
Cf. Khushanl, Cudät, p. 88; Vudewwana, v: 204f. 

.....:.... 2. The "panish jurist's view on the term of postponement of a 
due debt is determined by the degree of the debtor's wealth. 
see tlayyUra, : hark, ii: 235f. 
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Also "e iha, for example, prescribed certain allowances to be made 

to the debtor and his family. ' Certain commodities were not to 

come under the control of the trustee, either because of their 

iiportance for the debtor's sustenance such as house and. clothing, 

or because they were indispensable for his support, such as his shops 

machine and tools for working. 

7. The third type was of one who claimed bankruptcy, his claim 

being clear and indisputable# The court must postpone the due date, 

the debt to be paid only when the debtor managed to reconstruct 

his wealth. 
2 

4. The fourth was a debtor who showed no willingness to compen- 

sate his creditors by feigning bankruptcy. But circumstantial 

evidence showed that he had defrauded creditors by disposing of 

his property before the hostile creditors were able to seize it. 

The effective principle was that fraudulent conduct on the part 

of a pretending insolvent debtor should be severely punished. 

That was thought to offer the greatest inducement to a dishonest 

debtor to make early and final arrangements with his creditor. 

In this case when the creditor's debt was liable to be 

lost by auch a dishonest practice, the . "ýalikite law tended, 

1. Ibn Habib in his above--mentioned work released one month's 
allowance for the debtor. : iee Ibn Ju: ayy, Qav n! n, p. 347. 

2. N , tda . vana, v: 233" This Judgement was based on ac ur' änic 

verses "if there be any debtor under a difficulty of paying 
his debt, lot his creditor wait till it be easy for hire to do 
it; but if you remit as ads, it will be better for you, if 
you know it. " tour' an, ii: 280. 
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through the compulsion of the legal process, to impose a long 

period of imprisonment. This punishmont tended to ensure the 

real security of the creditor. But 3a nün found imprisonment 

an insufficient compulsion on the debtor to compensate for his 

fraudulence. The fraudulent debtor, said Sahnün, who avoided 

making the declaration of his property required by a court, 

should be deemed guilty of a misdemeanour. jis judgement was 

based on the ha lth "mal al-ghaniyy zulm. " This interpretation 

of the dlth empowered 5ahnün to compel the debtor to confess 

and disclose his property. ' In fact, the method of compelling 

an accused burglar who concealed the stolen property, or a debtor 

who defrauded his creditor by assuming his bankruptcy, to confess 

was restricted only to cases dealing with hidden property which 

needed to be disclosed. The extraction of confession by torture 

could not be applied to force the accused to aci~it his crime. 

It was a principle acknowledged in I'Ialikite law that a 

confession extorted by force was invalid. 

The only thing that would have prevented the debtor from 

receiving punishment was one of these three alternatives. 2 The 

debtor was obliged to give security to the creditor's satisfactions 
that is 1) to provide tho creditor a guarantor who would guarantee 
to repay the money in cage of failure, 2) to prove his inability 

1. Ibn Far iün, Ta_ b tra, ii t 321f. 
2. For the law regarding the guarantor's liability of a failure 

by the guarantee to pay his debt in due time eee Ibn OÄ ita, 
=a, i: 124ff. 
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to pay, 3) to refund trio . creditor. by aaaigning sufficient funds 

to catisfy the debt and give an appearance bond to pay the debt. 

By one of these procedures a debtor could avoid iaprison: cnt on 

account of bin debts. ' 

The creditor was most secure when a lull assurance was 

promised by a guarantor to pay his claim. Obviously the creditor 

could not refuse to honour a guarantor's promise if the guarantee 

was based on valid consideration. Creditors had, in some cases, 

been allowed not only to take'advantage of the assurance, but to 

ask for a warrant to search the house of his creditor. 
2 

5. The debtor 'hose financial condition was unknown might pass 

through the ordeal of an examination in custody. Custody was not, 

as in this case, held as punishment= it was taken as interdiction 

until such time as the defendant was proved innocent of any mia- 

conduct. 
3 The debtor in this case, where there was not strong 

presumption of fraud, would not be hold in prison for a long time. 

His release depended on confirmation of his financial position, 

but Ibn al-rasin maintained that he might be released, if he was 

able to bring someone to stand as a guarantor for him much as m 

bail--bondsman. Sabnün refused to allow the debtor to be released 

on provision of a guarantor on the ground that if the debtor's 

financial situation proved insolvent then he was required to give 

1. Ibn Sahl, A1). kän, fols, 51f; fudarA-, nna, v: 204. 
2. This enactment "investigation of the debtor's house" was applied 

by the Court of Toledo. See Ibn Sahi, c7=, fol. 53. 
3. Oaräfi, Wig, II, iv: 80. 
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an oath that he was not defrauding his property, for which truth 

the guarantor could not legally vouch. 
' 

There was another provision in Malikite law covering the 

case of bankruptcy which must be regarded as a distinct step 

in advance of the Maghrible law. It a debtor had not been able 

to pay his debt in due time but wanted to retain the property 

which gras owing to creditors, he asked his creditors to postpone 

the day of payment until he could pay them. The cads of Toledo 

accepted the postponement, if the debtor had a , guarantor. Ibn 
2 'Ittäb (d. 462/1069), a famous notary and the chief counsellor of 

his time said that the acceptance of a guarantor was not the 

practice of the Spanish courts and not the usage of the country 

unless it was assumed that the debtor intended to escape or to 

leave the country. 3 His assumption gras based on the principle 

that if the creditor insisted on demanding surety, they (the 

debtors) were intending to contravene the prevalent statute of 
the country with regard to payment of debts. 

1. Ibn Far rzn, Taub ira, us 326. Cfe t4a'd`anI, ýJasUy, , ii: 236f. 
2. For more detail concerning bis biographical information, see 

Ibn Bashkuwäl, S*ila, ii: 515ff. 
3. Ibn saht, A äm, recto, 53" 
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CHAPTER IV 

JUDICIARY AND L GA. L ACTIVITIES 

The Legitirnncy off , 
th© irato Authority 

The period of Uhayyad rule in Spain in narked by a two-fold 

cultural development: first by th©f rmation of the Malikate legal 

litersture, and second by the flowering of Arts and Science. Indeed, 

the comparatively short life of the Urayyad : Eirate in Spain fron 

138/755 until the en of al-1ia an II's reign in 366/976 seems to 

have been the age of the progressive evolution of 'Aalikite law. 

For the better part of about two centuries al-Andalus enjoyed tore 

undisputed authority in the field of law, especially of the 

Ialikitc legal doctrine, than in any other branch of science. 

The decisive facts that helped the jurists to shape the 

law and increased their influence t}, -na the lach of a tradition of 

legitimacy in the structure of government. The success of 'Abd 

ar-Ra Tan ad-ºD khil in detaching the Spanish domains from the 

'Abbasid enpire drastically altered the relationship between 

'Abd ar-Rahman I and sections of the citizenry, making it 

necessary for the ruler to seek a policy by which his relationship 

with the subject would be enforced. 

1Abd ar-Rat an I was conscious of the need of legal 

recognition and loyalty to substantiate his claim to be ruler 

of an independent state. To consolidate his power, he sought 

the support of jurists and scholars as the! "Abbasids had done. 

In the first years of his reign ' Abd ar-Raiän was quick to 

133 
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realise that if he attacked the caliphate in Baghdad, the 

inevitable consequence would be opposition detrimental to his 

power. Instead, he made minimal concessions and retained the use 

of the caliph's namo in Friday sermons. He sought to impress 

the ý`+ndaluaians that ho too respected the Caliphnto. 
1 ' entioning 

the name of the 'Abbasid Caliph during the beginning of his rule 

, vas the step which allowed Abd gar-Ra nn to retract and change 

his policy tokwarde the Caliphate of Baghdad without openly 

attacking the traditional structure of the ! ih läfa. 

: Iis absolute sovereignty in Spain necessitated dropping the 

name of the ' bbaßid Caliph from the sermon. Despite thin bold 

move 'Abd ar-ßn än never claimed the Caliphate for himself; to 

have done ßo would have been a contradiction in principle of the 

concept and rseaning of Caliphate, or would have implied a 

coriploto rejection of the ideology of the Islamic otate. 
2 

% no,,,. ruler of limited powers, moving in fear of 

insurrection or cttack and jealous of rOstoring his ancestors' 

soveroignty naturally would not be preoccupied with recasting 

the state's judicial systcin. Continuous opposition left time 

for ' Tbd or-Ra u3n I to concentrate only on building the morale 

and power of his army. The cacti had no stable place; his Court 

roved whore the axMy Moved. The title of the cads w. ia "the 

cadi of the army" (rag al-Jund). Only 'then i Abd ar-Rabin n 

1. Ibn al-J bbar, xiulla, i: 33--36. cf. *o gc? art, Tiafh, iv: 59. 
2. Ibn al-Äbb$r, H+ua, i: 35f; Ibn . din, Ta'rltth. iv: 122; 

Magqart, Nana, iv: 59f & 309. 
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gained confidence, and the gover=ent became sure of the 

viability of the state,, did the titlo of cads change to "the 

cad. t of the people" (raff a1-jax a). 
i 

Deapito the change offected by '. bbd az--Ra};. ra7m's conquest, 

the 1ogc1 administration of Cordova remained remarlmbly intact. 

Tho court continut1 to function with tho sarna jurisdiction as 

beforo. Yqiyä b. Yazld ct. Tujibi, ESB al-Jund, continued to 

hold his Judgeship. 2 But with the impact of legal reforms 

vegan the process of resorting to the appointment of more caäis 

and now courts* 

In a state facing vast problems, Jurists in the public 

service can contribute much towards a harmonious solution of the 

confusion involved. The i or . of such jurists (in their various 

professions as advocates, notaries, counucllors or cadie), on 

the one hand, involves a necessary relationship of trust with 

the individual And, on the other hand, implies equal influence 

on the machinery of the state, tho court and on the general 

public subject to the decisions of the state. In an effort to 

fill the gap between the demise of the old structure and the 

ascendancy of the new, 'Abd ar-Ra nI cultivated the intellectual 

class of society, which comprised the cadis and jurisconsultso 

lie gave them prominent positionse He enquired about jurists who 

were known for their influence and integrity and put them in 

charge of judicial officea. 3 

1. . ushauI, , p. 23. 
2. Ibid. 

3. Ibid., p"39. 
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Tho consoqucnco of this policy was that on increasing 

Hinbor of jurists busied themsolves with law and literature. 

Another result, however, was tho proliferation of specialized 

agencies to which 1ogio1 tivo or judicial powors$ or both, might 

be ascignod. 
1 The confluence of student interests, whatever 

their motivations were in this developing situation, provided the 

opportunity for their legal views and doctrines to shape, in 

substantial measure, the structure of the legal profession in 

cuccossiv© years. I3oreover the jurists acquired a status which 

was not enjoyed by other professions. Levi Provencal illustrates 

this point by remarking how often the religious dignitaries, 

theologians end jurists, who played a major r8lo in Muslin Society 

in the Vest up to the and of the middle egos, took second place 

under a ruler like 'Abd arg-Rahm n I. Impeccably orthodox in 

his thinksing, 'Abd or-Ra 'n was so jealous of his authority that 

he consistently rejected the influence end advice of the clerics. 
2 

'Abd ar-Ra än's policy of using the prestige of scholars 
to win and hold cans support dotexnined the introduction process 

of M. alikito legal thought into : pain, it also, by encouraging 

ccholarly, enquiry, created circunatances rauch more congenial for 

certain legal doctrines. The intellectual atmosphere in Spain 

was unlike that of Ifrigiyye. In Qayrasrmn the Aghiabids, by 

virtue of their army background, were uncyWath©tic, if not 
hostile, towards the ]ia1ikite3, whereas the Umayyads in Lpain 

1. cf. Ibn al-raxaf , Th'rikh, i: 191. 
2. ; {istoire, i: 146f. 
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played an important part in establishing the ttalikite legal 

echool. Besides, thero was no strong rival to Blow its 

progress in Spain, whereas there was auch a rival in aayrairan. 1 

Later, around the beginning of the third century, Malikisn 

became the doctrine of the state. To oppose it was to oppos® 

the true faith, and this eras heresy, which was punishable by 

death. The majority of the fua became watchful guardians 

of this doctrinal monopoly which, as Provencal indicated, did 

not take long in becoming speculative inertia contrasting 

particularly with other activities of the same period in theological 

and legal spheres by the oriental schools. 2 The political 

implication of such an attitude is clear. h multi-sectarian 

view would inevitably have threatened the unity of the young 

country's society. This might be behind the motive of the 

authorities who located all their rights within the orthodox 

jurists, and therefore identified the jurists law as a whole with 

the law of the state. Because of this recognition, the jurists 

wer© able to eliminate any alternative to their doctrine. 
This fact, and the total absence of the Khari jito 13@Ct 

in the peninsula, indicates that herepy was not as com. on in 

Spain as it was in Ifrigiyya. The : krrab pride and exclusiveness 
that attracted the Ifrigiyyai Berbezs to the Khari jites were ýýg S 

Spain. The threat posed by the outside enemy 

1. This rival -vy&s the ; Uanafito School, which actively resisted 
the 'Gliki doctrine. 5e© Khushanl, 'U1crý ' pp*180-190, 

2. Levi Provencal, "'Le I" ; likice �ndalou et lea apports doctriuaux 
de L'orientf". RIEEI, 1 (1953), 156. 
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necescitated a measure of toloranco between Arabs and Barbera. 

In the nape of defenco, unity gras of the first iaportanco, and 

consequently nationalism along racial lines scarcely appealed to 

either group. 

According to Watt, once they had settled in al-Andalus 

the £orbers found it necessary to join in solidarity with the 

other itusliras, especially the t'Rroba, in the face of a certain 

ouount of hostility from the non -Muslim population. i=att goes 

on to suggest that it may be largely for this reason that the 

nerotical forms of IL3lazl, prominent in forth Africa, did not take 

root in 3pain. 1 

The r-lalikite jurists felt a pressing need to banish sects 

from their group and to advocate harsh policies against heresy 

and sectarian views. . ",. s Levi Provencal put it, it was not only 

in al-. `ndalus that hoterodorical movement and apostasy were 

punished with the utmost severity; but in the Iberian Peninsula 

repression gras always swift and aroused no discus; ion. 2 

This might explain the fact that the ! talil. ite Spaniards 

were not so broad-minded as Qayrewmnls were in allowing the free 

meeting of minds in debate and argument attended by other coots 

and schools such as the ýianafito and the 1.: u'tazilit©. 3 

But this unified effort against heretical views had little 

effect on the destructive element of national self-pride among 

1. att, Islamic Spain, p. 52. 

2. Levi Provencal, Histoire, 12149f. 
3. Y iushanl, "Ula g pp. 256--290. 
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the Spanish Arab ttibea. 1 Political events also directed the 

Spaniards attention towards the tlledinan Law, which they cno to 

regard as an effective method of enforcing discipline and 

regulation. 

The Decline of the Awzatito Influence 

:: ottlerc from the titan of the conquest brought their o rn 

way of life, their tribal differences and their concepts of 

religion. Each of the tribes insisted on its ovm tribal 

ttutinctions; 2 however the differences between the two main tribal 

groups r'ere not so ezphatic as to diaturb unified efforts by 

intellectuals and scholars. 3 Nevertheless, it made them conscious 

of the need for some stronger, more specialized legal regulations. 

Yet this popular feeling led not only : %rabs but also Berber: to 

concern themselves with legal and religious n ovement . This was 

one among a number of factors that contributed to promoting and 

maintaining a unified doctrine. The popular Awz 'T law that 

scholars patronised by the U: ayyuds of I m. ascus established in 

`. pain did not seem to bring any change in the nation's self- 

esteem, although it was imposed from outside. ä'ut there 'das some 

hostility towards it among the people which ; gay have affected the 

Spanish attitude towards the jurists. Tho discontent resulted in 

incroasod interest in the study of ý'i1ik's doctrine in an attempt 

1. The notion of Arabian in Spain rooted itself long before the 
UMa yad emirate, and perhaps around 124 /741. ©a pabbi, 
. Wugh a p. 238f, 272; Ibn a1-i tlb, 71a , p. 108. 

2. : Maagart, Pte, 1: 271-79; %att, i lai' is Spain, p. 31f. 
3. Ibn al-KhaýTb, Il rata, p. lný3 
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to overcome the initial hostility. 1 The jurists seen-. to have 

felt that a more widespread knowledge of the Medinan law would 

reduce hostility. Ube n in the course of the first years of 

Hishärn, jurists trained in Nedinan law became more numerous, and 

the science of jurisprudence became a normal part of government, 

the court began to display a greater inclination to turn to 

Malikita law. 

The Awz-a'i school gradually spread in Spain up to some 

time before 756.2 Damaccus, which had been abandoned by the 

Abbasid Caliphs, was still one of the most important centres of 

Islam. The new Umayyad dynasty of Spain had more friendly 

relations with the subject Syrians than with the Iraqis, where 

the hateful Abbasid dynasty had asserted itself. Spanish '-Tuslims 

must often have passed through Syria when they undertook the 

Pilgrimage to Mecca. This was another reason why it was 

necessary for the new Umayyad emirate in "pain to have more 

friendly relations with the subjects of Syria than with those 

of Iraq. 3 The Arab population of al-Andalus was mostly of 

Syrian origin. The idea of Awza'I was destined, through the 

migrant Syrians, to become part of Spanish doctrine. Although 

1. It has been said that the t'ºuslim Spanish residents sent a dele- 

gation to M 'lik b. was to pronounce his legal opinion on the 
Spanish nation hostility. See Maw q, T,,, vi: 277. 

2. Ibn al--Farag, Ta'rilch, i: 181. 
3. Löpez ortiz, "La recepcibn, "" MIDE, VII (1931), 20. 
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it had been assumed that the introduction of the Awzº'i element 

into Spain was trade by Syrians, particularly ; alga'a b. Sallüm 

(d. 192/863), 1 this is a somewhat uncertain hypothesis, since 

there is no reliable survey with which to correlate information 

about the introduction of this doctrine. As early as *Abd ar- 

Raten' sI rule # ihu' 8wiya b. raise (d. X58/774) ,a man os Syrian 
origin who studied with Awza't's teacher, became a supreme cadi 

of Cordova, 2 and he certainly would have encouraged legal 

administrators to follow his Master al-Awzi L 

Leopsz has argued that ; a'va'a could hardly have been the 

first person to introduce the Awzall'a school into E3pain, as 

ad-Dabbi claimed, He points out that Ibn Habib, the first 

Spanish chronicler, and the immediate disciple of 5a'fa'a, 

would have mentioned this, and ascribed the accompliebinent as a 

credit to his teacher. 

Administration of justice was entrusted to the hands of 

the Syrian jurists, whose standpoint almost always typically 

Awza'i, was influential to the and of Hiahäm'ss erst. But the 

influence of the Awza'ite doctrine in Spain was confined to the 

Syrians and some os the Spanish intellectuals. The other classes 

1. Ibn al-Farads, Ta'ri'kh. 11: 138. Ibn Sa'Id reported the year 
a, of ca'ga'a's death as 202/817. Mu hrib, p. 44; pabbl, ih ! &h 

p. 33.1. 
2. ihushant, . tu t, p. 30f; Balbla, "Los edificios hispano-- 

rausulmanes, " RIEEI, I (1953), 95f. 
3. Iºöp®z, "La racepcidn de 1 escuela ma7. equf en Tape a, » A=t 

vii (1931), 18. 
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woro indifferent to the school, as was apparent from the fact 

that there was no reciprocal influence between them and the 
Awz 'ttea. 

The now i4alikito movement had a core popular appeal than 

the old Awze'iß who had preceded it. And that, in brief, is 

the substance of the history of the emergence of Malikite doctrine 

and Its adherents' r8le in the social life of Spain. 

New Juristic R81e 

Many of those who received their education in the Orient 

were on of higher legal status, and were better educated than 

most of the former Awza'I jurists. l The pressure of possible 

social and political fragmentation apurred them in their quest 
for a more broadly based legal theory which tight bring unity to 

'panish society. 
2 This was the reason for Ashram's appeal for 

unification of the system of law in accordance with Malikite law, 

on the assumption that the unity of his state law would end the 

political and social divisions within the state. Hishäa's 

insistence that the state be free from any links with outside 

political influences resulted in an enactment that the r1alikite 
law be the only official law of al-Endalus; this was not only 

an expression of the unity of his state, but also an assertion 
of his power against the orthodoxy of his rival, the ; AbbftsidS. 

1. See T bbi, 1ýuahya, pP. 301+-356. 
_ 2. It has been reported that Muhammad bi.. Ibri*hin b. Muzayn (d. 183/ 

7991 resigned from high Judiciary status in 170/786 and left 
tor Hijäz whore he became acquainted with , lik. ;: gee Ibn a1. - 
=ýbbar, Ta___lomila, 1 : 90. 
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This readiness of. Cind, alusians to seek a legal fora that 

was more adaptable to their own purposes and society, made them 

receptive to a shift to Medinan culture and F"? a1. i .'s ideology. 

The rapid advancement of alikite law in , pain was further 

aided by the fact that authoritative legal sources of the swz¬ý'3 

law were, in some instances, not written, or were extremely 

scarce and in fragmented statements scattered through various 

works. 

With the appearance of the recension of the i4. uwa ta', the 

first authoritative written law, Modinan law, became important, 

often the only source of legal knowledge. Though the data are 

merely conjectural, one can understand how the desire for stability 

aided the spread of PQ likiam, and why the people welcomed the new 

doctrine. VIat is certain is that, without proving their 

readiness to accept TMälik's doctrine as binding law, their 

knowledge and use of : uwatta' prepared the way for the reception 

of more fan-reaching t-todinan law. This attitude was accompanied 

by a hostile reaction to the formal doctrine of their state. In 

this period the seeds of alik'a ideas were dissctiinated. The 

biographers take pleasure in making known the care that the 

Spanish Jurists took in impressing their authority on the people. 

Jurists, especially those who studied with P1alik, in 

propagating his doctrines, e: phaaiced the caster's glory and 

honour through anecdotes and personal observations. Such a 

technique, Of raking "' älik human and approachable, probably had 

a favourable effect on the promotion of his doctrine. 'a'Td b. 
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Ab! i-iind (d. 200/815), alike s disciple, told the Spanish people: 

""I waa never awed by anybody as much as I was by 'Abd 
ar-Ra an b. riu'awiya up to the day when I made the 
pilgrimage, and visited Malik. I was very impressed 
by him, to the extent thjt the arge that I felt toward 
the emir was mitigated. " 

Tho rS1o of individual jurists in expanding this ideology 

deserves attention. ! lost of these jurists wore among the 

pioneering scholars who were associated in one way or another 

with Mcdinan Jurists, particularly since the city was on the 

route of the pilgrimage. Obviously it would be wine not to 

underestimate their achievenent. 
2 

The firnt Intimations of this doctrine were carried by 

ceveral Andalusians who studied with t lik at Medina and followed 

his doctrine. The reason why Spanish jurists travelled 

exclusively to the East, apart from the search for knowledge, was 

to sake the pilgrimage. The Muslims living in al--tndalus, both 

the conquerors and the new converts, had to perform the Pilgrimage 

to Mecca, at least once in a life-. time. The nature and importance 

of the r8le of the pilgrimage in the spread of Medinan culture is 

too obvious to need emphasis. There is also the geographical 

factor that made al-Andalus more receptive to the introduction of 

i likism than to any other doctrine. It was connected with its 

neighbours to the cast, Qcyrawän and Egypt, by a common language 

and s=lur culture and religion. This was very important for 

the introduction of legal principles from those countries. 

1. 'Iyäq, flad rik, I, i: 354. Ct. Ibn al-"Fara , Ta''rTkhh, 1: 190. 
2. co Levi 'L'rovonQal, Hiatoire, i: 148. 
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However, this vas the beginning of a long process of 

assimilation of 'lik's doctrine by Spain. ttudentc froth 

different parts of cl-ý-ndnlus went to ! tedina and returned to 

their hones hoving ihbibed tie knowledge and the spirit of 

t"edinan legal thought. "oi e of these students entered the 

service of the court as cl©rk-e, 
1 

and applied their l: nowled e to 

the drafting of legal cases and other docur'onts. + there, such 

as ; 'aid b. '. b! 'find (d. 7fl; l5) assured offices in Goverment 

c. dr inistrntion, where their knowledge of : "e(1inan Lqw, qualified 

the: to hold the position of vizier. 
2 The r. ro of popular 

! iedinan-trained jurists and cad-is, therefore, brought with it 

the ascendency of Tledinan Law. 

"mong the jurists ý, "ho brought M lik's ideas to : pain were 

'1yad b. 'tbd ar--Rahm7an, known as -)habf (d. 204f819), and el- 
Ih zT b. Crays (d. 199/815). 3 Both of these jurists were credited 

with introducing a version of ! tuwatta' . ?` Glik' e legal work, into 

Cordova. They began to form a school around themselves. By 

their efforts, 'iyad and his colleagues continued to rake the 

influence of "edinan culture felt at all levels of Pndalueian 

society. It in clear that the legal influence which these 

fledinan-educated jurists had on the judicial life was extensive. 

1. cf. Ibn al-�bbZr, 14 kmnila, 
2. ' iyZ qA drik, 1,11#35-1,; Ibn a1-r crn , ra'.., ý h, 1: 299" 

?. t. l-ühflzI vu6 reportea to have been a tutor for the , panich 
eiirr« :; Co Zbn lýa cuw1, 'lila, i: 1UX, 
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They established a troditioi of profecaional excellence and 

letal experience Y inspiring jurists to serve as scribes$ 

" copyists, advocates and notaries. 
1 These jurists wrote for the 

benefit of their profession, %with the intention of collecting 

and diffusing the knovn laws and usage of Medina, as it existed 

at M EEhil: ' a time. But although tho Malikite jurists showed 

reluctance to accept Awza't views through the period of the 

first three successive emirs ('I. bd ar-Rahmgin, Uichäm and al-Hakan), 

there was never a distinction with regard to the division of 

judicial administration b©tveen Awry tT and tint ikito jurists. 

With the death of 'Abd or-ßcY nnI in 172/783, his son, 

flia nia came to power to find that the M alikito jurists held 

cpecializod and respectable positions in the social and judicial 

life of the state, as tcachera, jurisconaulta, loadora of prayer 

and cadia. 
2 As His)Zm grow up and absorbed tho social and 

rcliCious traditions of hie socioty, indulging a widespread 

interest in legal studies, ho gras in a better position than his 

father had been to gain the respect of the atato intellectuals. 

His rule wan indeed knovu as the age of juatico and beneficence. 3 

Besides his reputation for justice and pioty, he uns described as 

1. The famous Jurists of the time, most of whom had recently arrived 
from Medinaj were not admirers of the Awza'I law. See 'IyäG, 
Madaý ik, II1 1: 20; lrapirI, Istiggä', I. 11138. 

2. Among these leading figures were Sa'Td b. Abt Hind, 8a'3d b. 
'Abdüs (d. 180/796), Smid b. tassan and Qar'ia be Abbis (d. 220/ 
815). See Ibn al-rFara¢i, Takh, i: 190f and 413. 

3. bbI, ßu, hya, p. 16; Ibn 'idhärI, Ae än, iit66; Ibn Khaldün, 
2a',,, 
_ r_,,,,, kh, iv: 125. 
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the first one to give stimulus to the further development of 

Malilote legal influence. funlop said: 
"Hick mI irhose public and private conduct was guided 
by religion s ben compared to his relative O 

mar 
b. 

'Abd al-"AzIz q. V. 
J. 

With his encouragement, thelnew 
t. alik school began to make headway in al-Andalue. " 

Despite Hiahäm'c veneration for the Malikite jurists, he 

wan not willing to give them a completely free hand in the judicial 

administration of the state. Most of his advisors were Halikite 

but, for political reasons! Iiishäm nominated QZg al«-Jamä'a, the 

highest judicial office in Spain, L: uasab be *imria, who was said 

to be an independent cadi; 2 his legal counsellor was Fatgalla be 

Salläm and after his death the cadt, Ibn $Imrän, chose to replace 
him by the famous jurist Ziyäd be 'Abd ar-Ra1 m n. By this time 

the Muwa lta' , the earliest code of law in Samin, was extant in 

several copies, and had been circulated throughout the country 

since the death of §a'¢a'a. The Awzä'i legal influence was 

declining, and with the coming of Hiahäm'a rule, only a few more 

MZ 'ý Jurists appeared on the scene. At the name time there was 

a narked decline in the prestige of the Awza'I law. This process 

coincides with the Hali1cisation of the Spanish law by way of 

judicial practice and activities of individual jurista. 3 

MOMMUKAMONO 
L. D. H. Dunlop,, L 2, Sii: 495 (a"v. Hisi , ua I) j Magqar3, E! at i; 316. 
2. K ua ,u ý'tr pp. 42-. 46; Ibn Sa'Td, =rib, p"144. 
3. Ibn a1-Farm reported that Ibn Habib exerted a stern pressure 

over Zuhair b. F 1ik al' Balawyy (d. in the beginning of +Abd ar- 
RaDmän's II reign) an Awza`i leader of his titae, in order to 
change his doctrine to Hedinan law, Tp' kh i8181. 
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., a has been noted, ! '3lilti ei i began to ponetr to the "Iberian 

peninsula as early as *"bd or-Reh^-an ? 's reign.. 'bile the slow 

nrocecs of transmission of M likie n by pilgrims, merchnnts and 

panierda who had lived for a time in Medina. "t rndl 

continued, Hishärn realised he could no longer overlook V'ý % tact 

that ' alikism away developing as an ir^portant i4ee ^nong 'his people. 

'. t this time the growing influence of the Malikita jurists 

impressed the Spanish enir, Hishän and his successors, with its 

potential and the political importance of ''Fliki was 

ncknowlod, ged by the rulers. 

Hishäm's partiality to Mälikisn meant that apart fron, the 

'olitical security which Malikite doctrine r oi.,, enjoyed, the 

"alikito followers and views gained far greater irestige in the 

judicial spher©. By this attitude, Hinhai t. scourýi+ e all legal 

opinions except those of A'Calik. He passed a decree that the 

"alikite law alone would be maintained as the form for state 

institutional systems. 
1 ! ~iishäm's sympathy :: pith the views of 

'-"edinon jurists partially accounts for the issuance of the decre¬, 

but it Uras also in part due to 'fish a' c antagonistic attitude to 

F. aghdad where the official doctrine as T; anafI; this perhn? i 

motivated him to close the gate against any incursions of irägT 

ideas. 2 , 1h©thor imbued with faith that a corms. on doctrine could 

cave hin and his state from outside challenges, or motivated by 

1. lIyäd, Introo to t'ad r k, p. 55. 
2. Tonbuktl, Na 1, p. 191. 
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hope that Halikito Consensus might enable him to control the 

country, HiichZm invested a groat deal of energy to support and 

encourage the grovrth of ". ' alikisn. Perhnpc i. ishän sensed that 

the only way to achieve his aim %,. -as to give plenty of opportunities 

for acceptance of the '4alikite law by the state judiciary. To 

enact the low in accordance with ! alikism, HicliZ had no recourse 

but to ask the jurists, such as dyad b. 'Abd ar-Pdl, nan, for 

practical guidance in legal cases that lent thortselves to ; ". allkite 

intorpretation. 1 

eben Hi T pronounced his wish for uni. ication+ the legal 

climate in Spain wnn such that the articulation of Medinan 

doctrine was brought about by royal support. Without such 

official support, ! ikisn mule have been in a less favourable 

position to compote with kwzT'isra. The trend towards the 

unification of the state and its influence on legal development 

is illustroted by Ttnbie's statement. 

"Historical experience shows that the development of the 
legal phenomenon is presided upon by a trend towards 
unification. Any rrogre ive society feels at n ccrtr'. in 
moment of its history the necessity of realizing an 
internal unification. n 

Now the ! Ia1iltite jurists were in a much stronger position 

to press their claim than they had been in the period of 'Ptd or- 
ß+"u5 LrJ by At 

Raim"£in" Another'Measveu'as i ee, « control the legal eppointments 

1. dishän's song al- am, hold the same view toaardz Ziyald, see 
Ibn $'altd, Ouý hrib, p. 39. 

2. Hamod Rabic, "Trends towards unification, " IIUPL, iv (1953-55), 
305. 
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in favour of 1' . 7. ikisi. Only persona who had Malikita legal 

education and had learned the vole of the T udgv na and Mu atta' , 

Could be named as jurisconaulta. l Rules were made for practising 

legal ; fiefp watch provided for regulation of legal practice. 

No ono could assume the status of fu, or office of judgeship, 

unless he had sat examinations set by many law-experts. The 

candidate was assumed to have some independent income which was 

regarded as an assurance that he would not exploit his position 

for his own porsonal gain. 2 

Presutably this would havo had a desirable result for 

itlikiara, though these rules were probably an attempt to limit 

the power of unqualified juriata rather than an effort to 

promulgate the doctrine of P likismr or of making sure that these 

posts vor* accessible only to Nalikites. The rules also resulted 

in a gradual weeding out of the Awzä'Ie. These neasurea were 

passed, with the result that knowledge of i'iedinan law became an 

essential pre-'requisite for preferment in the judicial services 

in particuular# and in government administration in general. The 

result was a neglect of the Awza'i school. 

The Malikitee too had become more powerte] agents of 

Ush7im'8 rule and retained a large degree of independence, 

initiative and responsibility. A], -Qar' is be 'Abbäs (d. 220/835) 

told M ilik b. Anse of his fathorls strict adherence to the letter 

1. t}! agqarl, Na , üt?. 
2. t-; urlr, Ab ätb, is 180f « 
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of the law while he was holding the office of x artrot inspector 

"tnuýSCacib". Ibn a1--rara i relates this incident to show how far 

a1-*AbbäG' influence had been exorted. "Ho was very strict in his 

tack as two11 as very severe ith offenders and %Vong-doers. " In 

that connection he related how once al-Kakan Z, during the reign of 

:; ish m, was upending a moment of relaxation with his relative ^s'id 

a1.. Khayr. In the evening sa lld recalled that he had at his home 

s splendid wine. Al-: akin asked him to sand a servant to bring 

some of it in a goat-skin. On his return with the goat-skin in 

his hand, the servant had the bad luck to meet Car'üs' c fat er who 

v-as leaving the mosque. A. c soon as he saw the servant carrying 

the wine, he ordered his arrest. The cervcnt cried out, '¶`! y 

natter is with the eiIr and it ums he who asked o to go and get 

his wine. " iQbbäO ; paid no attention to what he said and dealt 

hin several lashes of the whip after he had ripped the goat skin 

to pieces. In the meantime, O'a 4Td was getting anxious it his 

servant's late return. It wie not long before he ^ýc informed 

of what had happened. He returned to tho rmit shouting "Our 

day J13 gone, vre have been reduced to nothing. " "1--jak= asked 

Mm t., 'hat had happened and ^a'Td told him. hl-'takai replied 

«Icely "N'lot at all, this will increase our reign's prestige" 

and a few rnontntc later he ad4ed, "'... and that idiot of a servant 

had better hide himself. "1 

The jurists contributed aigificantly to the orderly 

1. Ibn al-Farad!, Ta'rTkht i: 413f. 
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evolution of their organieation. They adopted and developed the 

attitudes and characteristic spirit which made up$ more or lese, 

the complete ideology of 22lik be Anae. The establishment of 

tiälikian was reinforced by conversions to Maikism of men from 

other schools. 
1 The advantage of their association with Hiehäm 

vas that the t 'liki doctrine began to enjoy considerable status 

in Spain. From this time on, one can see the beginning of a 

sort of aristocracy in the capital of the Hispano Umayyad emirate, 

both religious and political, which was made up of f, aThe or 

7 likI jurists. As far as one can see, this privileged class 

soon started on the one hand to gain the intimacy of the ruler 
in order to exert influence on his decision and to embroil them- 

selves in the affairs of the state, and on the other hand to 

oppose those rulers who ignored them and who carried out policies 
hostile to them. 2 

One can observe in retrospect how the official and the 

Jurist class acquired honour and prestige in Muslim Spain. Since 

the jurists occupied stich a prominent position in Spanish socio- 

religious life, it is natural that they should have played an 
important political and cultural r8le. Unfortunately, we cannot 

accurately weigh the influence of the Malilcite jurists in shaping 

al-Andy us political life during this period. They acted as 
HiBhnmts liaison with the populace. They served as propagandists# 

1. Ibd. , p. 312; "Iyä$, t ad, _,, 
Äýrik, I, its 20. 

2. Levi Provencal, Hist oir , 1t149. 
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und lin1od themselves with those intellectual circles'not directly 

concerned with legal reform. In Medina, Ziyad described i1. shm's 

piety to MM31lik b. Anass, whose remotion ergs to express ` the wish 

that ? edina might boast more like him. I 

Thl f'owth of the t over ent 

Perhaps the most ipportant period in Maliklte legal history 

was the quarter century which ismied, iately followed the death of 

t, Calik be Anon (179/795)" With t lik'a death Medina was no longer 

the sole destination of Ifriqiyyan and Spanish students* Yet his 

legacy and thought still enjoyed prestige, not only in Uijöz, but 

also in Egypt where followers of YS'ltk were among the leading 

ßcholzrc" 

So when al-F um came to power in 180/796, tho . t81iklte 

3urista began to learn fron predominantly Egyptian sources. They 

continued to hold a monopoly in the administration of the state. 

They had become so influential that they could indeed claim to 

represent the cultural, political and religious life of the latter 

part of al. 4jak m's reign. But al-iok !s perception of the 

potential power of the wrists as a now menace to his authority 

made him intolerant of theme even in their official r8lea in the 

State. 
A1-liakäi, according to some of his biographers, 2 unlike 

his father, was accused of putting his private interest before, 

1. Pagqari, Nach, i; 316. 
2. t, 1cu bi, Mu; 1l ib, p" 19i i 

Ems, p, 3A; 1 Ibn Khaläün, 
is283f. 

Ibn $a'id, llu rib 1%44; Dabb3, 
T,,,, ' rtkh , iv s 126. Cf . Kutbi , 
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that of the public. Stach conduct incurred the censure of the 

Jurists. This, however, was not the major complaint in their 

protest against al-iakäm. 1s rule, but rather his policy of excluding 

prominent jurists from participation in the affairs of the state. 

The jurista, on the other hand, considered their state had 

achieved the ideal, as a result of their on religious and legal 

achievements. Neither side expressed much confidence in the 

other. For the jurists it was the moment at which men - sharing 

little else in common, began to unite beceuee of their common 

grievancea. 
Al-1iakemt a denial of the juriat's right to the supervision 

of affairs of state undoubtedly worsened his standing with the 

community. His precautionary measure simply increased the dis- 

satisfaction. The jurists vent as tar as to conspire to depose 

al_4akäm, giving their allegiance to one of his cousinesI 

Brockelmana described this unsuccessful attempt: 

"Its representatives, the tugeha had been distinguished, 
from the first by a particular fidelity to the law and 
a fanatical ambition. Consequently they took serious 
offense at Hak='a manner of life M devoid, in the style 
of his Syrian forebears, of any legal scruples -- and to- 
gether with the discontented nobility they carried on an 
incitement against him among the new converts. Twice in 
805 and 806, he had2to suppress insurrections in his 
capital, Cordova. " 

Al-Haken discovered their plot before they could do anything. 

He punished and imprisoned some of them and executed seventy-two 

1. Ibn ' Idhär3, Ba än, ii i 7l i Ibn Kha1d7=, Ta'r3'kh, ivt 126 = 
gutbi, Fant, is 28Dt. 

2. Brockelmann, History of the Tolamic Peo 1o, p. 182; Maggarl, 
ý, i: 318. 
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of them* I Using the discovery of the conspiracy as a weapon, 

he attempted to press further chariloa against the jurists. 

However, this shattering blow did not put en end to the 

hopes of the intellectual class that al-Hakcu would fall from 

power. It may be noted that no now serious threat cans fror 

their side; nevertheless, their resentment was too powerful 

for the ruler to ignore. They did not make a direct ideological 

attack on the authorities, but mobilized and mounted it through 

the common people. }iowover, the Jurists were not the only force 

behind the trouble. The recidents of Toledo were alto in a 

perpetual ©tat© of foment. 2 

Put al-Irakara realized that the growing moral indignation 

of his subjects would force him to cubrit to their influence. 

Therefore he had to provide protection for the Malikitas, not 

because he umnted to, but to appease the people. He changed 

his attitude; and whether from choice or necessity, he listened 

to their advice, respected their views, and Save his cadis a 

wide jurisdiction. 3 It he had taken any further. drastic 

measures against them, he would inevitably have alienated the 

state from the jurists on whom the affairs of state depended. 

1. Ibn nl-. 'Abbär, Ta ilr , i: 3a9. Cf. Ibn a1-Farah who related 
that there were 140 bodies crucified, and that the wooden 
croc os strotched from ra' c a1-. Cantara along to the end of 
racif. T thh, iisl74. 

2.3co Ibn Khaldün, xa ikh, ivtl26. 
3. Ibnal.. hatlb, a# itL83. 
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of course, the expansion of the tasks of state created greater 

demands for intellectuals and jurists capable of issuing rules 

and making decisions. This fact has been stated by Edward Shilss 

"The larger the society and the more complex the tasks 
its rulers undertake, the greater the need therefore for 
a body of religious and secular intellectuals. "1 

They could, through their class status, be a useful instrument if 

al. Uakam came under pressure from the conmun. ity, for he could not 

dispense with the support of the people, and these people Would 

not accept a ruler whose authority the jurists did not recognize. 

Thus al-Hackau showed his willingness to release the Malikite 

prisoners. He even made it his business to demonstrate his 

favourable attitude by announcing amueßty for the rebel jurists 

and restored them to their f'omer status. A Sort of treaty was 

concluded between him and the jurists. The former had to 

recognize the Jurists' right to participate in the affairs of 

state and the latter promised to support the throne and to vouch 

to the people the legitimacy of the rulers. 3 

The Spanish state was as completely Malikite as it had 

been Awzan! in the first few years of Hiehäm's reign. Consequently 

the jurists renewed their activities. Politically they da ived 

every advantage from this r8le, as they were able to reinforce 

the influence of their doctrine and legal thought. Thual during 

1. "The intellectual and the power", CSSR, I (1958-9), 6. 
2. Monts, "tioamea do religion", ST, XX (1964), 56. 
3. Ibid. 
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the last years of al-; aka's ruler the conduct of state affairs 

traa influenced by the presence of men such as Ibn I3ashlr the 

cadi of Cordova in al-t am'a time, Yahyiý be YaWu 1-Lam and 

'Ism b. DInmr (d« 212/827) "1 The latter was a devout Nalikite 

end studied under Ibn a1-C$sim. 'Thu b. Dtx r is said to hive 

brought back from Ibn al- visira the copy Of g1-A� edema. He is 

also supposed to have compiled g1-fifes, favoured by Spanish 

jurißts aas the beat and cost comprehensive %-ork of Valikite 

jurisprudence. 

The influence of the juriats which had supported the 

ruler's position and his ideology prevailed also over the social 

and political life of Spain. , It In thus that the 
ýfioa 

ä! , those 

popularity waa their strongest claim to political authority, 

elevated Malikite ideas to the' most important position in their 

judicial services# Legitimizing the existing structure of 

authority won these participation in the popular responsibility 

fr administrations This close identification of the authorities 

and jurists led quite naturally to the embodiment of the latter'o 

ideas in the judicial and admi. nietrative functions of the state. 

It in Aigni icaxit that as a result of this political 

liberalise, the jurists attained a high level of scholarship 

sind produced important and respected legal works. Turing al-- 
lVakam'a coign there appeareds Yaiyä b" YaDyZ's recension of the 

1. The lattor two of these jurists are knovrn to have been 
influenood by the Egyption jurists, and to have plotted to 
overthrow al-VVakamo see 'Iyäc , Zarte il , I. ii, 545, and 
Vol, II9 i; 17. 
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tluwa a'i the ten treatises known as 'Assharat Ya iyä (judicial 

dociaions delivered by Ibn al-Qasim and compiled by Yahy) ; 

a1..? daniiVyn, works collected by 'Abd ar-ýtahtýän be I näxý while 

ho was staying in Hecitna: Al-Azadiyya, the origin of M-7 daw%aana, 

brought by 4Ts7a be Dtnär from Egypt. ' 

Just as Yahyä had taken the tee of 
iu 

ra a to Spain, 

other Spaniards followed his example and introduced new legal 

works into their country. Qäsin be Hut 1 (d. 231/646) was the 

companion of Sahnün at Ibn &3. Q cim's house. He made the 

__ Ana a recognised work in Spa n. 2 

The development of legal writing# a response to the pressure 

on influential jurists to write legal works as a qualification for 

admta ion in judicial poets, led to a flourithing stage of 

I likism. 3 Malikd. te scholarship influenced the growth of legal 

thought and literature. The Muws a' was used more as a modol 

for legal treaties than for its contents. The existence of 

such important works reflected the desire of the promoters of 

tlalikism to define the wider implications of their doctrine. 

The exclusive concentration on ) likisr seemed to preclude 

any tendency to refer to other legal doctrines. 

The Influence of Forpi n Exponents 

Tho Spanish jurists who travelled to learn more of Islamic 

1. Ibn Farhün, IDR: aj, pp. 149,78 9 79,3502. 
2.1"ianmrik, II, it27. 
3. , ̀-; agqart, iýa i, 11: 79 
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culture could not fail to be itirensoly impressed with the 

flourishing of the scienco of jurisprudence and refinement of 

scholarship in Egypt. En route to the . torA. Isla: is countries 

they passed through jypt, the great cultural centre of learning, 

whose law had assimilated the ideas of iedinan local literatures. 

Loni, before 145lik' a lifetime, Egypt received the ideas of tho 

various Medinan jurists who carried to her the legacy of rtodina. l 

This is clear from the Tact timt there were many scholars whoso 

thoughts were typically Medinan. aha it who were said to 

have brought P-tlik' e legal view into Egypt were f Utbrän b, a1' 

Nakvm (4.163/762) and 'Abd ax ---Rah 3n b. Klalid (d. 153/753)0 2 

Halikito studies in Egypt continued to grow and to attract 

to their educated purists a number of ßtudents, rroinly from Africa 

and Spain. to to this fact, Ffa-liki&m in aayrawEn and Cordova 

acquired featurea which cif. stiz i, ehed It from tilikisra in the 

rest of the Muslim world, and made it into one of the tian 

MälikT--philoeophy systems. In absorbing co much of the Egyptian 

judicial culture, Qayra%ran and Cordova adopted a system of law 

and legal thought which tore significantly different from some 

of the judicial views of i MZii. P+ot only clad tho r81o pinyod 

by the E yption jurists give rise to a unique doctrine of power, 

but it contributed significantly to the adaptability of Spanish 

Malikate law to novel concepts. The motive for seeking ? Malikitt 

1. Ibn kiibbän, Mnshähir, pp. 187.191. 
2. Magri-,.!, Ihi , ii: 334; Ibn Far un, DIbn ; ci. SUAT'Is 

usn, Part i, p. 163t. 
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ideas was thus to assist thorn in promoting I likiea at home. 

In addition the jurists sought to obtain a fresh Malikito 

interpretation of judicial thought from the jurists most famed 

for their scholarships Amon; the Egyptian jurists and their 

successors of the third Islamic century, the Spanish jurists 

encountered a detailed exposition of iialikite lair, adapted to 

tho requirements and needs of their time* 

Ibn al»Casin ' (d. l9l/806) and his colleagues are generally 

recognized as being the oxponent3 of t lik thought in Egypt. 2 

Their ideas sorved as a guide and a stiaulu to tho Spanish 

jurists. There was a steady infiltration of Ejyptiou influence 

which profoundly affected both the theory and the practice of 

Spanish Law. Mere the Medinan law failed to provide for any 

particular case, the opinion of the Egyptian Jurists gras invoked 

and cited as authority. Several Andalusian jurists, some of 

whom held high positions in the government, had come into contact 

with the most prominent Egyptian jurists, not only the Malikites 

like 'Abd ar-flamm bo a1-Cäsim, "Abd-. 11äh be Wahb, Ashhab b. 

'I bd cl- " Aztz (d. 204/819 ), 
. Agbagh b. all- 'era j (d. 225/839 )a. nd 

al-rarith b. fiiskin (d. 250/864), but also with tho famous 

1. See II, it 69. 
2. Tho Egyptian jurists, in fact, were aware of their intellectual 

impact on the whole of the Ifrigiyyan and Spanish jurists. 
They arrogantly refused to countenance my legal ideas put 
forward by Spanish or Ifriqiyyan jurists which might compete 
with their on views on the grounds that they were the givers 
of the law. cf. `Iyad, Madärik, II, i: 72f. 
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independent jurist, a1-r', ayth b. Sad (d. 175/792)"ß Throughout 

tho formative period of Spaninh Low, rgyptian and Zfrigiyy: in legal 

ideas, rather than specific rules, exercised a considerable 

influence in the development of i%alikite law in Spain. 

The Spanish Jurists who received their education in igpt 

were efficient agents in the promotion of tialikite law and also 

played a key-rölo in infusing the non-t alik. ite judicial opinion 

with the doctrine of ISM be Anac. Before deciding what was 

the exact nature an. l function of foreign elements in the develop- 

ment of Spanish Malikite law, a au=nty of biographical accounts 

of the jurists who broughtt1alikisi into Spain and brief surveys 

of their influence would be helpful, and would put this chapter 

in total perspective. 

The Egyptian Jurists' interpretation of t2lik' e legal 

viow$ influenced Spanish jurists' concepts of the doctrine of 

power. It contributed significantly and in the time of 'Abd 

ar-Ra in II, blossomed into the judicial perceptions of the 

three Jurists, 16"a bt binär, Yahyi b" Yrabya end «Abd al-Malik b. 

Habib. Those jurists, on their return from rgypt, were 

responsible for increased interest in Egyptian legal liternture. 

Several Spanish intellectuals followed suit and most of then 

returned to their native lend, having been influenced by Egyptian 

Malikito ideas. 

1. For a]. -Laythl s biography ßoe $uA , usn Part i# p. 164f. 
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Ya yl b. Ya iyä 

Among the rebellious jurists Who wore granted amnesty 

was a middle--aged an of thirty-eight -who had just returned from 

Egypt after studying with Ibn a1-Cazi i. His name was Ya yä be 

Ya iyä al-. Laytht. He a. os born in Cordova, where his grandfather, 

and afterwards bis father, settled before 152/234. He had 

studied in ; pain with the prominent Malikite jurists of the time, 

2iy'd b. 'Abd ar-ItaWan and Ya ym b. Mudarol Ziyäd instructed 

him in the r uw, -a , a' which he had received directly from !l , 1ik. 

Because of YaJyails desire for concise inforaation, Ziyad 

rocowznendod that he travel *b HHiodina where he could satisfy his 

quost by studying with I41ik b. . nas. 2 Yahya ls first recension 

of Muwn "a' in Spain, had Its origin in hill intonsivo study of 

this cork in liedina. His version of a1'4iuw a* earned him the 

esteem of his contemporary jurists. 

As has been pointed, out, Yahyä was not the first mm to 

introduce into Spain either the doctrine of IMlik or a version 

of al-Muwa1la' . nevertheless ho was regarddd as one of the 

earliest exponents of Yea ikismt who performed a remarkable 

service in transforming these incipient tendencies into a formal 

Malikito letal school. And, presumably, his version of Huwat a' 

1. Magqari, I: nfýi, ii a 217. 
2. lid., p. 252. 
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ßs3 more systematic and comprehensive than that of his prc. 

dececsors: Ziyald and Oartüs. 1 

tter studying in Medina, Yaby º 1. -as made to stop in 

Egypt before going back to his home, and there he acquainted 

hinoelt with another , jurist, al-Lcyth b. $asd (d. 175/791), 

whose judicial decisions were considered better tl n tilik'c"2 

The brief periods of studying vlth al. -tayth =. -do on irpronsion 

, 4*hich influenced his future legal dccizion and Judgement. Al- 

r, ayth'n aim una to make Yahyä! s thought conform to his o' . 
Because of his authority Yahy`U" was ably to play an 

irreniely important r8lo in imposing al-Layth's legal views on 

court dccicions. The 'panish courts differed fron Malikite 

low in not accoptina evidence which vas the testimony of only 

one witness# verified by oath. The value of the evidence of 

one witness corroborated by oath was generally acceptable to the 

MMilikites. Yuhyü adopted al-Layth's opinion, in which at least 

two, wit asses were required in order to establish the validity 

of the proof. Since then, under Spanish lie v, guilt and 

innocence have been dotermined by the testimonies of a zaininUm 

of two vitnessea. 

Doapite the striking inproaaion that the tcmchi of al- 

Layth had rude upon hin, YahyFä had doubts about the way and cases 

1. This might be &upported by the fact that Ya)yü, besides his 

ovrn version of : aiwn ''', received the recension of t. ': bd A]. lri'rh 
ü. ` 'ahb in Fgypt, see, ' Iy 4, r'iad7rik, I, ii: 53,,. 

2. : 'uyütt, jusn, Part i, p. 164. 
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in which Layth presented his doctrine. Yahyn prepared for 

another journey to I lik to confirm his understanding of some 

of the legal thought he acquired in Egypt. But M lik had 

recently died, so YaWyä went back to Spain just before the death 

of Hieb m. 

In his second journey to Egypt, Yehyä recognized the 

necessity of learning more about law From Ibn al ästº. In the 

passage of time, YaWa became increasingly obsessed by the desire 

to perfect his knowledge of Jurisprudence*' 

His purpose, to renovate the Mlikite literature which he 

receiveV from his Spanish teachers# combined with his unshakeable 

cont'idence in the competence of Egyptian jurints, necessitated 

his return to Egypt. His celebrated recension of rhuwa a 

became the best-known legal document of Spain. But Ye yä, the 

self--proclaimed egotist, did not nettle until he had produced a 

version of 'Abd-Alläh be i'ahb. 2 His edition of this wide-ranging 

work and his recognised brilliance won him sufficient reputation 

to ensure that his Muw a le would be the exclusive authority. 

He did the same with Ibn al- isim's ten essays. This collection 

of legal cases made by Ye yt daring his study with 'Abd ar-Ra n 

b. al-Q sisi and known as "Asharat Yaiyä, las long remained the 

standard interpretation of i4a1Lk's law. 

. 1. Ibn Fnrhün, , P. 350f. cf. Ibn al-Abbär, jakmi n, ii z115 
2. Mai , I, 1i. 536. 
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According to the &®urCOs, 
1 lkh4awa=d b. BaehIr 'was a 

. alikite jurist nominated by cl-4iakani as chief cacti of Cordova. 

Ibn Dashiir studied under both *'[nlik and Ibn al-C isirn. Because 

of hic influential position he was able to disseminate Ibn al- 

Qasim's ideas and to impose then on hic court procedure. At any 

rate, Yaiya''a intimate association with Ibn al-Cänim reinforced 

Ibn nashIr+ a favourable disposition towards Ibn el--Cäeii 'a 

opinion and wade it the final criterion of his men judger ont. 

Ibn Bnshtr'a respect, however, for Ibn ei- naiD'a ideal moved 

hin to welcome Yajyn as an advisor. 

After his return to Spain. Yaiy`a enjoyed considerable fame 

and influence, both in academic life and in official circles. 

Ho could advise the supreme cadi of al--Andelue, usually named 
o mal-"Jar Pao an subtle matters* ` During the di tputo between 
ý. r wýrw. wwýi nr 

t ho 3urict3 and a1--iJakar , a1-ti kam belioved that Ya'hya's 

influentiol personality could play an inportant r6le in reaching 

a cott1er ent. Ho cour 1caioned him to act as mediator between the 

two parties. 
3 

The event of rabao in 189/805 marked the end of cordiality 

in the relationship between Yahy and c1'Fakam. Yuhyä was accused 

of inciting people against el-Valkax. Consequently he had to race 

the same fate as hie fellow jurists. But he succeeded in escaping 

1. Khush , cýud7at, pp. 47-59; flub h!, TWr'..., kh� p. 48. 
2. Khu thanI, : uäät, p. 56. 
3. Ibn ? Uia 1dün, T, iv: 125. 
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fron the execution that al-Unkan inflicted upon those who . fell 

into his hands, fleeing to Toledo from where he soon returned 

to Cordova under al-Fiakaz'g amnesty, 

Ya1ya enjoyed his highest reputation as a acbolar 'when 'Abd 
ar-Ra asn II succeeded bis father on the throne in 20b/82l. In 

this period Yahyä's influence in social and official life was 

considerable. his personality was a dominant element at court 

and in government circl©a. In this eminent position, Yaiyä showed 

can uncompromising attitude in his exposition of the law. A case 

in cited by Ibn Bashkuwäl and quoted by ash"-Shitibl where the 

emir 'Abd ar-Rahaän II (ruled from 207/822 to 238/850) had sexual 

relations with one of hic slaves during the daytime, in the month 

of Ran The penance, according to the codified teaching of 

Mälik was to leave to the offender the choice between setting a 

slave free, giving charity to sixty poor persons, or fasting, tio 

lunar months. Yahyn did not allow the emir a choice, but izlpoaed 

upon him a fast of sixty days. Asked by his colleague for the 

reason of hin departure from Halikite view in this case, Ya ya 

replied that the alternative solution would have encouraged a 

recurrence, nothing being simpler for a prince than to set free 

ra slaves1 He succeeded in gaining the favour of 'Abd ar-Ra roan 

and exercised considerable influenco over hin. One of the 

ruler's first steps on coning to power was to offer Yahya the 

1.3b7a; ibl, I"tii, ii, 114; MagqarI, 
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post of Chief Cadi in Cordova. 1 To keep up his influence and 

to preserve his prestige, Yahya saw fit to refrain from accepting 

this post. He knew that the post of counseiship possessed 

apellate jurisdiction over the decision of the court. Yat yä 

therefore answered the request of 'Abd ar-RaWan by saying: 

"The high prestige I enjoy could have a better use for 
you. If the people complain about a judge, you can 
always ask me to interrogate him and examine his conduct, 
but if I have the post of judgeship and people complain 
about me, whom would you think qualified to indict me? "2 

'Abd er-R. ahmän appreciated his argument, but he asked him 

to recommend a jurist to fill the post. By his refusing the 

judgeahip, Yatyä in fact allowed himself a chance to give 

instruction to the caäi or to set limits upon himt for a cacti 

would not be permitted to pass a sentence on a complicated case 

without consulting the mushäwer. 3 The role of the mushäwer, 

of which Yahyä became head, was seen as the carrying out of the 

functions of legal executive, rather than the supervision of 

court procedure and legislative functions. This new and 

influential job gave him a good opportunity to ensure the 

accession of his followers to the post of judgeship. From that 

time Ya$yä, potentially at least, by virtue of his intimate 

1. The judgeship in Cordova carried with it the highest authority 
and responsibility of the realm, second only to those of emir. 
The court of Cordova had exclusive jurisdiction over more 
serious crimes. Magqarl, ice, i: 203. 

2. Khushanl, Qua t, p. 15. cf. Ibn SaOid, M hrib, p. 148. 
3. Khushanl, Cudät, p. 77. This does not mean that the cacti had 

to consult the counsellor about every judicial decision which 
he proposed to take, for that would have made the cadi's 
Jurisdiction meaningless. 
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relationship with 'Abd ax, -. Rat}. n, and effectively, by virtue of 

his consultant prestige, 
1 

possessed Jurisdiction over the conduct 

of cedis. The most likely to 'win Ya iyä' a approval was the- one 

who was to-adopt his legal views. The jurist was bound to lose 

his rightful chance for fu ä if he did not study the text of 

Yahyä'z recension of Muwatja'. The cacti, too, had to acquaint 

hirisclf with-Ya4y`ß's opinion in such cases, and to familiarize 

himself Stith Yahyä' a ideas. 2 The jurist, therefore, was 

required to serve a period of judicial apprenticeship before he 

could attain any religious office. He would not be admitted to 

serve in ift' or as a prayer-leader unless his opinion gras in 

harmony with Yahya's. 

Yuhya was aware of the limits of the cad º's ,, jurisdiction. 

He know very well that the counsellor had far more effect than 

the cadi on the court'a adjudicative power. However, this new 

and influential fob gave him a good opportunity to ensure 

accession of his followers to the post of judgeship., 

'Tt b. DTnnr 

The most prominent of those jurists who played a major r8le 

in establishing t alikite law in Spain was OTi a b. DTnär (d. 2.12/ 

827). 3 Around 18Of197 'Ts© made a trip to the Orient where he 
1. Ibn ^a tld, Mughrib, p. 46; pabbt, Eu ahya, p. 497 ; t4agqarT, 

Na , ii: 218f. 
2. Ibn "a'Th, ;; u hrib, p. 149f. 
3. / sbagh b. Mialil, a legal advisor in Cordova at the time of emir 

Mu1annact said that the initiative and impetus for widespread 
reception of law was duo to 'Tsä's personal effort. 'Iyao, 
Ma arik, TI, i=17. 
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conducted the famous jurists of tho time including Ibn al. Q aim 

whose brilliance greatly influenced the Spanish courts? 

The famous collection of legal cases called the Asa y a, 

to which reference has already been made, was brought to Spain 

by 'TaL During Ibn al-Qäsim's revision of the Asada, 'Tsä 

'. b., Diner was known to have attended the lectures. He copied the 

Asadivya from Ibn al-Qäeim'a dictation, and carried it home, to- 

gether with another ten manuals of Ibn al-Qäaim, s legal opinions. 

When Ibn al-Qäsim made substantial alterations to the Asap 

text, 'Ta contacted his master asking him either for the revised 

editions or for advice as to where changes had been made. Since 

there were no copies left, and it had proved difficult for 'Tsä 

to travel to Egypt, Ibn al-Cäsim showed his confidence in 'Tsä's 

analytical abilities by asking him to sift the contents of the 

Asadiyya text, "make a survey and leave what seems to be consistent 

with your opinion and cross off what you disapprove of. "2 

'Ira's purpose in writing these works, however, was partly 

to imitate Asad's practice of codification, and partly to answer 

the need, in time of increasing population, for more legal 

codification. Besides it was a response to the social changes, 

an attempt to simplify the life of ceding jurists, lawyers and 

counsellors, Who needed written sources. 
Later on, 'Taal prompted by the necessity for social change 

and the request of an emir, felt compelled to write a complete 

1. Ibn al-FaraI, Ta', 1: 374. 
2. 'Iyä¢, 2rad 1 III 1: 19. 
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Code of law. Eut the dato of its composition and the identity 
l 

of the emir for whom it was compiled are still unltnoan. "! aä 

achieved his object in the llici , at one time a very important' 

work of TIalikite law. Unfortunately the work seems to have been 

lost, and we are unable to describe it. Nonetheless# the 

A ssdiyyn may wall have been frequently consulted an a model in 

the process of compiling the Hidä . Although largely based on 

those earlier work3, the Ilida ä %, as characterised by its excellent 

content which was respected by Ibn Hazan, despite his irreconcil- 

able hostility to the tialikites. 2 This work consists largely of 

a collection of decisions of IQik Cud Ibn al-raja on cpocific 

cases. 

Undoubtedly the HidÄ ä stood at the head of Malikite 

literature and net the standards for eueceeding jurists. The 

Hide `n exerted a certain influence on the composition of later 

works. However, his version of Aradiwa followed the Halikite 

law which the jurists expounded. It consisted of Irägt 

legal cases related in accordance with the ? zalikite requirements 

by Ibn ©l-r- siO who ras e convenient and prestigious spokesman. 

Attempts were made to promulgate the r1edinan law by literary 

means, following the earlier oral transmission of 45"lik' a words 

and introduction of Tlu aý; a' by 7iyäd and others. But M31ik'e 

doctrine as3au, ed its real importance and significance when +! ea 
became the first exponent, not only of M lik's legal thought, but 

1. Ibid. 
2. : iagqari, liaaf , iv: 161f. Cf. Ibn FarDEn, DIbä , p. 179 " 
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of Ibn al-Glisiri too. ' 

In a broador sense, the iid7 ß came to comprise the corks 

and Ideas of Egyptian jurists uho had boon designated as tlalikito 

in their careers. This work in many ways resembled and 

contained Ibn al-CEsim's ideas, and was Egyptian in style. It 

iopoced the Egyptian 3urist'a interpretation of Malikita law with- 

out recourse to ! ä1ik himself. Contemporary jurists reacted by 

attempting to reduce Egyptian influence and to restore the law to 

its ! todinan form. 4 Abd al-Malik b. i ab$b (a. 233/852) . who 

assumed intellectual leadership after the death of 'Tsä b. Drnar, 

compiled his Wäa in order to mace the Pledinang rather than the 

Egyptian, intexprotation the authoritative voice of Malikisn. 2 

Returning to Toledo, 'Tsä assured the t3, tlo o fe gTh 

a1-P. ndalu5. So great we hia popularity that a1-jaka became 

alarmed and ordered his men to rove #Toä fron his home town of 

Toledo to Cordova. "Iyäd had cuggosted that his departuro fron 

Toledo was due to the cadi'c end the governor's displeasure and 

jealousy at his femo. 3 sisals conspiracy gras probably not in 

fact the chief reason that al--Uakam disgraced him= it is more 

likely that it served as a convenient pretext to disguise the 

ruler's real reason, OTsä'n dangerous popularity with the people. 

Later on, however, extremely impressed by "Tc 'a skill 

1. Ibn i arhün, p. 179. 
2. cf. "Iyýz , "ýr , II, i: 34. 
3. +'pä 1, tIad'arik, TI, i: 16. 
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in interpreting MMtälik's and Ibn al-Qäsim's ideas, al-Hakam 

changed his attitude toward 'Tsä. Under his patronage, 'Tsa 

became the cadi of Toledo and also held the position of legal 

advisor to al-Hakam in Cordova. ' After his appointment to the 

Toledo court and later his promotion as legal advisor to the 

court of Cordova, '! sä began a new academic career. 
2 

'! se's achievement as a student of Ibn a1-Qäsin was 

recognized by his students. A$bagh b. al-Faraj described him 

as "The first jurist to introduce Ibn al-Qäsim's opinion to al-- 

Andalus. "3 11sä therefore made an important contribution to 

the development of Malikite legal literature. He laid particular 

emphasis on Ibn al-Q si&&s opinion. Besides this, the ideas 

of Ibn al-Qäsim made a great impact on the mind of the cadis 

of Cordova so that they followed with enthusiasm Ibn al-Qäsin's 

fam. However, through this Spanish jurist, Ibn al-Qäsim's 

Judicial ideas spread far and wide. The judgements of Ibn al- 

Qäsim became the foundation of the Cordova's court system. This 

was because the Cordova court's decision to maintain the Malikite 

law was accepted, so that the system would not be liable to 

alteration with every new cadi's opinion. 

In the beginning of al-Hakam's period, a tradition became 

established of relying on Egyptian jurists. This began when Ibn 

Bashir commissioned Yahya to enquire from Ibn al-Oasim for 

1. Ibid. 

2. Ibid. 

3. Ibid., p. 17. 
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explanation or illumination of certain legal problems and was 

the starting point of a long process of infiltration of '-'alikite 

rgyptian opinion into 1egi1 documents and court decisions. 

This influence increased after numerous collections of 

decisions cane fron Egypt and elsewhere. These collections 

seemed to be not merely prepared for propagation and educational 

purposes, but also for guidance of legal practice and citation 

in court. Andalusian jurists sea= to have considered that, in 

weighty matters involving doubtfd questions of law, the cacti 

and jurieconEUltA.. _. should give due weight to the arg=cnta put 

forward by Egyptian jurists. 

Therotore the practical influence of the Egyptian jurists 

on the legal affairs of al-Andalus was seen in the accomplishment 

of Jurists who studied ulth Ibn al--Däsi t and his colleagues, who 

by that time held the most cignificent administrative posts in 

the state. Probably Cordova had nover had a more influential 

body of followers of the Egyptian Scholars than this particular 

group of Jurists, which dominated the judicial life of Spain 

around the beginning of the third century. 



CHAPTER V 

THE MOVE iT FOR LFt3AL REFORM 

Conflict in Law 

The rationality and flexibility of the Spanish lalikite 

law is inpreccive, especially when it is viewed in comparison 

with its counterpart in Egypt and Medina. fedinan law and 

Egyptian Malikita law were most clearly to be soon in Andalusian 

legal practice, but the jurists who are credited with introducing 

those practices did not entirely follow the exoaples of their 

predecessors, but vent their own way, adopting what they conr- 

sidored most equitable to the demands of their state. From the 

doctrinal point of view, the Court's enactments and jurist's legal 

opinions were tending towards an extension of pure Malikite law, 

and a correspondingly strict adherence to it. 

With tho rivalry among jurists which was the prime stimulus 

for legal development, the Spanish law underwent various important 

changes, many temporary, and a f©w pertrnnent. The legal documents 

of notaries and cadis contained some of these alterations. 

Although we suppose that adoption of these innovations would have 

required some justltication, it is very seldom, if at all, that 

there is any explanation. 
l 

1. See, for example, the following Has. Gharaäti, W611ä 3cß, 
fols. 79-96 and Ibn Rashiq, HHafý, fol . 97 and Ibn Sahi, 

aikm, fol. 11ff. 
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In legal records of the Court of Cordova, the jurists Stato 

unequivocally that Ibn ti-CEsim's opinion is regarded as 

authiorit! tivo 1oß:, czad the judgement of the court had to be 

confined to and based on it; but nonetheloez the Ipanish la' 

disagreed with his authoritative opinion in eightoon legal 

jud , azaentß. 
1 

A. gain the 3panich Jurists found the resnon: ¬ of their 

pro eccr-zor tuthoritative only in so far or thorn worn given in 

eccordnnce with the explicit and/or implicit rrincip il theories 

of + lik. "Yet they Fero unable to resist or th nge foreign 

1 ws which were totally opposed to the doctrine of `, -! Zlik. There 

uvre four categories of law which were clearly not of Malikite 

origin ind eighteen others that were clearly contradicted by Ibn 

el-4 aim's legal opinion. Because each of these lac vs con- 

cerned with different aspects of lave it cannot be rioroly by 

coincidence that cases illustrative of those laws have been 

assimilated with little controversy into Spanish low. 

The earlient influential SpaniEh jurists Ibn BashTr2 

the coci of Cordova) and Yotyn b. YatiyL, enjoyed an authority 

no vndiz3puted that they were able to introduce non-- : ali site laws, 

into permanent usage. 
3 They succeeded in convincing the ! aase. 

that these alien laws were closer to the Inv of the Ur'Fn than 

1. GharnFtT, ý'nth7a'!! 3, fol. go. 
2. For bis life and legal carper, cf. Ibn al-,! ', bar, 'c iltt, i; 9©f. 
3. . 4. - ibbI mentioned some of these non-Malikito laws in his 

ftu h n, p. 497ff. 
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f 

tho doctrine of their masters. Whatever the process by which 

the foreign elements were promulgated, whether by certain jurists 

vo pursued their academic career in Egypt and subsequently 

influenced their colleagues and pupils or whether the court had a 

role in this, reflected the adaptability and readiness of the 

court to accept the laws beat fitted to the needs of the country. 

however, the adoption of new foreign law did not mean a departure 

from the traditional view of MMalikite Jurists. Although these 

foreign laws did not really mark a significant break with 

x1alikito law, they represented a new phenomenon of development in 

the realm of law. 

Y4 A publicly cultivated the attitude of the self'-styled 

Egyptian jurist aisLayth b. Said and encouraged the widest 

possible discussion of a1-Layth'a opinion? The panish Jurists 

gradually te: apered their feelings and disagreements about these 

foroicn elements, but this can in no sense be interpreted as 

hostility towards ? alik'a opinion in general. some of these 

judicial views, such an "the necessity of two witnesses to 

establish a fact" had such nerit. Yaiya became their chief 

advocate. 2 

Elements of these ideologies made a deep impact on the 

thinking of Spanish intellectuale. Although the presence of some 

non-Malifite elements did not alter the basic judicial ideas or 

i. Ibid. 
2.1 Iyäi, adärilt' I. ii: 536ff. 
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forma of procedure in al-;. ndaluE, they never-tholes s brought 

about irportant modifications. It is re rk able that al-LAyth 

b. o+d's lair di , played a n=bor of affinities with MaUkite 

L, panish. law. It is this blending that perhaps convinces one 

of the presence and impresses one with the effective usage of 

o many disparate influences in the development of faltldito law., 

Other anuses, it is truo, contributed to tho assimilation 

of now foreign elements of law and enforcement of iedincn, legal 

doctrine. Aong these factors was the art of interpreting beyond 

the linits of the particular case in order to clarify any 

obscurity or arbiguity. Once a legal point had been decided 

in a case by '; Zlik or Ibn al-C3sin, that decision became a 

precedent for the Courts of Cordova. As ", alikilo law becsrno 

the official state doctrine, there was a gro : inE aces for law to 

be c; oro uniformly ad. ~linistered in accordance with the recoZ izcd 

principles and precedents of f lik. The . firnt step towards 

realisation of this was obviously the assignment of the most 

important judicial administration to those jurists who had spent 

some of their academic career under the tuition of 'iä1i1.1 Ibn 

PanhIr, the chief ju, tic©, and Ibn Ziyad, the state legal cdvtEor, 

did rauch toward eßtablishin& the practice and procedure of the 

court, and Bost of all, they aucce3afully established the 

supremacy of their Jurisdiction over the members of the emirato. 
2 

Fit the active influence of this lawn in Spanish courts bocano 

1. see abbi, Lush a., pp. 304 & 57. 
2. uhunr., anl, -t, p. 49t; iumaydI, J¬ , Pp. 359 -b1; ' IYat, 

tadarik, Is 1,535ff; Ibn Sa'Id, %Sughrib, i: 145, & 150. 
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apparent when Yaiyä was appointed grand legal advisor for the 

Courts, about the begi=ing of the third Islamic Century'. 

Judges were required to justify their decisions to Y ya, and 

to refer to the statements of Ibn al-Gasirn in order to avoid 

being accused of departure from the prevailing practices. 
l 

Ya iya was deeply impressed by cal.. -Layth's ideas, and as a 

result he was less concerned with many aspects of H like a 

rationalism than with formal Egyptian M likism. He was 
sympathetic to al-Layth's teaching and interested in his argent, 

but he remained at heart a very devoted Halikite. His main 

prerogative as chief of counsellors was the right to interpret 

the law authoritatively. Nevertheless his judgement was not 

always uncontested by other jurists. As a ra$Ts a1-flttyä, however, 

the court over which YaWa had jurisdiction was bound to accept his 

interpretation of the law and its application to any given case. 
2 

In connection with the system received through 41.. Layth, 

the law of al.. Layth had come influence on Spanish Malikite law 

in its Sorriative era. The liberal attitude of Yatyä encouraged 

hin to question the authority of law received from various 

teachers. auch an attitude left its raark on the reception of a 

few rules from al-Layth and Ibn al-Gsim. In order to illustrate 

auch influence on the Spanish judicial procedure we may cite the 

1. Ibn SaOTd, LVShrib, iY]. 64f. 
2. ' Iyä¢, Medärik, I, ii t 5381. 
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following cases. The first of these cases, in which the Spanish 

Malikiten did not follow the was over the plantation of 

trees inside the mosque. H 1ik did not allow trees to be 

planted inside the mosque on the ground that it might distract 

the people from paying the due attention to their prayer. 

Another reason/led M1ik to forbid the cultivation of the court- 

yard of the mosque was that it was an innovation, which M lik 

consistently opposed. 

The date at which Spanish courts allowed planting of the 

patio of the mosque has been traced back to the time of the emir 

sb7am I. Turing this period §a4ga'a b. Sa11äm was the leader 

of prayer in Cordova, and because lie was an Awza'ite advocate he 

allowed the patio of Cordova's mosque to be cultivated. 
1 

Arbitration in Marital disputes 

One of the most striking aspects of Yahyä'a non-Malikite 
judicial thought was the law of "sending arbitrators to 

disputing spouses. " 

The contention was that a dispute between the married 

couple ought to be ßolved, for marital intereßtn, without in- 

volving Court action. A settlement would be achieved according 
2 to the Cur'än by arbitration. This principle was adopted so as 

to protect the welfare of a spouse zhoso well--being would be in 

danger as a consequence of the tension of a court litigation. 

1. Ibn Bahl, vereo, 64. 
2. Lun. iv: 35. 
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Reconciliation could be effected by either judicial admini- 

strators or by close relatives 'ho usually would send two 

arbitrators to represent each side. 

The principle of arbitration (ta , Im) was clearly 

recognized by 12liky although his disciples were divided in 

opinion as to the exact jurisdiction of the arbitrators. Some 

were of the opinion that the jurisdiction of the arbitrators 

should be restricted to recoa. endation, so that when there was 

no hope of reconciliation they could recommend a grant of divorce 

to the couple. 
1 Others maintained that the arbitrators veho 

wore chosen by the court as discreet and impartial persons should 

be deputed to give judgement in favour or against either of the 

spouses. 

Yahyu rejected tia, li1'ß concept of arbitration, in favour 

of al-Layth's principle, which interpreted the iakaia (arbitor) as 

sorely an apriin (trusteo) or a wakil (agent). The function of 

this nnTn was that of a mediator whose business was to discuss 

the matter in dispute with the couple, and try to bring them to 

some agreement; ho was not bound to form any opinion of his own 

on the merits of the case, and it he gave an opinion , neither 

one of the parties were bound to accept it. The in had no 

power other than offer solutions for the dispute. He could not 

dissolve the marriage nor could he act beyond the consent of the 

1. (-urtab!, , 1kf m, iii, v, 175f. 
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parties, The arbitrator, on the contrary, wan appainte6 not 

only to advise but also to decide, although he had the option 

in the course of the proceedings to suggest a compromis®. 

The rejection of ' n, in Yal; yy's view, was on the 

ground that it would lead to arbitrary deoisionw instead, ho 

muggeateri reducing dt forcncoz between hostile epousen by choosing 

men (preferably versed in lows and if po$aible, 'relatives of the 

concerned parties) to act not as arbitrators but as peacemabaxs. 
1 

In comuoquonce, Yahya's c ©cicion was aosizailated Into 

Spanish law until the midilo of the ft th century, when Ibn al- 

'Arabi, 2 the Cb. iet Justice of . Cordova, ro jooted the anti--: 4ali1 itO 

view and restored the c"ialil: ito practice of using arbitrators who 

had a wider scope of power. 3 

The Dofendanttc Oath no Proscribed DI-Social or Co orcinl 

Rolntionnhip with the Plaintiff. 

'ho -Spanish law regarding the defendant's oath (to 

corroborate his innocence in the absence of evidence against hin). 

so for as it may be known fror documents, appears to have been 

1. " Tyad, '4r d rik I, 11: 5-, 7.6* 
2. His full name was kbü Bakr Muýammad b. 'Abd iilllFh (d. 544/1149). 

xbn Bashku il1 described hin as the last of the indepondent 
jurists (ºaj tahiea) in Spain whooe career marod the end of 
its tradition of famous scholars. Gila, ii: 558f; Magqarl, 
Azhir, iii: 62ff. For more detail of his works see Ibn Fßr Tun, 

Dihä , pp. 2131-284. 
3. Ibn al-. * Arabi, Ahkaia, 1t421. 
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surrounded with uncertainty. A plaintiff could sue someone in 

which the actual claim was an extremely doubtful one. The 

decisive element between two litigants was an established 

relationship between them; which, however, must have been such 

as to have the effect of establishing circumstantial evidence in 

favour of one or other of the litigants. ' 

The principle of "established relationship" thus afforded 

a turning-point in canes of doubt. It was, perhaps, the safest 
deterrent preventing criminals from accusing innocent persona. 

This rule is utilised when the judge cannot hope to draw the 

correct inference fron the circumstances laid before bim. 2 For 

example, a man sued another man on the ground that the accused 

defrauded him of some money. The cacti found that the charge 

alone, unsupported by, proof, might tend to injure innocent people. 

A known relationship (kkhul a) between the litigants was taken by 

Malikita law as a measure against any fase allegations in 

addition to the defendant's sworn oath that -he was not guilty. 
3 

The Malikiteia alone attached legal importance, varying 
in degree, to a connection between the litigants that might 

provide any proof that the claim wwas based on tact. It there 

were no links between the plaintiff, who claimed that a sum of 

money was borrowed by the defendant, and the defendant, who denied 

1. Ma*dänI, tshiya, ii: 24. 
2. Ibn Sah]., AWsmit verso, 11. 
3. Ibn 'äpin, Tuhta9 ii: 20. 
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categorically such a claim, then since there was no apparent 

evidence in support of the plaintiff's claim the charge would be 

dismissed. If there had been any sort of connection between 

them, the case would have been viewed in a different manner. If, 

for example, a plaintiff sued his partner for denying him money 

he borrowed, though there might have been no evidence to support 

the plaintiff's clair,, the Partnership would have been presumed 

evidence that would give grounds for consideration of the 

allegation. In order for the accused to clear himself from the 

charge, ho had to givo an oath to support his innocence. ' 

Just as certain claims led by rule of 'khhult. a . 
to particular 

presumptions which resulted in imposing oaths on the accused, 

so there were other claims from which the law would allow no 

presumption to be drawn from khýla; so that if a rich man 

claimed that he lent a poor man a million Hinar, despite the 

fact that there was a sort of k1nala between them, the claim would 

not be admitted on the ground of its extraordinary nature; it 

would be held to contradict the natural presumption that a poor 

man would not borrow this huge sum of money. Establishment of 

this kelationship was more or less necessary to force the accused 

to give an oath. The plaintiff's litigation depended on the 

merit of his claim. 2 

The Spanish Jurists specified as exceptions to the general 

1. rc,: w Via , v: 1ß4. 
2. Ibn Bahl, 00 m, reoto, 11. 
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rule five categories of people who had to give an oath without 

any known kh. Among-the people to whom the wrists 

considered the khýul a irrelevant and inapplicable, the Spanish 

manuscript mentioned the tollowingt i) the artisan (a#-VM%i'I); 

ii) one who was accused of theft (ol-r.; utthham bis, ina)t 

iii) a person at the point of death who claimed that, someone 

else owed him a scum of money; iv) and on alien who claimed 

that he had entrusted his money to a notive. 1 

Crop--sharing (muzära'a) 

Islamic law stipulated that every contract must be clearly 

written so as to exclude any doubt about its terms or possible 

srbiguities1 either as to the nature or to the value of the 

subject of the contract. Any contract tailing to observo those 

conditions could be adjudged null and void. 
2 However, there Was 

a very remarkable divergence of opinion among the jurists as to 

the drawing up of a valid contract of ruzära+a (crop sharing), 

that is definition of the boundaries of land by description of 

the extent of its crops. This type of contract, which aas a 

lease of land, the rent usually paid from the crops, was cate-- 

gorically opposed by tho Malikite legalists. 

As far as the contract was concerned the Spanish courts 
legalized the contract, even though the rent payable to the owner 

of land was from the produce of the cultivation. Vhether the 
1. Ibn : ahir ikäm, verso, U. 
2. Ibn Ru hd, . "+u , p. 626, 
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Spanish courts, forsook the Malikita law in this instance because 

it tins the custom in Spain, or they judged that Halikito law in 

this particular case would not be appropriate in their states 

they undoubtedly opted for non. IXalikite Inv for expedient and 

economic reasons. 
' 

The contract of lease was accepted by l4alikits law only 

when the rent was not paid from either known or unknown portions 

of the harvest. It was a hazardous contract, the 11alikites 

argued, since it-might happen that the land produced poor crops, 

or that the value of the harvest could vary from year to year. 

In defending their departure from the ZSalikites, the 

Cpanish jurists followed the idea of al. Layth be Card. They 

argued that the muiaraga which was prohibited in Islamic law, 

was that which was in practice in Khaybar. The contractor 

claimed as a rent all the harvest that grew around the streams 

or irrigation canals, while the rest of the produce belonged to 

the tenant, or vice versa. This, the Spanish court said, 

constituted an unfair contract, and in any case the precise 

quantity of the produce which had to be given to the other party 

to the contract remained uncertain. But, they argued, since 

each party know the proportion he was to receive there was no 

reason for any authority to be cited to invalidate such contract. 
Such uncertainty on the part of the re ov of the true 

rent he was to bo paid, constituted the decisive factor in 

1. I tyyäraj Shar s 1i: 86; Imo'd uZl fäs i a, iis118. 
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determining the validity or invalidity of a riz7rn'a. But the 

Spanish jurists, under the pressure of commercial need, turned 

down 1,1311k's principle and opted for that of al-Layth b. arid, 

whose opinion on this form of contract seemed to be more 

practical for Spanish society than ZZlik's. Under such circum- 

stances, the Spanish court allowed the land owner and the 

cultivator to enter into a contract with full knowledge on both 

sides, that the rent of the cultivator was to be a certain portion 

of the land's yield, e. g., two thirds, or half, or a third, or a 

quarter of the crop. 

In the reign of historical jurisprudence in the first 

decade of the third century, this doctrine wwaa vigorously attacked 

by "Teä be Dinär on the ground of its repugnance to fedinan law. 

However# the Spanish lair retained and developed it*I 

ReniEtfnce 

The best known of the group of Spanish judicial thinkers 

wos 'Abd al-?. %Iik b. Habib ac-Su ami (d. 23F3/852). 2 He possessed 

quetlities which the other Jurists lacked: wide learning in 

various branches of legal theory and practice, and power. 

co=and of logical argument. He was born in Toledo in 182/798 

and later moved with his father to lvira. 3 In 208/823 Ibn Uebtb 

1. GharnäT3, wett ! icy, verso, 89. 
2. For Ibn Habtb's academic achievement see Ibn "Idhart, } yäný 

ti: 110. 

3. Vnbtb, tho father of 4Abd a1. - Salik, who died in 221/835 was 
counted among the nobility of Cordova (va kan fi 'idäd en-- 
nubs bi cuz uba) Ibn a1-Abbär, Inky, 1: 32" 

V 
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travelled to the Orient where he studied with tIuarrif and Ibn 

ai-12 jishün! the celebrated disciples of ISllk. In 210/825 he 

returned to his native land. On his return to Alviro he soon 

rose to great eminence as a Piodinen jurist. *Abd ar-Ro1 ail II 

ad fired his versatility and wide 1 oVIledge o religion: and 

tranmmerrc t hirh to Cordova whero he became azo bor of trio Council 

to the Court. Ile was at. once proclairicd a hero, the cha ipion 

of anich cagoa and the defender of P_1. i d=*1 

The post which Ibn %iablb hold in the Judicial norvice 

indicates that he had ample opportunity to become familiar with 

current legal thought of to courts* Aß cadi, and eventually 

consultant of the court, Ibn 1abtb was not satisfied with the 

do finance of Egyptian M . i)t1B 't in the courts# In reaction to 

thaao prevailing views, he prepared hizaaelf to challenge all 

legal practice and to conaider legal questions beyond the 

sphere of the traditional law of the city of Mediz . In one of 

his confrontations Frith his colleagues, mentioned by 'IyE il the 

cudi of Cordova, Ibn Matnaar2 pasooci judgement which wac based on 

a preciso reading of the doctrine of Ibn al-Casia. Ibn }JabThh 
s; *ý/f 

was not satisfied with Lhý J-+ /doctrino, so he asked the cadi to 

roacind the decision# and suggested a judgement in accordance 

1. glad # II, ii: 30f. cZ, V uraydi, Jý, p. 263ff. 

2. For Mora detailo nee Ibn Sa4Td, Aturhrib, i: 147; abbI, 
nuhß, 492. 
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with Ashh, 'hab's view. The cadi rejected his recoriendation, 

caying that he would not contravene the practice of the court 

which was based on Ibn al-Cl iiin'ß legal doctrine. 1 

Because of the predominance of hic ideas in their 

(v? u arrif and Ibn a l-I jicb n) thought, Ibn VabTb regarded his 

vork art definitive of true Malikite law. 

The undorlying theca which distinguished his work as a 

legal codo was criticism of the Egyptian jurist; he strossad the 

Itedinan viewpoint, and demanded the replacement of the Egyptian 

jurist's legal vice, with that of the fledinan one. ilia persistent 

rejection of the Egyptian interpretation of ! talikito law made 

itself felt among the widespread circle of jurists. It is not 

curprining, therefore, that during this period a number of laws 

based on Egyptian precedent were abolishod. Thin tendency to 

stress the value of direct and fresh Medinan legal thought wes 

not confined to hic intellectual argument and rea, onsa. His 

excellent work, al-VE revealed his growing appreciation of 

Medinan tradition, of what was specifically, genuinely Modinan 

and untouched by Egyptian inn uence. 2 

It is conceded that the Andalusian courts enforced Ibn ei- 

Casirsts law as a result of his influence on Spanish Jurists who 

executed his decisions, prompted by the knowledge that there was 

no other interpretation of 14ZLik appropriate to al-Andalus at 
that time. However, notwithstanding the long chain of authorities 
1. i'tuihant, Qu fit, p. 77; f Iy , PZ3d il:, II, i: 54t 5uiiayydi, 

ýrP 
2. Ibn Far ün, DI'bJ, 154E; Ibn al-Fora$I, Tam, is 313f. 
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(including cadis and counsellors), who aupported Ibn al-C icirs' a 

legal interpretation as the rain source of Spanish law, this 

does not, provide a substantial argunent for tccc ting the theory 

that the Unayyad govonanent was officially supporting it. Even 

with the most enthusiastic support for Ibn al-C sin's judicial 

theory, the Spanish cads would not, hcrnwcvert enforce a rule of 

Ibn-oäeim which is inconsistent with a rule voiced by I-Slfl .l 
In support of the theory that any doctrine in disagree- 

cent with Ibn al-main was in violation of the custom prevailing 

in Spain, we may point to the instance of the Court's refusal to 

recognize the Medinan law concerning the doubtful nature of an 

oath pronounced by an individual who lacked legal capacity 
). The situation was that when auch a person had lade a 

claim against another, this safTh could obtain his claim by 

swearing the oath$ corroborated by a witness. But the Spanish 

Courts drew no distinction between a man of legal capacity and 

one who lacked it. The qualifying adjective " end" did not 

originally signify an exceptional action, but was used to 

distinguish a person who could obtain his claim without a witness 
from one who could only obtain his claim with evidence. The 

Medinan Jurists said that a,,, ý3h can pronounce the oath only to 

reserve the right of reclaiming upon attaining a state of legal 

ror ponsibilityº: ;-" 

In contrast with this tendency, Ibn labTh considered the 
interpretation off' the Nadinen jurists who succeeded iälik, in 

1.17aß� II, it54. 
2. Itn Sah)., 'tam, verso f 14. 
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every way self-sufficient. He often cited the legal opinions of 

iiuiarrif and Ibn al-; 1a"jish7un, Justifying such citation by saying 

that the fedinan, interpretation of ! Malik's lau was closer and more 

faithful to the principle of 11lik in many wayj3.1 

These various legal trends, including that of Ibn al--47asim, 

were open to challenge. If the judgement was en opinion pronounced 

by some jurists, it could have been held invalid if it challenged 

that of MZlik. If the judgement was from Ibn al-Qasim, it could 

still be challenged as directly contravening the custom of the 

country. 

His ideas about the preservation of 11odinan lair and custom 

can clearly be seen in tvo aspects of his work, in his t adiha and 

in his academic career: (1) The citation of the opinion of 'Abd 

al-Malik b, ali4 jishün (d. 213/823) and Muuarrif b, 'Abd Allah 

(d. 220/835). (2) His persistent efforts to free the legal works 

of the time, such as el-Hid ya of 'Tsä b. DInEr, of all the 

ingredients inconsistent with Medinan thought and to mould the law 

enew with the aid of Biwa a' and Bone legal treaties from Hedina. 

Some of hin dreams were realised in his work al- ä a. 2 Ibn 

Itabib was rsovea by the spirit of scholarliness that inspired the 

advocates of the Egyptian views to resolve differences within the 

oxicting Medinan law, provided in the HHids a. Being one of the 

1. Ibn FarDin, Tabes, ii: 344f. 
2. For briar s lysis and review of this 1 work see Schacht, �Sur 

quelqucs raanuaarits de in bibitothhque do la tiosqui® d' al-- 
C arawiyyln a Fes" In Levi Provencal, Etudes d'Orjg=jj5mg, 
i: 273. 
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counscllora, Ibn 
fiabib 

demonstrated how bis legal activity broke 

down the rigid monopoly of doctrinaire legal interpretation of 

Ibn al-Casins, as exercised in the courts. 
With the appearance of the opposition group,, however, the 

search for the Medinan view in law was revived. And their 

canpaign to revive the fledinan law bore little relation to the 

practices of the Egyptian educated jur. sts. Ibn 
flabi`b 

argued 

violently with some of his contemporaries because they dared to 

oppose the authority of Medinan jurists who were, in Ibn Vabib's 

view, the origin and springboard of t lik's ideas. 

Two examples will show how strongly Ibn Habib reacted 

against the Egyptian interpretation, and opted for the Aiedinun. 

In his strategy to build up the law of Nadir= jurists, 

Ibn Habib did not hesitate to substantiate certain views by 

saying "someone told me that Ibn al. -Aäsim, too, holds the acne 

opinion. " In the contract of purchase and sale there arose 

come difference between the vendor and the vendee as to whether 

the trees would follow the land, because there was no statement 
in the contract. In his ta Ibn labib cited the Median 

judgeacnt that if the price was decided the matter w ruld depend 

on the buyer's words, corroborated with his oath. If he reified, 

the seller could take the oath and win the case. Ibn Fiablb went 

on to say that A; bagh was told Ibn al-. Qesim also held the same 

opinion. 3' 

1. Ibn Sahli Ahk , recto, 35 and verso, 35" 
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In the law of irrigation Ibn Habib hold the view opposite 

to Ibn ail. -Qäsim. Tho controversy aroso ovor a question involving 

a dioputo b©tw©en two farmers irrigating their farms from one 

canal. The canal poured its water first into one of the 

farmers s lands. The other farmer complained that his, neighbour 

exhausted the Crater supply# co that there remained very little 

current to water his land. 

Ibn al--Dänin' s judgement on this quention was that the first 

faraor had a right to draw water from the canal until it reached 

"the ankle, " and then he must let the water (including what 

renninod on the first farmer's land) pass to the other far ior" 

The result of Ibn al. 5esin's judgement was thit the usufructuary 

right acquired by the land first located in the stream of the 

water taust in its nature be unexploitive. And the right to the 

enjoyment of the strews was governed by the rule of "public 

property. " 

Ibn liabTh foUotzed his t4edinen teachers, Ibn a1- Jichün 

and Hutarrit, who maintained that the entrance of the canal should 

be closed after the water reached "the ankle. " The position 

contended for by Ibn Habib, as it appears fron the judgement, 

was that the farmer whose land first enjoyed a natural stream of 

water, had a right to the advantage of the streams to the extent 

that this farmer could reserve the water that remained after the 

land took tuhat it needed from the stream. 

Ibn Habib said, "Mtar ri t and Ibn al-I4 ji BI37un g8 decision is 

more favourablo than that of Ibn a1-Qäsiat and they are better 
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inforsucd because 1 odina is their horo, and thore the issue tool: 

place. "1 

That Ibn flnbTb was trying to do etas to curb Ibn a1. O sin' s 

influence, and to turn the attention of his contemporaries (whose 

prooccupations were the came as his) to the fact that what the 

Egyptian jurists said did not reelect the ideas of their zagster, 

t lik. b. Ana s. To prove this, Ibn Usbtb always referred to the 

fact that the Modinsn jurists, not the : "gyptians, possessed an 

exhaustive knowtledge of such legal r ttera, and their practice 

was a valid criterion by which to verify legal information given 

by those other than Medinsn scholars. 

U'hatevor the effects of theca efforto to blockade the 

invasion of foreign legal attitudes, the purpose via to turn 

the direction of scholarship towardn the study of Medinan law. 

In short, Ibn tjabT , together titith those tho suported his 

ideas, had an important pax't in leading court opinion, in certain 

legs]. cases (which numbered about eighteen), au nay from Ibn al-- airs' a 
interpretation. ! mares these cases was the standard of personal 

statuso- 

The principle upon 'Which the feliltite law showed uniforaity 

was in cases affecting the interests of an incompetent individual 

(a? fTh). The principle adopted was that of protecting him against 
the consequence of any irresponsible acts, nanoly contracts, 

resulting fron. his insufficient capacity to deal with his own 

1. C. ýurtubb, /ý k, Vol* III, v. 268. 
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affdir$. Tho principle of the 'protection of an incor potent' m 

interest" was de c 4ont, according to lr*w, on tho cato$ory of 

incompetent. "Incompetent. " was a teZ which contained a, , cie 

variety of meznin; r 1. orphans (before reaching puberty), 

2. insane people tind 3. ýSufýr singular safTh (one who is 

deficient in judgement, whether prodigal or an easy proy to 

deception). l In the present case the concept "incompetent" in 

confined to the third category (snfTh). 2 

In tlalllcite law there were different viers as to the 

circumstances in which an incompetent was nartially entitled to 

take over control of his property from the jurisdiction of his 

8uar-dion, and as to the validity of a aal acts in connection 

with contracts. 

A to as! 5 capacity to make contracts and to carry 

through other transactions, his legal deficiency zub joctcd. hits 

to a nunbsr of disadirmitagea. lie %ma generally regarded as 

incapable of making contracts without the supervision of his 

gmrdisux, or of doiz any other act which would bo. logally binctiz . 

A contract by a minor vas unlawful, and void because the Minor, ' by 

his lack of judgement, was incapable of making it* 

r'alik' e opinion on the validity at the incompetent's act 

after he was released Iron his guardiian'a supervision, depended 

on his reaching adulthood. Any contracts performed by an adult 

1. Ibn Tuzayy, e rra Tn. p9348; Qux ubi, A. 
hkr, 

1110 v: 28. 
2. For the definition of the terms MTh and the scope of his 

legal capacity see Ibn # ; im, Auifa, ii: 203. 
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who was known as being an incompetent nonetheless wer© binding 

upon him, whether he was under guardianship or not or had been 

declared raw h or not, The s, however, might in -all cases 

act independently of his guardian. 

Ibn el-le4jiahün's view was that if the contract Was con- 

fired by a co: 2petent adult who was later adjudged Incompetent, 

he could not be relieved of the responsibilities incurred by the 

contract, but was bound by them*l 

Ibn al-Q3a1A hold that it a safTh made a contract with Lull 

logal capacity then he was bound by such a contract whether or 

not he was under the protection of a guardian or had reached 

adulthood. The legal scholars of Fez followed the sane step. 

They abandoned MMlik's idea in favour of that of his disciple 

Ibn ral» al4. Coulson explained this transfer in legal 

attitude and said, "... on a tatter of persona]. status $ the 

Moroccan courts had consistently applied the view of Iiälik 

that the validity or otherwise of the transactions undertaken by 

a mentally defective person depended solely upon whether he had, 

or had not, been formally placed under interdiction, however 

much to his personal advantage or disadvantage the transaction 

might be. But during the nineteenth century the practice changed 

and became settled in favour of the precisely contrary opinion of 

'. lik'o pupil, Ibn-al-Cäaia. 11 2 

1. Ibn , ari1, .C . 
an versa, 14. 

2. Coulson, I nlttnic Law, p. 145 f. 
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rýo to his contract and other trans actions# his deficiency 

subjected the gafTh to a number of disadvantages. lie war 

generally incapable of waking, contracts without interference 

from his guardian, or of acting in any way which would be legally 

binding. In consideration of thin incapacity! Malikite law 

claimed illegality of any contract of a safih unless it was 

performed with his guardian's authority. 

Clearly the Spanish court rejected the underlying 

assumption of Ibn al-räsin'a rule that, because an incompetent 

safTh cannot wisely manage his own affairs, all his acts would 

be invalid without a guardian (wnsf) who would act in a manner 

v^rost advantageous to the incompetent's own interest. ' Vuth nn's 

statement was cited as an authority for this proposition. 

=ecording to . paniah legal documents2 it would appear, therefore, 

that the prevailing view was favourable to the doctrine that the 

validity of a seffTh! s contract depended entirely on his adulthood 

irrespective of whether he remained under a guardian or not. ; 'Mt 

a few years later Ibn `sulama, the jurist of Toledo, was not 

willing to go upon the authority of decision, and 

rejected the doctrine no running counter to a principle that 

Interdiction must be based upon incapacity. 3 

it was the duty of a guardian to protect the int©rect 

of an incompetent, he was also responsible for the protection of 

1. fter fT, , 11, iii, 138. 
2. Ibn naht, l; hkF m, recta, 14. 
3. Ibn 5ahl, h recto, 15. 
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&nyon© also' a properties from being involved in an unlawful 

contract v, ºith the incompetent. The only thing that could 

relieve the guardian from liability %, -as to announce publicly 

that his charge as of tender ago, imperfect intelligence, or 

lack of exxperience. The guardian was bound to point out the 

risk which was Imowwn or should be known to him to be incident to 

any dealings, 

Challenge to Malikite Lew 

Previous to 'Abd ar-Rahm7n II, jurisprudence in a1'4ndalUa 

had been confined to the study of Pialikit© legal codes under the 

traditional : alikite jurists, and there is no record of studies 

of other legal systems open to the student. When al. -Andalus 

began to communicate with the Islamic countries of the East, now 

thought and ideology was introduced into Cordova. Iraq! and 

ähafi"ito law found their way into Spain through books imported 

from Cayra fl, Egypt and Iraq, by means of a group of jurists who 

studied for some time in these countries. 

It might be regarded impracticable to search for the non- 

Malikito influence on Muslin jurists of Spain before the reign of 

"Abd ar-Ratinän be al- kcz , utho succeeded his father in 206/822. 

This ruler is notable above all for his erudition and his devotion 

to knowledge. 2 Ho was widely credited with being the first 

Uiiayyad omir to lead al-: +ndalus in the adoption of Baghdad models 

1. ? 1ayy7nra, sharp, ii: pp. 207.11. 

2. Ibn 'Idhärt, iaän, ii: 91. 
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in science and the arts. 'Abd ar-Raiman was in an exceUent 

position to possess considerable knowledge of baghdid culture 

by virtue of his relationship with some of the ir7agt intollectuala, 

to whom the emir gave patronaget and with Spanish Jun ff who 

passed back and forth between Baghdad and Cordova. His 

sMathetic attitude towards Baghdad culture could be attributed 

to 'Abd sir-ßatllh c IrZigT teacher J4I be tUti än an"«i sT 

(4.198/813) who had impressed the ruler. This emir made an 

attempt. to transmit son© of the legacy of Baghdad to Cordova. l 

In 201/317, before he c=o to power, 'Abd u-Rahmen was reported 

to have coc issioned the poet "Abbas b. HHapih ath Thagaii to 

travel to Baghdad in search of anciont woriss concerning various 

8ciencc3.2 

Cordova, like any other flualim city, looked to Baghdad as 

tho chief courco of litorcry culture. 3 'Abd or-Ron II, with 

bis interest in culture, encouraged intercourse with Baghdad. 

This cultural com inicotion has beencbscribod as follows: 
"Despite the intense rivalries between the "Abbätsids of ]Baghdad end the Uraayyads of Cordova, however, the 
cultural relations of the eastern and western wings of 
the Muslin empire were not always war-like. Fron the 
ninth century on, scholars travelled from one end of 

1.. Ibn al-AAbbär, Takr 1,1: 0. 
2. Ibn : 1a' lady I iut hrlb, 1: 45* 

Antialus" RIEZI, ii (1954), 

3. v, att, Islamic Lacnin, p. 60, 

Cf. Makkl, "At-Ta yyu' LI a1- 
104. 
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the empire to the other, carrying books and ideas and 
thereby insuring whatQno might call the cultural unity 
of the Islamic world*" 

The introduction of books is , always an important phase in 

the migration of ideas, and this was particularly true in the 
2 history of Islamic Spain. (This might be seen from the 

rapidity-or movement of Malilote culture when scholarship 

depended in so large a degree upon Diu "a, and ºuda iwana. ) How- 

ever, this cultural cotunication revitalised the imagination 

of Spanish jurists and writers, and provided Spanish legal 

studies with an important source of inspiration, These Spanish 

jurists mot many of the leading TraqTs# traditionalists and 

jurists. Zayd Ibn al-iiubbäb (d. 203/818) the O fan traditionsat 

travelled west to Spain in order to seek knowledge from Spanish 

scholars. 
3 Influence from such intercourse Uras inevitable. 

The influence, in fact, was not always direct; Cayrau n acted 

as a bridge between the two countries. 

1. rakhry, A History of Inlaid 'hiloeophy. p. 207f. Cf. Von 
O unobaum who said "Doliberate imitation of a superior 
cultural standard does occur - Polite Cordova allowed itself 
to be educated by the singer Zirya"b to the style and level of 
Baßhdrtdittn Society - but it is rare. " "Islam", AH., 11o. 1, 
Part 2 (1955), p. 155. 

2. Ibn Said, Phrib, i: 45f. Aslai b. 'Abd al. -'Azlz, the cacti 
of Cordova, was reported to have studied with the famous 
IragL3 in Qayrawän. See Khushanl, Quest, p. 155. 

3. Khatib, Ts "rikh, viii, 442t. Cf. t yeadI, Jsý, p. 203f. 
49 
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These various influences on Spanish culture laid the 

groundwork for the acceptance of new cultural ideas. The 

contact of the oriental civilization, so fruitful in intollectuel 

and other spheres$ also produced results in matters of judiciary 

which had more to do with relations among individuals of different 

ways of thin1zing. In this period, cadis had, in Court procedure, 

to repeat the law which Yahyä formulated. At that time it was 

the practice of the cacti to submit itiporta nt Gat3O8 involving 

criminal puniahment to the assembly of counsellors to propose 

legislative measures. The power of the assembly to give its 

legal verdict was almost always in the hands of YaDyä. I 

Under the detailed scrutiny of Yatyä, legislative practice 

became more stringent than ever, and did not have the flexibility 

necessary to absorb legal reform. The cactitm opinion Ula3 no 

longer deemed as the most it portont source of legal code. The 

new wrists perceived and revolted against stagnating effects of 

so narrow an approach to judicial practice. Some Jurists were 

not content with the dominant legal cystemg contending that little 

more could be accomplished by this method. The system 

adoptod fron t g; and udat, vrsnn won used to discover solutions 

to the legal problems of their on time, 2 
so stifling the 

possibility of any originality. The consequence was that the 

jurimto never displayed any interest in moving away from the 

1. f UmaydI s Jný wnf p. 360E 

2. ' 1I h, fiat , i: 90f. 
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I 
conventional rulos. The jurisdiction of the judges and the legal 

verdicts of juris'`, -congults_. _, 
finally lost their significance 

as legal precedents. 
The rllikic n of al-. ndolus, however, in its singularity 

of purpose, was developing in the tradition of the systems of 

Egypt and Cayra yin. The manner and technique of the law which 

court and legal administration had applied, did not encourage the 

flexibility of legal Judgement. Jurists, cadis and counsellors 

had adopted the same patterns of thinking, and used the same 

nothods with the consequence that the Spanish jurists became 

increasingly akaro of the judicial stagnation in legal practice. 

They realised that the d©volopt2ent had come to a stcndatill" 

Ibn nl»'Arabt's criticism of a somewhat narrow Spanish Nahkita 

viow revealed the reasons behind it. The rule of law iss kept 

by jurists; and the Spanish School of thought had renounced the 

study of haý and replaced it with the study of detailed t uala 

of jurisprudcnco which virtually limited the judicial Auction to 

mero clarification of accepted rules and lines of authority. Ho 

caw in this stagnation and monopoly an unacceptable social evil 

that led necocaarily to t ate, izimobilizotion of cpoculation. 
1 

The exclusive study of f had resulted in neglect of the 

study of tho c'ur'än and cdith and had little of value to 

contribute, but much that %= dostructive to the study of 

The more those studios of frýu"t Crew, the more they were open to 

1. Ibn Farhün, D b_, , p. 121. 
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attack, and thus they were jealously defended. Such was the 

background to tho non-1 likite jurists' attack upon the 

professional Jurist and judicial system of Spain. l 

The first sign of change appeared in the dissatisfaction 

vrith the prevailing legal system. Tho ensuing cultural and 

legal upheaval W35 in reaction to the prevailing judiciary 

syster, and was encouraged by the attempt to enforce acceptance 

of cultural ideas on the thinking of large numbers,, t4hich led 

them to challenge, though not always explicitly, the common 

practice of rulikito doctrine. These unfavourable circumstances 

demandod legal solutions, and thus study turned from classical 

literature to the Shafi'ite and Iraq; a legal literature. In 

their first fluah of contact with the outcido ? %, slim world, 

Baghdad and Egypt, the Spanish jurists became aware of legal and 

judicial stagnation of their country. They came to realize the 

origin and cause of this standstill was the dogmatism of Malikite 

jurists. Malik. tto domination of religious and legislativo life 

ums in fact a major factor in stimulating the intellectuals and 

jurists who grow up in this era and who absorbed some of the non- 

". alikito legal ideas, to further their doctrine by using their 

prontigo as intellectual authorities to atimulato judicial 

innovation*2 

1. This WAS the first reason for the antagonism of Malikite Spain 
to tho followers of Tradition. See ShälibI, I äm, U1343, 

2. C to Ibn Farhün, DIbiý , pp. 221,, 40 # 45. 
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The new jurists who separated themselves from the tiilikite 

circle, viere on the ono hand expressing the rising revolt against 

the cultural monopoly of their predecessors# and on the other 

hand regarding it as an effort towards checking the increasing 

pressure of the dominant juricta. They represented above all 

else, coveral groups holding different legal views %to demanded 

a place for their doctrines in the legal life of tho state. 
1 

The F. nerjence of Shafi rite 

One of the most impressive consequences of this period of 

slid was the emergence of ahl axe-rä'y, an idea which originated 

in Shafi'ite doctrine adopted by students studying with the 

Iraqis of Ifrt jyya and the Shäfi'ito of !., gypt. Prior to this 

changes the right of "Iftä'", passing legal verdict, was the 

exclusive preserve of the M; alikito c The most notable 

result of the introduction of this idea was that the judiciary 

ceased to be the exclusive monopoly of the Mslikitoss i\ number 

of jurists began by presuming to liberate "thinking" from tho 

authority of Mälikis: , thereby giving oncouragement to all 

legalists to think more freely* At that time, during fibd ar- 
Ra uaän's reign, the N ikI Jurists writnessod the diminution of 

their judicial prerogative and the emergence of rival forms and 

procedures unlike 11 i. kiin. The cultural in. cion of non-M likite 

aystema and ideas changed the outlook of Jurists and initiated 

a trend away from some Malikite legal views. 2 

1. Sea Magqarl, Pla , ii: 256f. 
2. Sao Ibn Far ün, j,: p. 84, and his biographical statement 

about IbxT Thz b. Vusayn, and his legal diagute with YaDy® 
be Ya, }yä. 
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At that tiao, Shnti*ite law in Egypt was a rival of 

Nalikite law for the attention of cchol©rs interested in juria- 

prudence. It is certain, however, that most of the Spanish 

intellectuals who spent cone time in Egypt had some elementary 

nowle ae of the 4`ahati lite doctrine; this affirmed itself more 

and more in Cordova where the influence of this doctrine 

n3ni testod itself. The ^chool of Ch ifi site found a strong 

representative in Claim b. ? lu ad b. 3ayy it (d. 277/890) who 

was among the Spanish jurists affected by his Egyptian 3hafi`ite 

teachers, i°4uharmad b. 'Abd al--Uak (d. 266/831) and al-i anT 

(d. 264/077). 1 is teachers succeeded in influencing his 

attitudes and influenced him to be sympathetic towards their 

doctrine. Although r<äsim in his quest for knowledge spent 

twelve years with the most prominent Malikite jurists of the 

time, he by no moans adopted WRikiar as his doctrine* Through 

his influence, the Shafil'it© school came to formulate its okn 

principles of law and its doctrine had become known to a group 

of influential , Spaniarda. 2 At the time of emir t uha ad, (: Reim 

made clear his dissatisfaction with the Malilot© line and wrote 

a work criticising the adherents of the doctrine. 3 The Sihati"ito 

worlta later on ar©r© openly promulgated amongst the manses. The 

1. £'or biographical information of these jurists sec:, SubkTo 
abaqýt, 11-., 67-71# 93ff. 

2* ubxti, abagät, ii: 344f.. Cf* ui aydI, J i, p. 310. 
3. MM'agqart, Ua , ii: 256f. Al-, -ju ayd provided us with the title 

of this work as ? fir-Rnd "%lß s1, - . cia1lidTnn T+ ik, see Ja I 
p. 200ß. 

0 
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well known rriushäv: r Ibn al-Kharraz (do 295/907) used to give 

lectures on the abridgement of al-j` uzanl, ai-Mukhta; ar# and 

the Rim of a&, "S rafi'i, l 

The r q3 andRational Jurists 

The Irngie constituted a very small proportion of the 

Islamic population of Spain. The Arab conquerors of Spain were 

mostly of Syrian, Egyptian or t4edinan origin. Thus Spaniards 

visiting the Orient had patrimonial links that united them to 

thoso nations; they therefore had personal reasons to journey 

to Medina and Syria, tho country of their ancestors. The lack 

of ties with Iraq, however, did not exclude iragr influence. By 

the end of al- iaka 's reign, with the Nalikization of a groat 

part of the population, the rigidity of the jurists manifested 

itself time after time. However, when the cultural link was 

established between Cordova and Baghdad, it brought a now phase 

of literary culture to Cordova, 2 

The combination of widespread criticism of 11alikian and 
the impact Of the now ideology gave some of the intellectuals, 

who as a group were numerically small but had a great deal of 

prestige, the possibility of promulgating their views. It was 
in this atmosphere of innovation that there arose a new legal 

state unlike that of the status-oriented one of Cordova. 

1. Ibn al-Fars , Ta'rT31 , ii: 182f. 
2. The Cayraww nts also played a role in disseminating the Iraqi 

legal doctrine. Sao Ibn a1. -Faradi, Tat ri1ýh. i: 74f. 
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Several factors contributed to the dev©lopnent of 

incsepenndent speculations tho influence of new cultural movements= 

the wish of many intellectuals to move away from the cultural 

monopoly of the jurists; and the fact that most jurists of the 

time were ilalikite (tialikito in theozyp that is their thinlting 

loss restricted by the school rules of law, but in practice they 

paid little attention to the prime courco of the doctrine, that 

is the prophet's.. tradition). 

Theo* speculations found individual admirers among the 

juridta. The Malikite position was very strong, to such an 

extent that any attempt to employ Irägia legal thought was 

doomed to failure. Perhaps the first open challenge to ? Talikite 

authority came in the first decade of the second centuzy, when 
! Tu mad be 'Tsa - known by al-Atsl (d. 221/335) ." declared bis 

opinion in favour of the Iraqi legs]. doctrine as to the legality 

of drinking certain amounts of winee fie might himself not 

consume wine, but he publicly upheld the principle of the Itugie 

against that of the I! edinan doctrine? 

An anecdote which was recorded by his biographer shows that 
his declaration was intended as deliberate defiance of Malikite 

authority. Al hu.: hanl reported that while alit zhä was 

accompanied by the cacti of Cordova, M iarnmad be ZiyEd, they met 

a drunken man. The cacti ordered him to be detained. Al-A4$hl, 

a little while later, ordered the guard to sot him free. then 

1. tlyud, iýndý r k, II, i, 23f. 
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the cads heard of the offender's reloaz8o, he 'res careful not 

to provoke bis friend; ho simply ratified a1-. A t shZ' s order. 1 

; a-? ©raI informs uz that a1-La}. hI...: d b. ZbrahTh (4.290/999) 

advocated the saue judgement in cattcrs concerning wine-rdrinking* 
2 

Though they involved deviations from the traditional principle 

of t4 likisn, the majority of the jurists did not regard theta 

as dangerous to the state doctrine, so long as the speculations 

and now ideas were not taken sorioualy by the general population. 

. Tuch legal speculation developed ailontly under the pretext of 

sorely reforming and revitalising the prevailing . egal systcn. 

Thus the oxiatenc© of new ideas of non-*alilito origins 

kas a challenge to the official doctrine of the State and re mated 

in t confrontation between jurists. The . fol. lo'ring is an example 

of the sharp contrast between Italikito and non-Malikit©. 

On the question of slaughtoring +animU without assurance 

of conformity to the stipulation of Malikita law concerning the 

method of slaughtering, Ibra iIr, the prominent figure in the 

rationalist group, challenged the leader of the Malikitas, YaWa 

b. Yaoyä, to prove any prerequisite for slaughtering animals. 

'E'hen killing pe i$8iblo animals (legally allowed to bo 

eaten) the 1M"alikite insisted that the roquircticnta of tadhkiya 

1. KhunhanI, Qu; Zt, p. 89. 
2. Ibn Q1. Fazag, T Ikh, i: 33. Ci. Ibn al. $aradl 113 and Ibn 1'axl.: ün' is 

recurrent statements Na Yana Yadhhab fill aah riba madhhab 
ahl a1-' Iräq, " when they were giving biographical infor atign 
on Spanish ; jurists. 

3. MudRw w nn, vi : 434. 
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should be obnorved, 
l that is: a) to never the windpipe of the 

animal, b) to cut its gullet and c) to cut its jugular veins. 

it those regulations were not kept, the animal could not be 

legally oaten. 

IbrýhIra was in opposition to this Mslikite view, maintaining 

that God did not in tact, etipulate these requirements, and that it 

ryas therefore not necessary to observe them. 2 In the dater min- 

stion of 'that is permitted and what is prohibited, says ibrahIun, 

one follows God's words. 

In IelamiQ law marriage in a sort of contract arranged 

between a man and a rowan. To soleztinize this contract a bride- 

groom must give his bride a dowry, Mahr, weich is the obligatory 

marriage payment due to the wife at the time of carriage* 

In ! alikite law there is a fixed legal minimum value for 

the jähr. It is not necessary that the dowry be paid in nonoy; 

it could be anything which possesses money value. 3 

Sono Independent Malikite juriMts extended the definition 

of dowry to cover any means (co aodity and otherwise) which 

could bring tho wife some benefit. According to thin concept 

of dowry, the personal services of the husband would be included. 

The bride may require of the bridegroom that he perform some 

cpecific service. 
4 

1. Ibn Rualid,, Mug, P. 325. 
2. 'Tyäc, lad , II, i1136. 
3. Ibn Juzayy, üaw , p. 226. 
4. Ibid. , p. 225. 

ftmý 
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The "decisive Ruthotity in disputes over legal 'gtleotionß 

is either the rur'än or Sunna. Malikites claimed that no 

services in lieu of r abr, ouch as the Above, is montioned in the 

text, and therefore Ira could substitute the do-wry value' 

Tbräh! n b. Husayn' (d. 249/0663) affirtnod that the Cur'ixn legalized 

_. _rs as oM hr. Ho cited versos from the r-urtnn that : 3hu'ajb 

said to Moses, "Verily t will give you one of my two d: ughtera in 

marriage, on condition that you servo me for hire eight years; 

and if you fulfil ten 'years; it id in your on breast; for I 

seek not to iz bse a hardship on you.... ". 2 tut- the ', 'ýalikites 

did not accept the implication of this verse on the grounds that 

it was simply the relation of an historical episode in the lives 

of the People of the book= it had-no statute value, and thero- 

fore was not to be followed. In order to refute the. arguent 

of his opponent, IbrähT n cited other Verses which order the 

believers to follow the post-Prophet practice. ("Those are they 

, whom All'a'h guides, so follow their guidance. "3) This argument 

could not be refuted by the Malikite5. 

However, the rationalist jurists began to command soso 

influence in Spain during the middle of the third Islamic century; 

and, in fact, most of then were sympathetic to f9lik' s legal 

aoctrino. =gut it was their contempt for the arbitrary views of 

1.14ayy7ira, :: herb, 1%158-, 
2. "Iyä t, 'Madd rik, II, 11: 136; Gum, XXVIII, 27. 
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their predecessors and colleagues that firnt led certain 

individuals to challenge the supremacy of Ifalikism. Among 

them al-Farad! counted: Ahmad be Khälid (d. 322/933), 1 Aslam b. 
2 'Abd al-OAziz (d. 319/931)p 1 ammad b. 'Umar b. Lubiatba (4.314/ 

926). 3 They were a group of jurists who, in respect of attitude 

as well as academic training, were different from their pre- 

decessors. Partly owing to this difference of background, and 

partly owing to the liberal attitude of the time, they were able 

not only to examine the soundness of their predecessor's 

authorities, but also to produce a new authority. 

The rationalization of legal thought and the influx of 

Iz qi ideas prepared some of the Malikite jurists to plunge into 

extremes. Many of the most admired figures of Spanish jurists 

subscribed to rational thinking. Some, like 'Abd al-A"lß b. 

Wahb4 (d. 261/874), Ibrählm b. Husayn (cß4.249/863) and cäaim b. 

rjub. ammad - openly opposed their leader on certain legal cases. 

Others# auch as a]. -A"n7a'1,5 d. 262/875 and fftll. ammad b. "Isä al- 

r-Su'ätirI6 d. 220/835, indulged none-Malikita views, though remaining 

nominally within the Medinan school. 

Although there was a tendency in jurists towards 

1. Ibn al-Farag, Ta, 
_ 

'rlkh, 1: 42. 
2. Ibid., p. 105; Ibn Hayyän, "9u tabis, Part iii, p. 7f. 
3. Ibn al-Farac i, TaI rlkkhh, ii: 36. 
4. He was thought to be influenced by the Mu"tazilite. See 

Mad_ri k, II, i: 133ff. 
50 Imo., p. 129" 
6. I. , p, 23. 
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originality in their judicial practice and independence in their 

legal decisions, it must be noted that the Malikite jurists who 

displayed this tendency were not absolutely detached themselves 

from the school and formed their own variety of Malikism, as is 

the case in other schools. l 

At this stage, some independent tialikites were nominated 

judges. They are al-07aig Abi Bakr b. el-"Abt (d. 544/1149), 

Abü ' 1-. walld al-ßä jt (d. 474/1081) and Ibn Rushd (d. 520/1126). 

These jurists, along with others, brought their various skills 

and experiences to the Spanish courts. Ibn Rushd and al-B7ajI 

had themselves in their local courts built up a body of legal 

principles which were important for the expansion of the legal 

theory and practice of the official lawyers. Particularly 

significant was the active agitation by Ibn Ruahd against 

materialist philosophy and of al. B j% against the j7ahirls. 

Their practices were an Important influence in broadening the 

Malikite doctrine. Their resoonsessnd judgements did not 
follow their Imäm, but reflected their own views. They maintained 
that a qadi 'should not be allowed to use the views of other cadis 

in pronouncing legal decisions. The cads should be an independent 

jurist, obliged to derive his views directly from the sources. 

1. For example, Ibn Jartr at-Tabart (d. 316/928), Abü Thawr (d. 2(O/ 
854), De, 'üd b. lAlT were all belonging to the Shafi'ite, but 
later on they formed their oun school. See Subkl, abagät, 
i: 227ff and Vol, ii: 135ff. 
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This liberal attitude riot only protected TGlikism from 

stagnation, but also created a system of jurisprudence well 

adapted for the needs of each individual case. 

The Apvnarance of Traditional school 

Some time before the reception of the Nalikite A. zct6ne, 

Traditionist ideas were in circulation among students. YaWa 

b, Yahyä declared that tit' äwiya b, r ä1ih (d. 157/773) was the 

first to introduce the Tradition of the Prophet into Spain. ' 

Ibn al-Abbär (d. 658/1239)2 described Habib b, al. -Valid (died 

after 200/815). as a Traditionist who taught Tradition inside 

the mosque of Cordova$ and enjoyed a high reputation in his 

Traditional alaeaea. 
3 Without doubt the flourishing study Of 

1. Some of the Traditions were known only through Mu"Ewiya. 

Al-Ithushäni cited the following episode recounting the 

meeting of Mulläwiya with the most reputable of oriental 
traditionists. On one occasion, in his presence in Mecca, 
when iii'äwiya reported a, a man with a rare knowledge 

of traditional criticism, told him that such with such- 
isnäd (name of the transmitter, through which the al Ith goes 
back to the Prophet) was known to him only through one man, 
Who must be in al»Andalue, and who was called Musäwiya be 
$au4e see Out, pp. 30-37. 

29 For Ibn al-Abbär biographical information see MMagqarl, rIa , 
iii: 346ff. 

3. Ibn als-Abbär, T©ý, i: 31. 
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Tradition was due to these scholars. But the Traditioniets 

as a class, identifying itself as ahl al-ýiadlth, was not known 

until around the middle of the third Islamic century. 

Besides providing the philosophy for their doctrine, 

the Traditioniats were a well educated and influential cultural 

fiorce. In addition to these rationalist-class counterZorces 

to tialikite, a third class should be distinguished, those 

followers of the Prophet's Tradition which accepted hadith as 

an obligatory source of law even though the mjority disputed 

this argument. 

The Traditionists themselves, however, like any other 

relatively new legal school, desired to have their own legal 

literature founded on the basis of badith. The Treditionisto 

dealt extensively and freely with the customs tnd obligations of 

badith, refusing to be confined to the circle of ! ialikite lair. 

There appeared the Mu nsad of Ibn Abi Shayba whose proponent, 
Bagiyy be MakMad, (d. 276/885)1 professed a special respect for 

this mad. This work stimulated enthusiasm for legal reinter- 

pretation and gave now vitality and prestige to the legal 

Tradition. Dagiyy's ueq along with his of ;r were placed 
by Ibn Haze on the are level as the ; avti el-Eukhäri and aisir 

at'Tabarl, reflecting the optimistic Treditioniat spirit of the 

ege. 2 Unfortunately none of his writings are extant, and there- 

fore we are not able to present any of his legal views as 

1. For Bagiyy's life and r8le, see Ibn al-Fare t, T, 
_�! r kh, i: 209it. 

2. Ibn r1tul7a, I laaäl, i: 344f; Yuma cti, Jam, p. 167. 
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exa1Iplea of his thought. 

The growth of the school of aciith is difficult to trace 

because the jurists know that prevailing dogmatism meant that 

mention of anything having to do with nom4talikite doctrine 

was likely to be met with suspicion or anger* Some of the 

jurists attributed apocryphal traditions to the prophet, in 

defence of certain personal opinions. A bagh b. Khalil, in 

spite of the prestige he enjoyed as at . ikite jurist, falsified 

the tradition to strengthen the authority of his opinion on 

juridical detiil©. l The opposing trend of the zu_r aellidm, as 

atibi said, or of any kind of independent investigation was 

clearly dangerous, as was exemplified by the uncompromising act 

of tho Spanish Malikites against Bagiyy. ` Those Jurists 

hesitated to accept any ideas other than those of their morn. 

A; bagh b. altl (d. 273/886) a pupil of Sa»nixn xºio followed with 

fanatical respect the ideas of 14lik, rejected explicitly the 

hadith and openly displayed his scorn for Traditions*3 "I would 

prefer" he said "to have a pig's head in my safe rather than 

the l4usnnd of Ibn Abi ShMba. "4 The Spanish jurists, however, 

1. Mad___ arik, vol. Yi, ý p. 144t't. Gf. Ibn alu-Farat, i% 93f. 
2. Shjibi, I*_ , ii: 348. 
3. 'Iya4, ýaº, darik, II9 1: 143. A; burgh was accused of relating 

Tradition of his own making and ascribing it to the Prophet in 
order to support his pre-conceived doctrine. Ibid., of. 
Goldziher, Introo to Le Livre d' Ibn Toutert, pp. 22-25. 

4. ' Iyä¢, Madrik, II9 i t143. 
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saw in the emergence of the ideology of hadlth a challenge to the 

dominant thought they represented. 

This was an era that regarded ! alikism as the eins aua non 

gor the practicing legalist. It is difficult to find explicit 

denunciation of any 4Urist though implicitly t$alid does so, but 

without being overt enough to provoke hostility. In spite of 

the Caliphs protection, this movement was pursued by the 

hatred of the majority of the Malikite jurists. They continued 

to be a source of trouble for him. The fame and success of 

Baqiyy elicited the envy and hostility of the dominant jurists. 

*Ubayd Allih, the eldest son of YaWa, was really only the trustee 

and transmitter of his father's recension of the I4t 'i the 

ideas must be traced back to his father. With this concept. 
"Ubayd Alläh and his brother Iehäq came to Baqiyy when he 

compiled his famous work al-1-iusned, asking him the. reason for 

the promotion of the name of Abu al Mup'ab az-Zuhri and ßukyr 

over their father's narre. 3agiyy said that he did so because 

Abt &1-, up+ab was of Curaysh origin, and was the elder in age, 
therefore his name must be foremost, preceding ßukayr'a name. 
(Ct#yy cited his authority from Tradition for both reasons. ) 

In addition, Baqiyy continued, Bukayr had received the jaa ta,, 

from V%Iik over seventeen tines, whereas 'your father had heard 

it only once. '1 Their growing mistrust took the form of an 

1. Ibn Bashkuwalg a, i: 82. 
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attack on the ideas not forth by this school when 1h4uv ad b. 

'Abd ar-Ra un gave positive support to Bagiyy. l The jurists 

claimed that the innovations of Baqiyy were not only endangering 

the good faith of the population, but also encouraging the heresy 

which it had been the object of the establishment doctrine to 

avoid. 
2 A few years after the failure of Malikite jurists to 

destroy the growth of the School of adIth in Spain, and chiefly 

because of the governor's patronage, a now attempt was made by 

emir Aýd to protect Baqiyy from his rivals and to remove 

all the restrictions that had previously crippled his cultural 

activities. 
3 From that time, Eagiyy and his followers were 

allowed to continue reading and toaching their doctrine without 

tear of violent retributions or suppression. Their ideas 

continued to display vitality und attraction, in contrast to 

the declining 11alikite supremacy and power. 
4 

By this time, the new trend was strengthened by the ideas 

of another outstanding scholar, Muhomnad be to jc, h, who was born 

in 199/814 (d. 287/900). 5 He studied law under the direction of 

1. Ibn " IdiZrT, ii: lO9f. 
2. Those who suffered fron heresy and innovation because they 

hdd lost Malikite favour and were regarded as a potential 
menace to the jurists' status did not belong to any one 
particular ideology. They were merely ascribing their rivals 
with bid'a for the sake of finding better justification for 
their hatred* see Shätibi, I't iq~am, ii: 348. 

3" For his biography, see Ibn al-Farn tI, Ta'rlkh , ii: 17f. 
4. See Ibn iayyan, T tabiFj part iii, p. 38. 
5. Ibn al-Farads, Ta, 

_, 
'ý�r kh, ii: 17f. Cf. Monts, "Hommes do religion" 

3I. XX (1964), 66f. 
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Yahyä and Ibn kiablb. In the year 218/833 he undertook his 

first journey, but the main objective of the trip was to gain 

knowledge of systems and ideas other than Tradition. On his 

second trip, which has not been dated, he dedicated himself 

exclusively to the Tradition. In Iraq he studied with the 

prominent figures of the day: Sa' Id be Mannjür, "d be tSnbal, 

Abü Bakr be Abt Shgybä and Yahyä be t *in. 1 

In spite of the fact that he spent some time with A hgh 

be al-Faraj studying law* and attended jurisprudence classes iiu 

Qayrawän with Sa))nünr from whom he received the MMudaLwwana, al-- 

Farad! claimed that Ibn Wa4I4 had no knowledge of the science 

of law, nor of the rules of Arabic language. 2 He firmly opposed 

any legal system which put limits on man's intellectual activities. 

There soon gathered around Bagiyy and Ibn W'adääh a group of 

students Maio hailed then as their intellectual leaders. The 

bad%th school had spread to all parts of el- Anda un; recruitment 

had been made from all classes of society. Those who were dis- 

satisfied for one reason or another with the social and cultural 

conditions of Spain felt immediately at home in this group of 

Traditionists. Another factor that helped anti-Halikite ideas 

win credibility, though very limited, among intellectuals, was 

the notorious rumour aacribing immoral conduct to jurisconsu1ts 

and cads: The cadis were confronted with endless accusations, 

Is Ibn al-Fare¢I, 
2. I_ bId. r p. 19. 

Tom, ii: 17f. 

3. 'for sarczstlic and hock i to a *i tuae against the MaLikI Ee 
see Himyari, Aa-W4 aQ_'rnii{r) P. 1W7. 
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(though we might not take these charges too seriously), of 

venality, embezzlement and recklessness. ' 

Although we know little of the individual Talaa of those 

do Traditionimta in Spanish legal life, there is no concrete 

evidence that all were real Traditionimts any more than the 

Medinan H likism was more than merely Traditionism. 

These Traditionista, in their struggle to revive the 

effectiven®ms of the Surma, were indirectly developing the old 

image of the Medinan (t111kisa) but with the amna as a prime 

source of law. 2 

The other schools, such as the rationalists, began to 

fear that l3agiyy and Ibn Waft %ts Traditionism was to bo 

entrenched more and more firmly on al-Andalus. 5o, the i likites, 

along with the other schools, were not happy during the last 

years of Amir M ºramad's rules 

It was the appearance of Shafiiite doctrine and the 

influence of the adIth'a followers that provided the starting 

point tor the Zahirite3 th inking in Spain. Several years after 
its appearoncee, jurists began to hear and to read that the 

1. riagqari, Han t ivt 4lO f. dIyä 1, Madä ik II, it 399fx. 
2. For more detail concerning the development and influence of 

the school of Vacith in Spain, and its succeeding generation 
which carried the cane attitude, see Mones, 

eHonmes do religion", ST, M (1964). pp. 64-. 72. 
This school had been founded in Iraq in the 3rd/9th century 
by IgZd Ibn OA13 (d. 270/883). His doctrine distinguished it- 
colt by its excessive respect for had1th over any other sources 
of the law. 
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Traditionista' conception was a development of the 2m%iria'. 

For it was the interest in disseminating and reinforcing the 

had1th, in Spain which lent impetus to the revival of Zahirite 

ideas that were to flourish a decade later. 1 

In all these caßea, the convergence of those new legal 

attitudes was the result of the Malikate jurists' inability to 

maintain their intellectual vitality. Their Increasing 

insistence on the exclusive use of Malikite doctrine encouraged 

already alienated elements to look beyond the Mnlikito circle 
for legal forms and precedents. 

These idoas were never able to establish themselves 

effectively. This was partly due to political and partly to 

other reasons. The social structure of the Spanish P=uslit 

community was not conducive to the assimilation of non-Malikita 
legal thought; but even among the people, ordinary =an showed 

stubborn powers of resistance to the infiltration of an alien 

spirit of conceptual legal thinking. These social groupao 

sharing similar taste and usage, were comfortable only with the 

concepts of doctrines consistent with custom. 
To sum up, the introduction of non-t, likite elements thus 

brought into Spain critics of the existing legal thought, and at 
the same time bred among jurists a sense of inadequacy and an 

anticipation that the structure of law would choz a. 

1. Levi Praveng3l, "Le PMalikism" RI ', I (1953), 162t. 



}DER VI 

JUDICIAL REVIEW 

A, Luv inPerai cti' , 

Little information about jurisprudence and legal procedure 

during the period of Islamic rule in Spain which preceded the 

establishment of the independent Umayyad emirate has been preserved. 

Fragmente of this period and of the first ten years of the Umayyad 

showed that law and court procedure in fact deviated in no respect 

from the Awza t law. 1 

The Uaayyads. on establishing themselves in 81-Andalus, 

retained the law end institutions previously used by the Syrian 

Umayyad governors. The court procedure and the science of 

jurisprudence was still in the early stages and the cadis did 

not hold enough power to contribute to legal development. The 

Syrian cadi of Cordova, Mu+äwiya b. §a`liý (d. 157/773) =de use 

of analogy in court procedure to solve new legal problems. The 

following is one case which presented a solution that contradicted 

the explicit opinion of } 1ik. Ytu' wiYa. who was in temporary 

possossion of a female slave by whozi he had a son, was asked by 

the real ou}ner to hand her backe Since there was no precise 

solution, V2u''äwiya, who was a jurisconsult, was asked to give his 

opinion. Mu'äwiya used the analogy of a case where one person 

I. Bushaut, Cu mt9 pp. 21141* of. tiubah;, 'ia$rTkh,, p. 11ff. 

220 
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was recognised as the o=er of a pillar which another person 

had used to support his Wall. If that pillar had been taken 

away the %, &U would, of necessity, have been harmed. Mu'iwiya 

said that it the child were taken from his mother she would 

suffer more than that wan would have done it the pillar had 

been removed' 

But since the period when Rishm i, the son of the sounder 

of the Umayyad emirate, had first promulgated the decree banning 

any legal discussion except Malikite, the M tl. ikite law had 

evolved considerably for it had become, in large measure, the 

official doctrine of the state. The I"Ialikite jurists worked 

to eradicate laws or institutions which had been transplanted 

from the ancient laws of Awin"I and which therefore contradicted 

iZulikta ideas. However, these attempts were by no mean wholly 

offectivo in preventing the incursion of non-14alikite elements. 

The iwza''I law retainbd some of its Influencer while other now 

laws were introduced by the Ißalikites then2selves. 2 

There i8 not as rauch dispute concerning the accomplish- 

ments of the period, as about the manner in which 13. ikl s 

doctrine became dominanto life understand from previous studies 
that several Medinan legal works were brought to Spain; among 

thou was the M: uwaM' , the classic of ttalikite jurizprudence. 3 

1. Khuchant, Cud t, p. 34ß. 
2. VumaydI in his Ja hwa, p. 205, has recorded that Abu, Kinäna, 

Zuhayr b. 1.1 lik, died before 250/863 used to issue his legal 
opinion in accordance with the Awza'i doctrine. 

3. See above, Iti. 157,158,162,164,169 and 170. 
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Soon after study of this work had become widespread, several 

other works containing Medinan ideas came into usage. 

The impetus for the disruption of feäinan law gras 

correctly attributed to the importation of more than one 

recension of al-tuwa i', yet there can also be little doubt 

that other works (such as al-ºMadaniM a of 'Abd ar-Ra iran b. fltnär, 

and a copy of the Asada 
_ of Azad be al-ftxit by '1sä be tInär) 

played an important rile, greater than that which has been 

Previously assumed. It is true that these works lent a powerful 

stimulus to the enthusiasm already current. l But while these 

works received the devout homage of the jurists of the Spanish 

legal renaissance, it would in no sense be true to say that 

spanish law originally was a mere reflection of the law of 

iiedina and Egypt. 

This stimulus inspired many students to embark on the 

pursuit of l4edinan ideas= these students went to the three 

famous centres of culture, Medina, Egypt and Ifriqiyya, Under 

the tuition of their teachers, the students acquired knowledge 

of ideas not always identical t ith tt lik' c, such as those of 

al-L¬ayth b. Sa'd. Tho most prominent student of T. alikite law 

who was influenced by al-Layth was Yahyä be Yahyä al--Laythi2 

(d. 233/847) who formulated a unique method of expounding 

Malikita jurisprudence, guided by independent reasoning rather 

than by strict adherence to I1 . ik's original teachings. 3 

1. iadý ik1 II9 i, pp. 15-19. 

2, See above, pp. 162-70. 

3" kiumaydI, Ja , PP"359-61; 'Iyä¢, 11ad_____7hrik, I, ii, 538. 
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The great social and economic changes thiclh accompanied 

stabilization of the state and economic prosperity, and the 

changes in jurists' ideas as to the expediency of changes in 

the law (especially after the introduction of various legal 

works), all contributed to revive inquiry into zany legal problerma. 

V? ien the Malikite jurists offered new explanations for some legal 

cases, or rather when they encountered elements of law different 

from at they knew, they had to make a choice between points of 

3, sedinan doctrine and those of a foreign body of law. This would 

explain the adoption of some legislative regulations framed by 

teachers other than tS1ik. Theso now elements made an 

impression and consequently excited further interest in adopted 

principles which seemed to be in opposition, in spirit, to 

Malikite law. However, these laws were not pervasive enough 

to change the predominant trends that prevailed in : pain. 

Only after the conversion of the Spanish to rMlikisms 

did the influence of Malikite jurists begin to make itself felt 

in the-judicial institutions of the country. Juridical 

representatives not in government employment, certain jurists 

and jurisconsults, and government representatives, such as 

cadis, counsellors, notaries, and market-inspectors, never 

admitted that they were practising law and issuing re+lonse 
based on Malikita principles. They were merely introducing the 

views of lawyers whom they had met outside the country. 
The number of prominent jurists who had direct contact 

with tfälik is impressive, among them werd Yahyä be Mutar, who 
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died crucified in 189/804,0artüs b. el-, 'Abbas (d. 220/835), 

Ibn Abi Hind, who is qualified as hakTh, al-GI9zi b. nays 

(d. 199/e14) and Ziyäd b. "Abd ear-Ra an known as Shab$ün 

(d. 193/808). ' Although those jurists and others were given 

credit and were venerated for introducing Malikite doctrines, 

their younger colleagues in tact had a greater influence on 

Spanish law. Among these jurists were Yahyä be Yahyä al-Laythl, 

tea and "Abd ar Raun, sons of DInär, 'Abd ml-P4alik b, jiabTb 

end Agbagh b. Khalil (d. 293/905). 2 

To a large extent, however, the younger jurists, due to 

their different academic backgrounds, seem to have adopted 

different legal attitudes and to have exercised more influence. 

Evidence of this assimilation of attitudes is to be found in the 

works of al-UEdiha of Ibn Uabtb. al- Mastakhra of al-'Utbl 
(d. 255/868) and in a collection of Ibn al-tZsimts legal cases by 

'IU be binär. The same disagreements are to be found in the 

decisions of Yaiyä b. Yatyä and the Court of Cordova which in 

turn led to the rise of rivalry among those jurists; this rivalry, 

instead of destroying efforts to make ! talikite law nationally 

recognized, was a useful stimulus which eventually created a 

real unity of doctrine and left ! alikite law as the absolute 

1. coo MnndRrik, 
- 

I, it, 544-643; Ibid., II, i, 15-51" 
2. For biographical information concerning AQbagh, see Madarik, 

II, i, 30.40 & 142ß. CZ. Ibn Far iun, I,, 97" 
3. For a short review of thin work se© Valläb, Nowt 1: 411; 

Magqarl, Iia+ , U: 214,217. 
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authority in Spain. 'us, while Medinan law an left in 

possession of the field in al-Andalus, as the only system of 
law applicable in the Courts, historians said that it had been 

arbitrarily enacted by the ruler. ' However they have not 

allowed for the natural development not by his authority, but 

by the nation's free acceptance, of MMalikite code as the law 

of the ? rophet's city. 

Not until after the death of I lik did Andalusian jurists 

and caais energetically strive to force the Egyptian theory of 
u33lik' a law into their court. To come extent, this was no 

core than part of a general tendency to rely upon the intex%. 

pr©tat:. on and argument of Ibn a3. -'C7abira! Ash hab and, later, 

f. gbagh be al-Para j and Ibn al-M'ýaw z. 2 

With the passage of tire, many of the attitudes that bad 

originated with the above mentioned Egyptian jurists became 

g©ncrally associated with the Malikites of Spain. It is 

significant, as an indication of the progress of the law: to 

find that a wide diversity of opinion existed among the MWLikito 

jurists in Spain. Equally important for the development of the 

law was the now respect given to-individual choice of the jurists 

in making docisiofa. t4oat of the later jurists maintained 
highly individual legal, interpretations: Sa"Id b. I aasen (d. 136/ 
753) a legal counsellor supported , iah-hnb93 Ibn Iiab3'b supported 

1. Tanbukti's view is that the Andalusiana accepted the doctrine of 
i ik because they wore threatened with violence. Bee Na t, p. 191. 

2. M3ci7ar k, ZIA i, 16-35; cf. Hunayd!, Jdhn, pp. 213,263,279. 
3. Ibn al-b'arad, Ta, r! kh, i: 190f. 
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Mutarrii and Ybn a1-. I4Ljishünj 'BIS b.. DTh r supported Ibn al- 

Cäsim. l 

Any particular judgement in court, which was regarded as 

a particular inference from an established work such as 

Y 44uwa at, I `udnvawana and Asad , was to the Malikites in no va 

distinguishable from their oun opinions. the result of such 

independent judgement was a development of a legal literature of 

res onrses. This literature was primarily intended to achievo 

what the üda nag and MuwaWO. had failed toý",,, do. The responses 

were recorded by Ibn abIb in his great and al-, 'UtbT 

(255/868) in a well known work Al--4lJtbiyy or al_Mustakhrala. 
3 

r.. rirýr. 

These two Manuals, which soon dominated legal thought and 

practice of the whole of Muslim Spain, gave rise to elaborate 

coientarics. And, in the interpretation of their provisions, 

they generated the really remarkable development of a literature 

of codified legal proceäuro in the professions of notary's 
(Muwathiq or ahib a1--; Wathh'iq), solicitor (l pTm, aktl or in 

the modern legal term t mi), and cads. 

1. coo MadäriY, II, i: 16ff. 
2. The Mudnwwnna was reported to have been in wide circulation in 

Spain before 220/835. see Ibn al Abbär, Ta laf i: 92ff. 
3. We possess more records of the thoughts of those late classical 

jurists than of their predecessors. Thus it is that attention 
has often turned to them. 

4. The notary played an extremely important r8le. He did eil 
conveyances, drafted wills and marriage contracts# drafted 
partnership deeds. See for example, the Wnthäw iQ of 
Gharnä i, Pols. 80-96. 
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All (Mud_wwýan,.,,,, a. huwa' al9 U& MV tßä a and Utb yya 

are fully comparable an attempts to control the direction of 
Hedinan law, but they differed in the way in wtich the law was 

to be developed. The decisions based on Ialik's resoonaa were 

those most consistently applied. - Some of these treatises such 

as al-'Utbi xxa and 

rational tendency, 

of F1ki judicial 

Cur'ün and Surma. 

than was appropria 

a1-1liuataq#iya, were greatly influenced by the 

adapted to a Tradition that had rid itself 

methodology, that is, decisions based on the 

They wore theoretical and core abstract 
to or necessary to the concept of Medinnn law. l 

These works resulted in considerable changes in Cayraw; n 

and Cordova. Jurists of these places, since the introduction 

of M, tended to adopt the law embodied in this work. As 

a result a great scads of totally now laws were introduced. It 

was in the classical period of Spanish law (Malikita law) that 

the further development of law was influenced by local practice. 

The famous Spanish jurists were practitioners (notaries, 

counsellors and jurisconsults) who knew how to handle the legal 

technique as a creative art. These legal professionals were 

familiar not only with Malikite1 including the Medinan, practice, 

but also with the customary laws of their localitioc. 

With the availability of a vast tiumber of responses and 

exhaustive collections of legal. worka, the cacti of Cordova had 

a wide range of choice and decided the question according to 

one of these responses. Sometimes unavoidably he had to decide 

1. Iyýtd, týaci k, II, i, 135-145. 
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a caso according to other sources when, the given matter did not 

fall within the compass of judicial views expressed by the masters. 

These variations were a means of enlarging the frame of reference, 

offering a choice where formerly there was only one set legal 

standardt. The law of liability is perhaps the, beat example of 

what this variety contributed to Ifriqiyya and Spanish law. 

Tho Nature and Kind of Liobili, ty 

The precise definition of the term "liability" remained 

a question of degree, relative to the cane in qucation. Tho 

following will serve as an e le. The defendant was leading 

his horse in the main street, uen another man made a loud sound 

frightening the horse, 'which then damaged goods in a shop. The 

cacti and jurist first asked utether the ovrner had been negligent, 

and what the degree of avoidable risk to others was which was 

necessary to constitute liability in law, and whether the damage 

involved waa obviously to be regarded as a case of tort. 
l 

`there was room, indeed necessity, for difference of opinion in 

order to draw a useful inference from such an elastic concept. 

'hatever evidence wes available confirmed the continuance of 

several characteristic features of the Ifriqiyyan and Andalusien 

attitudes to legal matters; and their judgements and vies oints 

were circumscribed by the main principles of the Thiwa Lt and 

the Vhutiawwana. 

1. Ibn ? arhiul, Tabsira, ii: 352.1. cf. Fluch na1 vi: 445. 
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The law of liability in general, and the provisions 

relating to negligence and to torts in particular, are supposed' 

to give sufficient proof of the development and exptinsion of the 

iagbribi law. Regarding these laws, it would serve no useful 

purpose to point out differences of detail which have developed, 

sometimes through judicial decision and sometimes through the 

influence of other famous jurists, between talikite law in Spain 

and Nalikite law in IMedina. The creative aspects of the judicial 

process which contributed to the expansion of Medinan law were 

not, however, peculiar to the law of liability, but they were 

much more evident in this branch of law than in others. These 

laws are concerned with a situation where the conduct of an 

individual causes harm to the interests of others. As for as 

the Malikite law was concerned the general ground for liability 

in tort as damage caused to a person or property by blameworthy 

conduct on the part of another as regards that person or his 

property. In all the following cases under discussion the 

plaintiff's person or property, or the person or property of 

another, must be threatened with injury as the result of some 

wrongful misconduct by the defendant. ' The main function of 

this aspect of the law was to clarify the right and liability 

of the parties so that each would know the extent of liability 

thich he must bear if he was at fault. It is difficultq however# 

to differentiate between an act unlawfully performed, and the 

1. cS. Ibn Juzayy, ýa . PP " 35&-62. 
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act which is merely in the nature of tort. During the formative 

period of Spanish lava, the law of liability had developed little 

further than defining a number of noned categories of intentional 

aggression upon person or property. 

The decisions of Spanish courts in relation to accidental. 

damage or consequential loss and normal loss were different in 

consequence according to the type and manner of the loss. Owing 

to this varied aspect of tort, a jurist could not escape , fron 

passing judgement upon this ratter of law, unless he could refer 

to some matter of fact which would serve as a standard of lode 

or dsmago. The jurist certainly would find his criteria of tort 

were shaped fron his experience and upon what he supposed to 

have been the experience of other jurists. As ho interpreted 

tho scope of the damage according to his opinion as to what 

constituted cage, it was likely that other jurists would 

differ regarding the exact standard of tort which hold the 

dofendant liable. These varying opinions resulted fror the 

differing experiences and personal attitudes of the jurists* 

Therefore, under the influence of these various concepts 

of daaaae, the law was careful to remember that the defendant 

who created a dangerous situation resulting in injury vats not 

necessarily guuilty. Only calico aforethought constituted 

liability. 

Much of the fuad=ental this about intention and wrong- 

doing ste=ed originally fron IMAM a legal philosophy, yet it 

1. MaumZq, Tr, v: 292f. 
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was the Haghribl Jurists ho elaborated it. It waa fairly 

usual for the courts of Cordova and Qayrak, Fn to find a provision 

for liability implied in H211%1's judgement in cases requiring 

or prohibiting conduct for the protection of individuals. The 

decision and judgement of N`ºlik, of course, did not cover the 

total range of conduct. As a consequence of this lack of 

comprehensivityl, the Helikito jurists held that every case of 

an iz. urious nature must be determined, by its of n circumstan. cess 

Misconduct and wrongful intent ware the two alternative 
forma of transgression and violation (tats)= ono or the 

other was required before liability could be imputed. When an 

injury was unintended# as in the case of negligence$ the offender 

was not necessarily sound liable, even though the consequences 

were likely to be very serious for the other person"2 U: henev©r 

negligence was charged the court had to discover what duty existed 

on the part of the charged person towards the complainant. 
Negligence (tafrt) cud carelessness (t__h aa) in many cases were 

virtually indistinguishable and their consequences too were 

seldom different. As a result of the absence of a sharp 
distinction in consequence of carelessness or negligence, the 

Malikite law regarded them as complementary rather than as 

separate cases. 

In the law of tort the most disputed cases were in fact 

Ochiya# lit 2571. 
2. See Maw ttq, Tai t v: 29Of'" 
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the consequences or negligence. The most obvious way to settle 

disputes involving such negligence was to set an absolute 

minimum standard of care uttch'cannot be evaded in any circum.. 

stances. It is true, nevertheless, that is a majority of cases 

the minimum standard of care was difficult to ascertain. The 

absence of absolute standards necessitated occasional departure 

from the precedents cited in tj a! or t udavuwana« The foUoi ing 

exmaple will i3. lustrate the attitude of the rtnghribt jurists 

towards the uzo of precedents. 

The statement of the j4qdewvmna does not seem to exempt 

the borrower (lustaa'Tr) and the mortgagee (purtahin, one who 

received the rortgago), if they claimed they wero not responsible 

for the loss or damago of mortgaged property, or the thing 

borrowed, excopt if the loss or damage happened through an act 

of God*' But the Maghribi jurists judged that whoever held 

the property use liable for damage, ibether such damage or loss 

was his own fault or not. The cane in point is that of a man 

'A19 dio borrowed clothes from B. B sued A for damaging the 

clothes. A defended himself, saying that the accident occurred 

when he left the clothes in a mouse-infested Cupboard, the 

damage being caused by the mice. Although A asserted that he, 

himself, had been sufficiently careful, the Maghribi Suristc 

would not exerpt him from responsibility, for it was by hits 

negligence in leaving the clothes %here they were not safe that 

1. ""udn na, vi=163. 
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they were damaged. I 

Different from the above case was that of the custodian 

who would not be held liable if he could prove that doge was 

caused by insects and not himself. The reason for exempting' 

him from liability was that the defendant must not ' be held 

responsible, in such cases, for foreseeing the probable consequennce 

of the insects' act. Steps must be taken to guard things against 

a reasonable probability of damage. And that decision corresponded 

to the case of damage caused by mice. But for accidents of a 

rare or unpredictable kind, occurring under conditions in which 

normally there would be no danger or likelihood of accident, 

defendants could not be held rosponßiblo. 2 

The eamo might be said about the difference between the 

terms 'accident', 'nogligoncot, and tnistaketo Tho accident 

and negligent conduct is regarded as an act of tort becauoo the 

defendant actually foresaw or should have foreseen that such an 

effect was probable enough to guard against its consequencess 

whörens, a mistake ere the wrongdoer has perceived &n 

effect* was not a case of tort. 

However, in all classes or castes in ditch the defendant 

mistakenly danagea other property or diminishes its usefulness, 

the defendant kbi held liable and had to give compensation. 
3 

Therefore, one who maintained or acted negligently was liable 

1. shits, ii: 135; Fludawc , vi: 163. 
2. Mu tawwana. iv: 391; Ma q, T� : v: 269f. 
3. Ibn 'tim, ý. ta, 11%259* 
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if the act caused daaage" 'Lhis added to the fedinan category 

of liability for injury cue to fault,, An example was given 

by Ibn Saltün in his wathätiq and cited by 'Alishs A :n 

walking near the sea saw ai anderina came).. In order to prevent 

the camel going further away fror his owner, the an tethered the 

camel, +aaaijai ha! tr, (i, e. He bound the camel's ioreehank to 

its upper leg by a rope). Because of this restriction the camel 

could not escape from the incoming tide and was drowned. The an 

vas hold 1Uablo even though the death of the camel was not 

intended. The ßßc kos intended under a mistaken idea. He 

believed he gras justified in behaving as he did in order to protect 

property? 

Again, there may be mistakes which show that there 'wes 

neither intention nor negligence, and the defendant was not the 

prime cause of the accident. An Illustration Is the cage of the 

than who set fire to his land, knowing his neighbour's threshing 

flour aas but several yards away. The fire as so small that 

under all probable conditions it could not stretch to the 

threshing flour. But an unexpected wind blew up and drove the 

tiro to the threshing flour causing damage to the farmer's crops &Z 
The fire eprcadinz to the threahtnn flour had an injurious effect 

uldch was neither intended, nor reasonably foreseeebiet and the 

man, therefore, VMS held not liable. 3 

1. +AlIrh, Eat, ii: 168f. 
2. Ibn Far%un, Tabes, ii: 348. 
3. See t udn wnn, vi: 193. 
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On coz enting on the status of the Mudawuann, the cacti 

of Tunis, Ibn tAbd as--Saläm (d. 749/1348) said that in the afore- 

nentionod case the man would be liable if he set a fire Then 

there gras a wind blowing up. In such circumstances the plaintiff 

was negligent in co doing, as he had not taken a reasonable 

standard of care to avoid the risk, although he may not have had 

the intention of setting fire to his neighbour's flour. i The 

Italikite law took into account the fact that perceptions of 

liability were tho basis which dictated any decision of guilt. 

In a cituation where a herdsman tried to protect his herd 

fron a %rild wolf by erecting a trap near a paddock, and a thief 

coming to steal a cheep, fell into the trap and crag killed 

i=ediatoly, then the herd: an was-cleared from wrongdoing because 

he did not intend or anticipate any danger resulting from his act. 

Though ho would be responsible for aggravated r tcconduct, before 

boing convicted, the court had to decide it the herd== intended 

to hill a human being, and -whether his trap was erected in a 

co=on place or road kiero there was possibility that the danger 

would arico. 
2 

Ile would be held liable for homicide if he set a trap to 

kill u thief and the trap instead killed another man. 3 It is 

a reasonable principle that this rann should have been criminally 

1. ; law q, Ta, vi 1 321. 
2. Ibn Far r=, Tab ira, ii s 346f. 
3. flaww q, =9 vl s 240P. cf. Kiriini, 

(1956), p. 127. 
iU kjm ar; -ºSüq , RIEEI, IV 
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liable as ho out to have foreseen this consequence. The 

act itself was not sufficient to counterbalance actual intention, 

thouih his actions afforded the safest exposition of the agent's 

intention. Thus due care, intention and negligence were tost 

icportant factors in the law of liability. 1 

The xulo of liability applies to the following cane. A 

man who dug a well in order to cause damage to his neighbour's 

cattle -*-an not safeguarded if another man pushed the cattle 

inside the well. In Cpanish law, following Ibn al C sim'a 

decision, it was generally acknowledged that the man who pushed 

the cattle was the real offender and he alone would be held 

responsibl©, except whore positive proof showed the criminal 

intention of the digger. Any act, although indirect, could 

not be allowed to neutralize the effect of auch on intention. 2 

This distinction vine recognized as a rule in all similar cases 

and it was considered that malicious intention which could be 

inferred from the act, or even word, as injurious to the other 

was sufficient to support an action of liability, 

such woro tho Malikita views on cases involving only tho 

liability of the directly guilty party. The following case 

illustrates the Malikito attitude to cases involving liability 

of indirectly guilty party, and cases involving more than one 

party. The principle at issue is whether or not an employer 

is liable in cases %-here an independent contractor had been 

1. f udnr., %, mnn. vi: 445. 
2. tawwäq, , v: 276. 
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used. The 3peni. ch jurist, aj»II753T (ä. 474/1.081) distinguished 

three types of contract. First, there was tho contract 

involving no wage and almost always to be fulfilled without 

payment, e. g. a person asking someone to hand . tzi an article 

(stich or shoes); 
' it, for instance, he asked a boy to pass him 

a atone, which was not too heavy for him, and the stone full on 

US toe, causing him injury, the person in this aase was not 

liable for the injury-2 

Secondly, there i ras a contract vhcro izn inIcpendant 

contractor had to be paid and the nature of the contract was 
fron fron any risk. This case would be viewed differently in 

different situations* a) The employer was liable for any injury 

that happened to the employee if he employed a person who bad no 

right to work (for health or other reasons, such as being a 

slave or a young boy)* b) The employer was liable if he employed 

a servant of another pastor without payment oven though the 

employee himself was originally guilty of violating his duty. 

Thirdly, an employer 'was held unconditionally liable, it 

he entrusted an independent contractor with a dangerous enter- 

pri3O. But if such contract eras gcnorally known always to 

involve risk of injury, then the employer uzs not liable. 3 For 

exaMPIO, if an enployco was asked to wont inside a well and a 

atono from the well collapsed on top of hier, or to climb up a 

i. PSud nsý. ivs 450. 
2. Zen 'arhüný m, ii: 350. 
3. Ibid., x. 351. 
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palm treu to bring co io dates, and felt down from the tree, 

tho employer tta not liabl©. l 

It ums thought that the roan u to v. -as directly responsible 

for tho injury aas tho only cause of it. 2 But the doctrine of 

tho Mucimw unn era: that a an who was indirectly rosponaible as an 

accomplico to the injury was also liable. 3 

To illustrate this principle there is the case of a 

defendant %vhoso money was stolen in this nannert Two persons 
hold him -while the third took his monoy awry. All three, the 

thief and hin accomplices, wore liable for theft and for 

subsequent payment of compensation though the two accomplices 

played only subordinate parts. Even if the third person had 

played only a alight r8lo in the wrongdoing, ho would not be 

exormpt from liability. Another example of the liability of 

accomplices is tho caso of tho man who kept guard vhile his 

partner stole cone property. The liability of the accomplices 
in theco tv o caws was established because they acted with the 

intent to bring about the successful, execution of a crimp which 

could not have been possible without the action of all tho 

accomplices. 
4 

1. Ibn Fariün, Trab ira, ii: 351. 
2. Thin is Ashhab' c viow which differs fron Ibn a1-C as ira, sea 

; 
ia' täb j Maw, vi t 242. 

30 dud . m-mn a, vi : 301; cf. AZuwa a' , iv: 204. 
4. , PutlawF na, vi: 301; cf. Ibn Fttr t n, Ta , ii: 165. 
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But the caso in different then the act of the third percon 

occurs after the dead of the injury. This oxa=ple was given by 

Spanish Jurists in the case of a criminal act$ if the accused 

stabbed a tan so severely that the assaulted man would the of 

the wounds, and another taan then beat the victim,, both of them 

were considered kiUors. l 

In addition, liability could be charged in fraudulent 

representations Involving negligence,, The following is an 

oplo of thins The law of torts prohibited fraud between those 

dealing With one another. The law dez anded$ on the part of the 

o%rnor, that he be bound to provide for the safety of the dealer 

in the course of their contract to the best of his judgeient. 

The ot., ner's duty was to his dealer, in that a fair description 

of the goods to be sold or hired had to be given. In a case 

when the owner rented a barrel, or it was borrowed from hin, and 

the borrower or the hirer did not notice the hole in the barrel 

tiiiile pouring his oil into it, the ounner was liable for the loan 

of the oil; the only adequate protection of the of,,, ner from 

liability would have been the disclosure of the defect to the 

other party. If the defect had been disclosed there would be 

no liability to the borrower who know of the de eot through which 

he was in jured. 2 

k-man could be liable for making a statemont thoughr--itr -- 

1. rtawäq, , vi: 244. 
2. Ptauu q, , v: 284. cf. ? 'lluda na, ivt 391. 
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A ran could be liable for taking ag tato cntº thot hl it 

Irras not "'ZÜ. iC1ou3, which van carelessly. made in the sense that 

th© speaker had no reasonable ground for believing it. The 

opinions of all the Maghribl juri.. ota including Ibn Abi-Zayd, 

Ibn y nua, al-t' ziri suggested that anyone wie profossed to be 

an expert on the matter upon rich he gavo advice, was liab). a 

for his negligent statements. The money changer who told a 

man that tho motal was gold, while lcnowinn that it was coppor 

or silver gilt, was liable if the reliance on his Statement 

caused d age. 
l Damage by a hired aninal in another example 

of this category: If a man hired a homo to transport his 

lug igo and the animal dn= od the luggage bcceuse it was unsuited 

to the roorit, the ovuer would only be exempt from liability if he 

had waxucd the hirer of the horse's defect? 

This illustrates the law of liability for ncgligenco in 

the UUalikito laww. In the aforementioned case the owrner 1 new 

that the animal he vas about to deliver to the hirer was of a 

defective character. Although the owner could have waxed 

the hirer of the dangerous character of the animal in time to 

prevent ony c age, he carelessly neglected to do ao. 3 

An liability could be t1 o result of negligent or deliberate 

acts, it kaa also either remedial or penal. The principle of 

remedial liability was taxed on a direct link between damage and 

1. tucl ww m, iv: 391. 
2. ºuclnammna, quoted by Ilax%Nr q,, T v: 429. 
3. See MawwEq, =9 v: 427. 
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rccovory (or fault and compensation)'. Thin categorization 

-6-a3 of roal inportanco in deciding whether an act %*as of a 

harmful nature or not. 

In cases of tort there ware certain circumstances in, 

thich the plaintiff's compcncation depended on the defendant' c 

liability, that is uliother the defendant gas negligent or 

whothor ho should have foreseen that his conduct might injure 

others$ or whether such injury was within the scope of the 

protection of the particular tort or contract. Theso circum- 

stances u are ali given extended consideration. 

In the following statement there are cases which can be 

regarded as exnnples of remedial liability. If a ran rents a 

chop and an accident prevented hits from using it, should he have 

to pay tho full rent? 

Tho accident might either be a -natural catastrophe or the 

conwequonce of human actions or negligence. When the accident 

was something beyond tan's control (ä"i Ia), e. g. natural 

calamity, the loss was hold to be the liability of the ouzer or 

the landlord. In the case of human action or negligence, there 

were throe legal poccibilitie3: 

as If the accident wres very negligible in its effects end did 

not chime the value of the houso nor bring any harm to the 

tenant, there could be no disputo that the rent should continue 

to be paid. 

be IS the house was partly destroyed, but the tenant was not 

homed, tho daxago would lower the rent va ue. The contract 
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gras still valid and the owner was obliged to honour it. If 

he did not repair the damage, the rent had to be reduced from 

the time the damage occurrad. 
l 

c. If the destruction did not absolutely prevent the use of 

the house, but made it difficult to inhabit, then, In this case, 

the lc provided for ti'o possibilities. According to Ibn al- 

crosira, the owner has not obliged to repair the damage on behalf 

of the tenant. Hovevor, the tenant could terminate the 

contract. The tenant had the choice either of staying, paying 

a full rents or of vacating the houno. 2 

5ahhriün maintained that the owner had to repair the daage 

it an oxpress stipulation to that effect had been introduced 

into the contract. 
3 ! tovvaver, Sann Grus almost olvays on the 

side of the tenant's claim that he trat not red)onsiblo for the 

dang© incurred vtile ho wan occupying the promises. It vas 

the responsibility of the owner to repair the damage. Except 

vhen the contract providod, for example, that the tenant should 

Got or use tire on the premises,, Sahnün refused to absolve the 
6 tenant from liability or to extend any equitable relief to him. 

A uido diversity of opinion existed among the 1IaghribTh 

/'ý 

Valikito wrists as to the effect of the damage caused to an 

I. Ibn Ruahd, . uj q p. 664. 

2. Tho attitude of llidnvr nn hold that the tenant in any caso 
was not liable for general repairs to the house. See Vaýtäbv 
Maur, v: 444. 

3. I: udmwwana, iv: 503t and 522. 
4. Tbideg p"522. 
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ouner' o property. 

Suppose that a atone fell fromm a decayed wall on the head 

of a passer-by; should the, owner be held liable for such a mishap? 

's"he MMalild. te jurists considered many cases drawn from their 

personal experience, in the light of several principles of law. 

The question of the owner's foreknowledge of the dangerous 

state of his walll, might determine whether or not he was liable 

for the accident. But if the owner was not informed of the 

condition of hits wall, would he be absolved from liability'. ' 

These were the considerations which would have co=ended them- 

selves in different degrees to different jurists. 

in a case recorded by al-"UtbT Yahyi asked Ibn al- äsim 

about a man who reported his neighbour to the Court because of 

the danger of the oral close to the defendant's houeo* if the 

court considered it likely that the existence of such a wall 

could cause an accident, should the owner be ordered to destroy 

tho wall or to remove the danger? Ibn al-Cash declared that 

the owner vras liable for any future danger# and that the wan 

should be either repaired or removed. This warning from the 

Gourd would have been certain to play an itrportant r6lo in 

determining whether or not the owner waa liable for his negligence 

and would have been a decisive factor in assessing the owner's 

responsibility for any subsequent damage or injury. The 

winning was the only moans by which the court could hold the 

owner liable for an accident resulting from his wan. 
2 

1. kialta`, b, Aaw, vi : 321. 
2. Aida wwana, vi: 447. 
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Because of the emphasis on the requirement of an advance 

iaruinj by a juridicis1 authority, Ibn Habib came to the 

conclusion that any accident resulting after this warning spoke 

for itself and constituted a straightforward proof of negligence* 

tInpropor care' constituted liability, in fact, the damage 

that %me caused by further deterioration of the wall could not 

in itself lead to the charge. It was rather negligence and 

carelessness t ich wore the most important factors in proving 

guilt. 
1 

5ahnün. in considering the abovo--xaentioned ciao, decided 

that the owner could ba compp©lled to reriovo from his wall any.. 

thing which might bo a physical hazard to the neighs or 

ps$aor-by. Sann also maintained that the forewarning by the 

court ne not a necessary pro-requisits for liability. It 

ras primarily the awareness of the owr er which made him roponsible, 

but an official forowaming would take hire inescapably responsible 

in the eyes of the court. Sa, tnu7n thus contributed to the theory 

of liability in this case by defining an official forewarning 

as not necessary in determining guilt. 
2 

Just as the landou er was under as obligation to avoid 

harrying neighbours and passers-by through repairing his 

properties, he wco also under an obligation to remove any object 

N- hich sight cause some nuisance or danger to them. But the 

1. tilg; fab, i., ;, vi : 321. 
2. For more ). o a1 discussion on this caio see Ibn Farren, 

ab3 ra, 11: 347. 
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theory of the landov. er'a duty to remove all possible hazards 

fron his land occasioned a wide divergence of opinion. These 

varied opinions concerned the landowner's right to possess his 

land and to do his lawful business in a lawful way and disputed 

whether he was under any legal obligation to consider the 

protection and passage of his neighbour or a passer-by. 

.A caso which brought out these oppocod viowS gras that 

of the p13intiftwho complained that his neighbour'a pigeons 

had caused damage to his farm and demanded the removal of 

their dove-cot. ttlik's decision in this case was not to 

compel the oi.. nor to remove his birds. Ibn al-Qäsim agreed 

with this view; but Ibn IicibTb seems not to be satisfied with 

Ihn al-Cäsin's judgement. His view gras that the owner ought to 

take special precautions to safeguard his neighbour's property, 

either by keeping the birds on his own land, or removing them 

altogether; and, if ho did not take such special, precautions, 

then the offer should be liable for the damage. 1 

L, inbi. lity of fiduci= 

Tho trustee as the legal ovmor was authorized and 

r©zponsiblo for the property as a consequence of his legal 

obligation. The authorization of a trustee was not for tho 

trustee's benefit, but for the benefit of the other party. 

The terra txuntoo (ar. n) was used in Malikite jurisprudence 

1. 'Al! nh, rte, ii: 170f* cf. Ibn Farhün, Thb(irm, ii: 355f. 
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in the widest sense and included any person to %rhom anothor 

parson had entrusted his property. But the tern generally 

donotod r oro specifically, the person whoso legal authority 

was restricted to preserving property*I The present discussion 

will deal only with the enlarged meaning of 'trustee'. 

In Malikita law, there was a maxim that ho who possessed 

property had rights and liabilities in respect of the property 

in his care, u . ch gore very similar to those of trustees. In 

the case of loss or damage to a thing in his care, his testixony 

was accepted without any other qualifications other than oath. 
2 

The affirmation of those trustees regarding damage or loss was 

allowed ca long as they accepted trusteeships not detrimental 

to the public interest. Their privilege was that they were 

exempt from the rule which imposed the obligation of giving 

proof to any person who affirmed anything against them. 

This rule of liability was applicable to all trespassers 

causing daraago to property or persons. Uowover, for the purpose 

of preserving public interest, the ! lalikito law made exception 

to that rule by creating a certain class of judiciary liable 

for certain accidents. The exception of the rule, predicated 

on pr©suniption of fault against a trustee was provided by the 

law when it was not possible to prove any fault on the otix er' o 

part. 

1. äb, nom, v: 25O; Ma'w q, T 1, v: 250. 
2* ,, a llýxb , Maw, v: 4289 
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The public benefit (the rule of Zýl$ha) va the 

judicial justification for the inconsistent exercise of the 

pcncral rule; (31. -a. n lä Wi n) one who war, authorized would 

not necessarily be responsible, but the law made the $kiUUod 

persons'and the carriers responsible for property loss or 

4=ago. The purpose of the law was to protect ovfnerc against 

ioaaiblo claims by artisans or food carriers o might allege 

that the goods were stolen or damaged when they received theti. 1 

There were different views regarding robbery. An oner y'ß 

losses were excluded from judicial jurisdiction. The example 

mentioned was a case against an innkeeper. The plaintiff 

alleged that his belongings were stolen -. hilt he van lodging at 

an inn, By undertaking the special duty, that is the pro .O 
to secure the guest's property during his stay, the innkeeper 

would be liable if the property cargo to harte. Other Jurists 

maintained the opposite, though they cited no authority, on the 

ground that there was no tort on the innkkeeper's side. 

Ibn ßz1"-ÖZsiw' s attitude to robbery was more exact. fie 

said that if an official had undertaken to perform a certain 

act, he should be answerable for accidents due to negligence or 

theft if he could recognise the thief; but he could not be 

liable for such accidents as happened by an net of God, or for 

robbery without knowing the thief. 

is i°favwZq, 1L,, v: 430. 
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The concept of a trustee's duties and obligations were 

held to. apply in matters relating to the carriage of goods for 

hire. Cases dealing with the responsibility of carrier or 

vessel in the Maghribi law grew out of the development of trade 

and commerce. The peculiarity of the relationship existing in 

tledinan law (before it became part of North African law) between 

the oaa er of. the carrier and all other parties is very obvious 

when we call to mind that the other party had no legal claims 

against the carrier in the case of damage or lou, except in 

rare instances. 

The law, with regard to damage by the carriage of goods 

for hire (animal, man and vessel), goes back to the earliest 

period of Islam. Whatever its historical origins it certainly 

antedates the Maghribi view on this point. As late as the 

beginning of the second century, it was the unquestioned doctrine 

of the Medinan jurists that the carrier was answerable in all 

cases for things he was authorized to transport and that he was 

liable for loss. Upon carriers, mills, goods keepers and those 

engaged in the many trades which Madman Society. regarded as 

services essential to public sustenance, was laid the responsibility 

of attentive performance of the service. 
1 Towards the middle 

of the second century, the carrier's responsibility began to be 

insisted on more than had previously been the case. 2 

1. Mayyära, Shar , U: 193" 
2. ! da'duzt, Häshiya, 11: 193" 
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The responsibility of the carrier started with the 

delivery to and acceptance by him of the goods. I-Slik made 

distinction between losses resulting from negligence and those 

which were the consequence of supernatural disaster (act of God) 

, which the driver was tenable to prevent. But he precluded him 

from claiming the benefit of this exemption if the loss was a 

result of defeat in the animal, vessel, or part of their carriage 

equipment. 
' 

The undertaking of a carrier to transport the goods to a 

particular destination necessarily included the duty of 
delivering them safely] this reapünaibility could be extended 
depending on the contract between carrier and owner. The 

carrier was supposed to have a trustee's privilege. S'telikite law 

recognised the trustee function of the carrier, but, as a matter 

Of utility, it made the carrier of food an exception. 2 The 

reason for the extraordinary law of liability for the food carrier 

was to ensure safe delivery of gooda. 3 

One exception to the prinoiplo3 of the liability of the 

fiduciary was the liability of artisans and skilled workers, 

which was governed in F: elikite law by the principle of utility. 
In their case, the trustee (mIn) was not considered liable unless 
he was proved to have been negligent or by his actions to have 

1. iä., p. 192. 
2. MMawwäq, Täß, vt 427. 
3. Mayyära, Shar , 1i: 193" 
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caused damage. l 

That the skilled worker waB put in the position of a 

trustee ies clear from the rule: "He who guarde property for the 

owner's benefit will not be held liable for tort (loss)". 2 

But his position was not identical with that of an ordinary 

trustee. 

The one exception to this principle was that a skilled 

worker be held responsible for any damage to goods he received. 

The justification for the rule lay in the inequitable nature of 

the lose that would fall upon the owner, it the worker were 

exempted from liability. Despite the latitude given to him by 

tialikite law, 3 the worker was held liable for any damage or lose 

of property in his hands. 4 The rationale behind this is the 

1. Shä jibs, 
,t 
°uw, U1350* 

2. See Ibn Juzayy, o® , p. 364. Cf. MawZq, T,,, 
_`a, 

5, vt 427; 
rudawwna, iv: 388. 

3. For example, in any claim concerning the type of job, 
description of job, and wages, the statement of the worker 
outweighs that of the employer. Ibn al-Qäsim justified this 

point legally, arguing that to uphold the owner's claim against 
the worker meant that the worker could suffer a great loss by 
false claims. See Mayyara, Shan # 11: 103. The Malikito 
jurists went too far in support of the worker's claim, so that 

even in respect of return of goods to the owner, the worker's 
word was entirely accepted. Jab, Maw, v: 447. 
Cf. 1 udawwana, iv: 392f "; Ibn ' him, Tuhfa, ii: 103f. 

4. The valuation of the loss or damage of the property depended 
on its value at the time and place of contract* see 
M, 
_, 

dawyanat iv; 38? f " 
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tact that the person iho undertook to do something for another 

should be the-one held responsible. This, rule was obviously 

founded on the principle of utility (me la )e1 

The general principle of mal ze by which Sßalikites held 

come tradesmen and skilled workers liable for damage to goods or 

articles they handled in their work, exempted certain tradesmen 

and azrtisanss. They were treated as exceptions, on the ground 

that they were engaged in a public occupation; and holding them 

liable would not be in the public interest. The exempt group 

included doctors, teachers, dentists and judges or jurisconsults, 

who were all treated on the same basis. They could not be held 

liable for the lives and limbs of their patients or pupils, un- 

less it gras proved that they had made a mistake or wrong 

judgements 

As they were bound to carry on their employment# it was to 

their advantage that they would avoid Iossec through negligence 

or irrproper preparation for their respective businesses. If a 

doctor amputated the diseased am of a patient, and the patient 

wes deformed as a consequence of the operation, the doctor would 

not be liable for physical damage providing there had been no 

fault in his diagnosis. 3 

Before the law could exempt them from liability, however, 

the professionals had to possess proper qualifications: they 

1. Hßaww q, 1h, v: 430. 
2. Ibid., 431. 
3. Ibn Farý7un, Ta_ býirýa, ii: 348t. 
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had to bring to the exercise of their respective professions 

a reasonable amount of knowledge; they bad to have been Provided 

with a licence from the appropriate authority. 

Here the law made a distinction between officials whose 

occupations involved tho ßatoty of livea, and those whose business 

wa® not directly related to public health and liveer though both 

of them might be working in the public interestsI 

Such a modification in regard to the exeptod professionals 

did not, however, encourage negligence. The tialikite law 

stipulated that doctors could not practice their profession 

without obtaining permission fron the governnent, which normally 

did not licence a doctor unless his qualification was adequate. 

However, these professionals know that while they were not 

answerable for damages that occurred from negligence or fault, 

they were open to charges for exceeding the task they were asked 
2 to do. 

To absolve the artisan from liability by contract, Ibn 

Rushd ascribed to a1ik the law that a skilled worker could not 

be exempted from liability due to his negligence for lose or 

damage to things which had been entrusted to him, by agreement 

or contract. 
3 Al-Lakbmi declared stich a stipulation wsa invalid, 

because of the unfavourable consequences for the ouners; such 

1. The Spanish jurist did not exempt the veterinarian for the loss 
of animals under his treatment. Ma''d ni, shi a, ii: 192. 

2. MM. awZq, M. vi: 321; Ibid., v: 431. 
_ 3. Ibn Rushd, thig, quoted by Hattsb, "Tahrir", in *A1iahý Fath 

1: 369; MawZq, 
, 
ßa_,,,, 1, v-. 431. 
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conditions protecting corkers fron liability would encourage 

them not to work unleaa they had been insured against liability 

by such a contract' 

n. Judicial Admixiiptrat on 

The power of settling disputes was granted to various 

branches of administration. Besides the jurisdiction of the 

court there was the Jurisdiction of the police (s iib ash- 

which was divided into two categories: minor (police court)and 

major (the criminal court) (Cäl,. ib al.. nia 1 m), whose jurisdiction 
nrr. ýý. rrrrr 

w-ac more or less the same as that of the police court, and the 

inspector of the market (sä ib al» iiaba) and cc']ib ar -raced, which wýý. ui ýw iýwwýriýýýirrýw. ý 

is described in the manuscript as a function of tho court of 

appeals2 

Because of these various judicial tribunals, each court 

gradually developed a sort of legal procedure, and sometimes a 

law of its o f, wich often differed from the others. Each cacti 

uaa free to make his on judgement guided by his understanding 

and conception of the law. Lower courts contradicted the higher 

courts; for example a decision of the court of Toledo made an 

1. Vafäb, "Ta)vrir", in 'Allah's Fat bp i: 369. 
2. Ibn Sah]., 40ara, recto, 2. It was not until the middle of the 

reign of *Abd ar"Rahman II, that the two courts were separated: 
the court of the police and the court of the inspector of the 
market; previously they had been one court* see Ibn Sa`Id, 
tu wib, 46; It iuddin, some Aspects, p. 51. 
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apparent departure, contravening the controlling authority of 

the supreme court of Cordoval 

The excessive number of institutions in which judicial 

power was vested, whether originating withhcadi, jurist, or 

police, resulted not only in conflicting decisions, but also in 

restriction of the jurisdiction of the supreme court in Cordova. 

In fact it narrowly confined and strictly controlled the supreme 

court, thus enabling the jurisdiction of other courts, such as 

of Toledo and Alvira, to keep abreast of their docket, and 

giving adequate chances for other Jurists and cadis to produce 

flexible judgements and resnonsa. 

Thus, the diversification of the courts, and the leeway 

given to cadis with different approaches resulted in a vast 

amount of recorded reanonmes and case-laws, which subsequently 

deluged the courts with a wide range of legal opinions and 

precedents, often of opposing characters. The positive contri- 

bution of the variety of opinions, however, was the selection 

of judgements available as precedents for cases involving the 

same problem. 

Under auch conditions, it is not surprising that each 

court of Spanish metropolitanbred a different variety of law. 2 

But the supreme court of CayravXM did not allow such encroachments 

on its jurisdiction. Spanish cadis, in their provision of 

1. Ibn Saht., 
. 
ý., verso, 15. of. Ibn ParVUn, 2aß, i: 154. 

2. I likI, Riyä , 1: 275* 
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appointment demanded that all judicial power should be reserved 

to their on courts; they believed such absolute centralization 

was expedient. 
1 

Closely connected with the diversification of opinion was 

the growth and development of legal procedure and litigation. 

The constant recurrence of cases of a similar nature led 

consequently to the expansion of this aspect of law. According 

to the Medinan system of law, the cadi could have nothing to do 

with taking inquiries to find out things for hix no1f, except in 

certain special instances. His primary function was not that of 

inquiry, but of hearing and determining between parties according 

to the proof which the parties brought forward. 

There were rules affecting the Malilotes as to what could 

be considered a valid law suit, laid do'an by the t'. aghribI courts. 

The validity of a law suit depended on its being certain and 

unambiguous. Tn the legal proceedings the plaintiff had to 

affirm his case by mentioning a specific Blain. It was regarded 

an invalid litigation if the plaintiff claimed, for example, that 

he had lent a largo aum of money to the defendant, or that the 

2 defendant sold the plaintiff some articles. The terms of the 

1. Ibn Saht, vorco, 2. The same provision wa reported to 
have been not forth by tho court of Qayra n, Ibid, recto, 53" 

2. Mawväq, T, vi: 124. But the If'rigiyyen jurist 81-14171A said 
that he would not rofuzo to hear the claimant's statement on 
this incident if ho said + 

. hat the defendant owed him some 
money, and he wanted the court to force the defendant to 
cpocif'y the amount of nonoy. aid., of. The doctrine of the 
tluda Tana is different from that. See tiatta"b, tt mow, vi: 123" 
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tage had to be consistent with custom. hon the plaintiff 

reclaimed land that had been a long time in the possession of 

the defendants and throughout that time the plaintiff raised no 

objection, his claim would not be heard because bearing it would 

have contradicted customs' This is an example of the process 

of litigation in the Sparei h courts: the plaintiff claimed the 

defendant's land to be in fact hip own property, bequeathed 

through his ancestors. The cadi, in this case, could not 

decide this question until the plaintiff had given evidence as 

to the death of the person from whom the land was inherited, 

and the defendant's claim was proven by evidence in the bequest 

of the deceased. 

The plaintiff claimed that he had valid legal title to 

the land by virtue of inheritance. If he could produce no 

evidence in his favour, the defendant's right was recognized. 

But if the plaintiff were able to prove his claim of possession, 

the defendant would either have to deny or accept the plaintiff's 

proof. The defendant would not be asked to bring overt helming 

evidence against the plaintiff's case, but neither would he be 

allowed to retain his o erehip without some foam of proof, 

because of the acknowledged legal presumption against him. 

If the defendant rejected the plaintiff's evidence the 
court would let his claim be heard only if he could produce 

stronger evidence that he had access to the title through the 

1. Ibn Juzayy, Oa p. 32? P. 
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same person from whom the plaintiff alleged the claim to 

ownership originated. In other words, if the plaintiff proved 

it was so in accordance with the full legality of the procedure, 

the defendant had then to + lain how he obtained the ownership 

of the property. If he said that he obtained it from a source 

other than that of the plaintiff, the court could not grant his 

claim to possession, even though he could prove it, His claim 

of ownership would be accepted only If he proved the accession 
to the house from the same source as the plaintiff'a. 

3 However, 

in the aforementioned law suits the litigants had to sc+ forth 

in detail the right of deceased, their own grounds for claiming 

repossession, and by what right they were making these claims, 

since it was not sufficient for the plaintiff or the defendant 

simply to declare he had a right to the property; rather he 

should specify by what right the property belonged, to him, and 
by khat titlö, whether bemuse it descended to him through 

hereditary succession, by dowry, or by some other lawful raus 

of acquisition. 

In an Instance where the defendant lived far from the 

locality where the plaintiff proceeded with the ]itigation, the 

costs of a court messenger sent to summon the defendant were 

at the charge of the plaintiff, but it the defendant resisted 
the order, the coat fell upon hin. 2 

1. Mayyära, Sbarh, 11: 172; Ibn Saht, l/ýhk m, verso, 7. 
2. Ibn 'X; ia 

_a, 
1: 25. For more details concerning the 

Spanish court procedure see Ibn Saht, AtkZraq folc. 4.14. 
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The Cali of Cordova made judgements independently of the 

other courts, but in view of regional peculiarities of the cases; 

the methods of judgement were contrary to those applied to the 

decision of cases of the same nature in the court of oayraaan. 

A solicitor (in his capacity as a representative of a principle 

in litigation) might be set aside, or his contract be cancelled. 

Again there were different opinions as to the effective duration 

of the contract, but the solicitor could not be retained unless 

at the request of the principle' 

The court of Cayrauan recognised a different period for 
2 the validity of the contract. : #nün maintained a view 

different from that of the Spanish courts. He seems to have 

believed that the solicitor who promised to represent and 

defend his client against prosecution had an obligation which 

could not be revoked after a certain period of tire. The 

contract could be reviewed or even annulled only within the 

first two years. Except in cases in which there was a 

subsequent agreement, or prolonged prosecution of the client, 

the contract was obligatory despite the lengthy period of time 

of the representation. 3 

In the law of agency, the jurists of Cordova defined the 

jurisdiction of a solicitor, distinguishing between his repre- 

sentation of his client for the client's protection and his 

is Gharnäti, ynthn'ia, verso, 90. 
2. fayyara, S, i: 135. 
3. ' lld . ni, Häshiya, 1: 135. 
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acting on his on behalt in euch a way as would her® his 

client. They refused to acknowledge that the work of the 

solicitor was to argue the rights of his client as well as to 

incur his liability. 

Ibn Sabi (d. 486/1094) reported in his äm that he had 

seen the jurists of Toledo accept a solicitor's defence of his 

client'although he admitted evidence against hin? Mayyära 

allovöd that a solicitor could only deny claims and defend his 

clients; the admission of any adverse charge had to be absolutely 

dependant on authorization from his clients At the sane time, the 

litigant had a right to refuse the agency of his solicitor, 

provided the agent would defend, as well an make potentially 

damaging admissions on behalf of his client. 2 

In general, it was open to anyone to plead his on case 

in court. But the cads usually reco mended that a defendant 

acquire a solicitor, as most defendants lacked the knowledge 

necessary to represent themselves in a legal proceeding. 3 

The Spanish court followed the procedure that required 
the presence of the defendant in court. The court allowed the 

substitution of a proxy owing to certain specific situations: 
to an ill persong or to a woman unable to show herself in public 

or a person on the point of leaving the district. 4 

1. Quoted by Ibn Farriün, Taub ira, i: 154. 
2. Piayyära, Shay , L2134. 
3. Khuchant, CuCats p. i7o 
4. Ibn Saahll, Ahkä , versos 3. 
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In the law of istihw.. i (reclaiming 
... n. rw. rir. ý 

the title) the procedure 

of Spanish courts was different from that n. of ©ayrawä l If, for 

example, the plaintiff claimed that specific articles or land 

was located under someone else's name or claimed some property 

to be his own, then he had to file an action with the court in 

order to transfer the title to himself. The validity of the 

plaintiff's claim, and conditions under which his plea could be 

heard, were circumscribed by three stipulations: 1) The evidence 

must refer to the exact matter under litigation; for exxample, 

the witnesses would be accompanied by some of the court officials 

who would inform them of the implications of their testimonies. 

2) The court could not wait to give the defendant a chance to 

defend himself. 3) The plaintiff must corroborate his evidence 

(if ho succeeded in his case), and had to swear an oath to 

verify its truth. 

The . Spanish court differed fron the court of CayravTm in 

that a third stipulation (the oath of the plaintiff) oust be 

given only in casoa involving moveable property; whereas Samtn. 

maintained that the oath of the new owner reust be applied to all 

kinds of property; roal estate or otherwise. 2 

When there was sufficient evidence or sometimes none at all# 

the court had to resort to the rule of presumption. When the 

plaintiff could not provide sufficient evidence, or when the 

1. Ua t. ab, Maw, v: 295; Ibn 't3iia, f®, 11: 173. C. t4udnwana, 
v, pP. 372-397. 

2. is flab, , taw, v: 295; Ibn Saht, AhkT, rocto, 50 and fol. 51. 
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evidence of both parties was equally convincing, the one found 

in possession of a disputed thing would be granted his claim. 

Having possession , was an added advantage because his possession 

was as important' and as valid as the testimony of a witness who 

could verify his claim; it was sufficient that he took an oath, 

and then he obtained legal title to the possession in dicpute. 1 

Prevailing Eoctice as the Source of Law 

Spanish courts generally sought for precedents and 

responses of the z, or of his disciple, Ibn el-C sth. But 

aten they found no responses and no precedents, the court of 

Cordova decided the case according to the prevailing practice 

of the people of Cordova ('anal ahl Curtube}. It seems certain 

that this judicial rule of "custom and practice" was assimilated 

into Spanish law as a result of the influence of the principle 

of "Medinen Practice". 

The cult of norms also became more influential in the 

judicial decisions; the more influential the jurists, the more 

sacrosanct was their view of practice. Most jurists in this 

cherished "Cordova tradition" identified themselves with the 

prevailing customs of the city. 

The preference of the cacti depended, for the most part, 

on how conversant he was with the daily practice and customs of 

the people. This standard of familiarity was, in general, 

1. fayyärav Shari, 1: 151 Ibn Sabi, 
_A 

m, recto, ?. 
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applicable to judicial matters and court systems of the ! lalikite 

school, 
1 As a doctrine, it had been practised in Cordova-where 

the jurists persistently attributed legal standards to tho 

, tau id of the people of Cordova. 

in order to understand this recognition of custom and 

practice, it is necessary to recall the part played by circum- 

stances in the concept of +amal ahi clur uba as coercive orders. 

The Malikita jurists considered Cordova as an ideal Andalusian 

town in respect of the traditions, norms, and moral values of 

its people. This reverence was necessarily bound up with the 

assimilation of Medinan rules and traditions. The Medinan way 

of life is beat understood by its adherence to F likism. Was 

it reasonable, in such matters, to regard the ethical character 

of Cordova as criterion for giving its custom a binding force? 

it so, it was likely that, in the long run, this ideal standard 

would be claimed by other towns of the tftslim world. 

The tendency toward custom and regional practice, in 

preference to other legal patterns, auch as solitary Tradition 

(khnbir räs), may be called 1alikite only in so far as the 
---------I 

history of Iralikism and the ideal torn coincided; this 

coincidence cannot be proved since the preference for practice 

in Cordova was not moulded in the time before the Umayyad emirate 

as was the case in Medina. However, the rigidity of this 

theoretical position proved so successful, that for centuries 

1. iatt , Maw, vi : 101. 
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T1ikisM remained the absolute torco in settling legal points, 

particularly in disputes between Malikite and their rivals. 

In tact, throughout the Umayyad period it was the jurists V'rio 

forced the most influential class of the society, and controlled 

the life of Cordova. 

Cordova was unique among Andalusian tow-na, and this 

uniqueness was reflected in its customs and the pre-occupations 

of its intellectuals. ' This veneration for Cordova's custom 

can be traced to the period of flishöra 170-180/706-796, ihich 

was traditionally regarded as a period of ideal rule and extra- 

ordinary achievement in Malikite law. The political authorities' 

association with the judicial class no doubt contributed to the 

respect for the custom and law. The traditional morals and 

manners of Cordova society, however, continued to live and grow 

under Ualikite law, and came to be recognized as law in the 

procedure of the court. The habit of looking up the regional 

custom had a parallel with the original concept of the practice 

of the people of Medina. This social tradition of Cordova 

reflected the social veneration for custom as an instrument of 

justice and social order. 

This circumstance, indeed, teems to explain why the 

customs of the people of Cordova were accepted an law In ala- 

Andalus2 but not elsewhere. The reason was sociological rather 

1. Magq©rT, PU1afh, iii 93. 
2. The Cayraulnia hold the same view towards the custom of 

their city. See Tar t 3hl, aZdith, pp. b5--7. 
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than legal. It was prompted by i lik' is disciples, whose 

doctrines were applied to the country's judicial structures, 

and in order to enforce the native customs. It also derived 

its inspiration from the intellectual and influential class 

whose eyipathies were predominantly Malikito, whereas the 

OayravZnls' I4]ikiam had been leas prominent while the important 

class in Ifriqiyyan society was IrcigIa or Mu+tazilites. 

The custom ot'Cordova served to build up resistance to 

any foreign judicial views. However, it was the assent of 

the court that cave prevailing practice of Cordova its legal 

validity. At first sight even a theory of the authority for 

the "custom" might have been expected to lead to extreme 

rigidity and a refusal to adapt to changing social conditions. 

Council to the Court 

One of the peculiarities of the court of Cordova was the 

existence of a body of jurists whoße function was to advise 

the court of new legislation and to suggest appropriate action. 

The members of the body were called puahäwcrs and the council 

wan called asha"b ash-Shürä. Therefore, the council was closely 

linked to the judicial structure; this association was peculiar 

to the apanißh Umayyad judicial institution. 

The superficial purpose of establishing this institution 

was to correct and supplement the jurisdiction of the court. The 

appointment of tho counciflora was interpreted as a political 1, 
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device; it was not established to watch the working o the 

judicial system# except by acting as a counterbalance to the 

divergence of legal views. The cacti's decision took the for 

of an official decree and was binding on the litigants. To 

avoid an error in judgemment, the cads had to consult the 

jurists or might seek advice on any problem involved in 

litigation, but the decision rested with him alone. 
1 Consultation 

wax considered as adequate safeguard against cny possible ttis"- 

carriage of justice. Such were the characteristics of the 

council as it developed in Umayyad Spain. The increasing use 

of the council as a basic legal instrument contributed towards 

the development of the legal literature peculiar to Spain. 

The council occupied a especial place in the Andalusian 

judicial system. This judicial organization was considered 

the highest office that a jurist could attain. The ruler 

parD=ally chose each Sushlvar from ¬ mong the famous jurists. 

The council was a very well-balanced representative body 

consisting of jurists of ditforent attitudes, though the majority 

were devoted to Zia-1ikism, with a few rationalists and semi- 

independent jurists. They were endowed with singular authority. 

In matters of jurisdiction, they arrived at resolutions through 

their oun methods, and were answerable only to the ruler. These 

members won their poststy gaining the favour of the ruler; the 

1. Ibn 'Abd ar-Ra'üf ( r7ald, p. 9) said: "At least two jurists 
should be daily convened as the cadi's consultante, in order 
to ovoid errors and niacarriago of justice". Ibid. 
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ruler, in turn, usually wanted to exploit their influence. It 

Is, therefore, not surprising that the members of the council 

did not wish to give logal judgements that might alienate the 

rruler. 
I 

Luring a1--Hakam' e period, the councillor had only advisory 

power, but under 1Abd ar-RE')män II, this institution grew in power 
4 

so that it could exert considerable pressure on the cacti who 

presented a legal case to the member of the council for 

consultation. In practice as well as in theory, the institution 

existed as a check on the court's functions. The n haýw rn 

at this period were completely accepted and began to play an 

important r8le in administering the state. Quite naturally, 

, 'Abd ar-Ra ixe n became deeply alarmed as more and more icrnb©rs, 

particularly Yahyä the chief councillor, began making their 

judicial influence felt. 

'Abd ar-Fta17an was undoubtedly trying to curtail their 

activities, and it seems clear that from the late period of "Abd 

ar-Rahnnn the council was in decline as an influential force. 

Cu certain questions there was outright hostility to the 

councillors. His on act to counterbalance the Juridical power 

of the councillors from one aide and the judges from another, 

revealed an cpprohension that the two aides might collaborate to 

gain power through cultivating popularity among the citizens. 
2 

1. cf. t'lurir, 
_b 

th, i%179ff; tIyä¢, 14t d, II, is139. 
2. Khushanl, Qu ät, pp. 78-81. 
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Since Abd ar-RaDri n II felt the danger of YatLyýº' a 

increasing activity and ambition, he tried to curtail Yatiya'o 

power, but without using any overt or provocative means* He 

consolidated the power of influential jurists, giving then posts 

in stitch they bad to function as a unit. Their jurisdiction was 

based on a form totally distinct from that of the court; its 

independence from the court resulted in disagreements amongst 

the councillors. The evident advantage of this policy was that 

of division and thus weakening of the councillors' power; the 

hostile attitude of each councillor towards the other manifested 

itself in attempts of each to nullify the legal verdicts of the 

other. The hostility of the councillors to some extent 

crippled their efficiency, yet despite the frequent and intense 

conflicts, they were able to exert a continuing influence on 

the internal affairs of the state. 
l 

The fear of the growing influence of Yaiyä and his 

colleagues is prall doc=onted by Spanish chroniclerso in order 

to diminish the power of Ya . ym and his coterie, 'Abd ar. Rqman 

brought to the senate council in Cordova Ibn Habib, wtto, from 

the beginning, adopted an attitude of violent opposition to 

Yahya and his friends. 2 'Abd ar-Ra nn' m policy may be 

assured to have represented not only a decisive minimizing of 

the potential danger of both caais and councillors to the 

ruler's power, but also an important improveient'in the adani" 

stration of justice. 
1. 'Iyä4, : acit rik, II, i; 3ß. 
2. Ibid., p. 31. 
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Although they wer© subordinate to govern: aent, t ho 

councillors possessed a rye of discretionary powers. They 

could determine tattors of o. judicial nature; these included 

decisions made on their on initiative, or at'the request of 

the govornor; es well as ©ltoration, ratification or modification 

of judicial decisions. 

This institution served several useful purposes: (1) it 

relieved the cat't of mono of his responsibility and his sole 

liability for any niscarriagoa of justice. (2) it maintained 

judicial equilibrium so that the careful and mutual surveillance 

of each councillor by his fellows inhibited unfair or dishonest 

1ecinion3 or roco=cndationo. (3) it guarded against inter- 

f©renco with the proper functioning of court. During 'Abd or- 

man' a period, the council power and procedure were dc, fincd, 

thus helping it consolidate its position in the state. 
1 do 

doubt the council because of its very nature, took to exercising 

legislative functions, while at the same time it poegeseed some 

of the characteriatico of a court. 

The influence of tho councillors, in fact, went beyond 

simply prescribing procedure and finding legal solutions. Having 

recognized the influence exerted by copneillors in the inter. - 

pretation of the law, there remains the question of his 

influence via--4-vic that of the jurisconzu2. t in individual judge- 

inents. The councillors' legislative r81e should not bo 

1. Ibid.. pp. 138ff. 
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neglected. They not only Polt free to express their views 

in the supreme csdi's preacnco# but also had their views 

cupported by the ruler. 

According to M. alikito laws the cadi had to conmat legal 

exports. Their presence at hoorings w"as impcrstivo, at least 

oben important t attera were involved. 1 The most important 

contribution of those experts, the councillors, was the aid 

they gave to the courts. Their chief contributions, therefore, 

lay not only in providing Judicial views and procedures needed 

to justify legislation in process, but also in furnishing a 

procedural basis for extending the jurisdiction of the courts. 

Teatirnony of the Pxpoxýt 
rýýlýwrwýwrw ýwlr1`irýýlwýiýr 

According to the rule of 'default' in Spanish . alikite 

law, the co=on standard applied for decision of cases of tort 

was to administer what is suitable under tho circumstancoe. This 

suitability was not always decided by the court;, it sometimes 
a fell beyond the scope and discretion of the cadi. It was 

natural, therefore, that the court should in so. o way have to 

roly on experts to analyse the facts involved and to give the 

court aid in Bottling the dispute. Tho cadi found that the 

tostinony which deserved most credit with the court was that of 

the skill©d witness. Legal scholars such as Ibn Farn, were 

convinced that it was of the greatest importance that cedis or 

1. E. Tyan, "Judicial Organization" in Law in th! j Middle Fegt " . ýr... r. ý. ++ýrýr rrrýýrrýrrrrwr 
f 

od. H. Khadduri, vol. 1, p. 247. 
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legal administrators charged with tho duty of ascertaining the 

truth should be assisted by the knowledge and opinions of the 

specialists. 
' 

Although the experts wore usually chosen to judge the 

relevant facts upon which the particular issue at court turned, 

their judgments wore not always of the nature of the evidence. 
2 

In cases, for example, involving fraudulent trading, the court 

usually surimoned skilled persons to find out the nature of the 

fraud, its history and its cause and effect, and upon their 

verdict the court gave its decision. As to the evidential 

value of the expert's information, there was perhaps no disagree- 

ment among jurists on the importance of the expert's testimony, 

but soma disagreement over the general principles and natural 

laws derived fron their specialized experience, which perhaps 

coloured their advice. 
3 

The expert's testimony was not always decisive, especially 

when there was disagreement among the exports as to the analysis 

of the case. For example, in a dispute between a vendor and a 

vendee concerning a defect in the house purchased in legal 

transaction between then, the Spanish Jurists would have settled 

the dispute by the experts' testimony. In a case where the 

1. In his judicial i nual Ta sirat al-1h kk n, Ibn Far iün devoted 
a chapter to the testimony of the expert. Sea Ibid., 
Vol. ii, pp. 74-81. 

2. This is the opinion of Ibn Rushd. See Mayyära, Shark, i%72. 
3. t"iayyära, Shar 9 ii: 249. 
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experts were equally divided by opinions directly opposed to 

each other, Ibn 'AttaZb said that the case should be settled 

according to the more just testimony. l When alleged defects 

in a property resulted in dispute between the seller and the 

buyer, Ibn al-Gatlän said that if there were two opposing 

testimonies, one of which certified the claim's authenticity 

while the other denied it, a decision must be taken in the 

light of the affirmativo one. 
2 

Furthermore, since there were different views as to the 

value of the testimony of the exports, there was growing demand 

fron north African jurists for a set requirement of the number 

of the expert witnesses necessary to give validity to their 

evidence. For example, on the procedure of partition of 

estates among co-heirs or co-partners, ISlik contended that the 

partition of the estate could be performed by one expert appraiser. 
3 

But the Ifrigiyyan jurist Abü Ist q at-2ünist insisted that 

there trust be two valuers in order to protect the partner's 

right against liability. Since value is a natter of opinion, 

then one person prosuiably could not give a fair estimate. 

Hence the partition was likely to be unsatisfactory to either 

party. 

The rationale behind this view was that Malik regarded 
the person who . ado the evaluation as merely a representative 

1. Ibn Farhün, Tabsira, ii: 77. 
2. Ibid. 

3" Mati raq, ! &, v: 336. 
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of the court, and since he was not acting as a witness only one 

person was needed to do the job. The Tunisinn jurists 

maintained that the person who made the valuation was a witness 

to the value, and consequently the procedure of evidenco 

required two persons. 
1 

The Yule of evidence adopted by the Spanish courts was, 

in nary respects, totally at variance with those known to the 

Ifrigiyyan courts. The retention of some of the Awz7al3 laws 

and the adoption of others from al-Layth's opinions countered 

invasions of Malikita elements. In Awzä'I lagt the testimony 

of two witnouses trau generally required in disputes involving 

criminal and civil law, contrary to the rule of the Ifriqiyyan 

court which held that a dispute could be settled by the 

evidence of only one witness under oath. 2 

Yo yä reinforced the practice of using two witnesses 

by imposing al-Layth's doctrine wiich was identical,, in this 

respect, to the Awzä't. Under the influence of al-Layth, 

Y4yü made it obligatory for the courts to have no less than 

two aale witnesses, or one male and two female witnesses. 
3 

1. ial f ab, Mawr v: 337. 
2. In the court of Qayrawän, Sahnün said that all the cases 

which might be settled by one witness plus the oath of the 

plaintiff could be judged by the testimony of one male 
witness and two female witnesses. See Hatt"ab, tiw, vi: 181. 

3. The Spanish court continued applying this particular law un- 
til the isiddle of the sixth century (540/1145). Ibn al-'Arabi 
(al-(Gag Abü Bakr, cacti of Cordova, d. 544/1149, is assumed 
to have been the first cadi who was able to abolish this law; 
he restored it to I'iälik's doctrine. See Ibn al-'Arab!, A käm, 
i: 421. 
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The law of judiciary oath w-as admissible If it affected pecuniary 

or proprietary interest, but not if it would involve the declarant 

in criminal liability. 

The well known adith, "Evidence should be offered by the 

plaintiff, and the oath should be taken by the defendant, ' made 

it clear that the oath should be applied whenever a plaintiff 

could not produce any evidence; the oath was generally 

administered to the defendant who was ordered to verify the 

truth of his statement by oath. 
1 

According to that h`dlth, the oath (al, ýyr. ýtn) had the 

character of legal evidenc©. A party who produced testimony 

insufficient to make his case stand up in court, for example, 

a plaintiff who had only one witness, could strengthen his 

case by taking an oath in support of the credibility of his 

case. But the Spanish courts did not recognise any such 

procedure. Their rationale, in such instances, was that, "since 

the Arabs conquered Spain the court never applied the oath plus 
the one evidence rule. " In support of their position, they 

said that al-Layth be Sa'd was against such a procedure. 2 

A defendant could take the oath not only when the plaintiff 

had insufficient evidence, but he could also take it when the 

other party refused to swear (nakai "an al-'YanTn); the refusal 
being considered a tacit confession. This "nukül", refusal to 

1. Malik, Muwaj a', iii: 389ß; Ibn Sah., Phkän, recto, 12. 
2. Ibn Sahi, sue, recto 12; Ibn Far Tun, Tabpirraa, i: 288. 
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take the oath, however, was, in r1alikite law, made equivalent 

to differing degrees of guilt. 
' The plaintiff's lack of 

adequate evidence could lose him his claim unless he gave an 

oath to add credibility to the evidence of his litigation. 

But in regard to such defensible oaths, tMlik maintained that 

a defendant would be required to swear, to show his innocence 

of a charge, only when the case concerned involved property. 
2 

Despite tt lik' c latitude in this particular lawn of 

evidence, he was far from arbitrary in limiting the scope of 

the testimony of one witness plus the oath of the plaintiff to 

only those cases involving pecuniary disputes. The oath could 

not be given to the plaintiff in criminal cases (homicide or 

personal assault), because an accusation of assault could not 

be made unless supported by indisputable proof, which would 

leave no shadow of doubt. 3 

There was contempt among Spanish jurists for the 

Ifriqiyyan court because of its preference for one trustworthy 

witness, and the oath of the plaintiff against two trustworthy 

witnesses on the ground that it was far from solicitous of the 

rights of the accused. 
4 As far as the : 'punish Malikite law 'was 

concerned, Spanish jurists took into account the number of the 

1. liatfabt H w, vi: 219. 
2. Qurtub!, Ahk , II, iii: 394. 
3. Tralik, Muw T' , iii: 390f. 
4. Mawwnq, T.,, vi; 208. 
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tostiTonies which corroborated each other. Taut'5r ün, an his 

son reported, maintained that the accused ought to be declared 

innocent, it the witnesses for the defence were of greater 

authority than those for the prosecution. ' On the other rifle, 

Spanish courts were very favourable towards Ifrigiyya's method 

of deciding between conflicting testimonies. A case is cited 

by Ibn 1&raf© (d. 803/1400) when he was dealing with naw zil of 

3abn7un (Sa inün' s legal action) and quoted by Iiaaäb. Some 

witnesees declared that a certain person killed another person 

on a particular day whilst other witnesses testified that on 

that day the accused was to be found in another place, far 

enough away from the scene of the crimo not to be implicated. 2 

v: itnosses' qualification 

The use of certain men who had general knowledge as to 

the reliability of writnesses seems to have been a new device 

used by the t ghribt court, to speed court procedure in 

circumstances where trial of cases depended on the quality of 

witnesses testimony. 3 Before hearing the evidence, the 'board 

of attestation evaluated the witness's integrity' and tried to 

verify the credibility of the witness. The member of this board 

usually dealt with the accredited witnesses whose character wie 

not known to the cads. The cacti himself employed a sort of 

1. Viattäb, Mew, vi: 209. 

2. Ibis, vi: 208. 

3a, mat , fächiya, i: 54. 
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private apy, who had to accredit witnoiries before evidence 

could be accepted. 
' 

The tack of the members of the board was to pale inquiries 

into the personal history of the witness; to discover any 

previous legal convictions and investigate his habits, disposition 

and the esteem in which he was held by his friends and neighbourse2 

The general view of the law as to the capacity to give 

evidence, conferred by the process of accrediting, held good for 

some months, at most for a year. But Sahn u assumed that the 

witness's credit was prone to change according to the pressure 

of Social and economic condition8. Therefore, he insisted that 

tho Witnona's character had to be certified evqry time he gave 

his testinony. 3 

As regards the competency of the witnesses, there were 

certain qualifications without which the witness would be excluded 

from giving evidence as a witness in any proceeding. Among those 

qualifications were: 1) integrity, that is the witness rust not 

havo been himself convicted of any crime; 2) He must not have 

any sectarian views that would prejudice his testimony; 3) H® 

oust, at the time of witnessing evidence and of giving testimony, 

have had the mental capacity to have understood all the provisions 

of the testimony 4 lest he might be deceived by falsified evidence. 

1. Mazwäq, la, vi: 116. 
2. iatja`b, maw, vi: 116f. 
3. "'iawvZq, 2L, vi : 159. 
4. ? aw%Zq, IL, vi : 154. 
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